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At last: a federal architectural policy ( below) 

Cannon booms in Philharmonic Hall (page 7) 

New hope for FDR Memorial (page 9) 

NEWS 

Urban freeway convention stresses design and teamwork (page 1 1 ) 

ARCHITECTURAL POL.ICY IN WASHINGTON 

The Kennedy Administration has consistently indicated its ap
proval and understanding of the importance of the arts. No 
single step, however, has been more important than its an
nouncement last month of plans for a large federal office build
ing program incorporating the best principles of architectural 
design, and for the rehabilitation and rebuilding of Pennsyl
vania Avenue (right). These recommendations by the Ad 
Hoc Committee on Federal Office Space have been approved 
by the President and passed along to government departments 
for "immediate study and appropriate action." 

Tempos will finally be razed in major rebuilding plan 

Recognizing that the problem of 
office space in and around Wash
ington, D.C. is acute, the Com
mittee noted that "virtually all 
the space in the temporary and 
obsolete categories [totaling about 
9.5 million square feet] is sub
standard." To replace the tempos 
and obsolescent buildings, some 9 
million square feet will have to 
be constructed over the next ten 
years. Similarly, the Committee 
proposed that an additional 3.5 
million square feet be constructed 
to offset the increase in federal 
government employees, and an
other 787,000 square feet be built 
to supplant office space presently 
leased for $12.6 million in fiscal 
1963. This adds up to 13.3 mil
lion square feet in construction at 
an estimated $425 million. 

"The belief that good design is 
optional ," the Ad Hoc Committee 
wrote, " does not bear scrutiny, and 
in fact invites the least efficient 
use of public money." Thus, the 
design of federal office buildings 
should meet "a two-fold require
ment": It should provide "effi
cient and economical facilities for 
the use of government agencies" 
and also "provide visual testimony 
to the dignity, vigor, and stability 
of the American Government." 

A three-point architectural pol
icy for the federal government has 
therefore been proposed: 
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~ "Major emphasis should be on 
choice of designs that embody the 
finest contemporary American ar
chitectural thought. . . . Where 
appropriate, fine art should be in
corporated in the designs." 
~"The development of an offi
cial style must be avoided. Design 
must flow from the architectural 
profession to the government, and 
not vice versa .... Competitions 
for the design of federal buildings 
may be held where appropriate." 
~ And "The choice and develop
ment of the building site should 
be considered the first step of the 
design process .. .. Special atten
tion should be paid to the general 
ensemble of streets and public 
places of which federal buildings 
will form a part." 

Washington's grand axis 

One site especially attracted the 
Committee's attention. This is 
Pennsylvania Avenue - originally 
planned by Pierre L'Enfant to be 
"the grand axis" of the city, now 
an example of " lamentable dis
harmony," which features "block 
after block of decayed nineteenth
century buildings, many of which 
are vacant above the first story, 
only rarely interspersed by par
tially successful attempts at mod
ernization." 

To upgrade the north side of 
Pennsylvania Avenue, the federal 

P ennsylvan'ia .A i;eniie 

government has already an
nounced its plans for a $60 mil
lion F.B.I. office building there 
and Downtown Progress has start
ed a drive to attract private capi
tal into the area. The report em
phasized that Pennsylvania Ave
nue should not be like the Federal 
Triangle, a district which shuts 
down entirely after working 
hours; instead, the avenue "should 
be lively, friendly, and inviting, as 
well as dignified and impressive." 

All work done by the federa l 
government under the new pro
gram will be directed by the Na
tional Capital Planning Commis
sion, and an advisory committee 
composed of eight or ten mcm-

hers speci; il izing in architectural 
matters will be announced by the 
White House in the near future. 

A brighter outlook 

Government departments are 
now under orders to follow the 
President's new policy in their 
new buildings. Skeptics, however, 
point out that Congress, which 
controls appropriations, can im
pede realization of the proposals 
ii members do not like the de
sign. Funds have been previously 
withheld - notably in the State 
Department's program of building 
modern embassies abroad. Still, a 
first-and all important-step has 
been taken. 

BEARISH MARKET AND BUILDING INDUSTRY 
One Wall Street real-estate spe
cialist put it this way : "In a 
bearish market, the investor gets 
cautious-and real-estate stocks, 
being speculative, don't attract 
him." Real-estate stocks, like other 
glamour stocks, did slump last 
month. Real-estate trusts and other 
building companies, thus, will hesi
tate before going on the market. 

Part of the money leaving the 
market, however, may go into 

savings accounts because of the 
high interest rates there. This 
movement might exert further 
downward pressure on mortgage 
rates, which, economists agree, 
will certainly not increase. 

Other experts predict that the 
stock market break may defer 
many real-estate purchases and 
home building plans-particular
ly by those buyers who suffered 
losses m recent market ac tivity. 

contin·ued on pcige 7 
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Ruberoid/Matico Vinyl Asbestos 
Floor Tile Solved This School Problem 

The Problem: Quality resilient flooring at moderate cost to 
take heavy traffic, be easy to maintain. 

The Solution: Over 100,000 sq. ft. of Ruberoid /Matico 
Vinyl Asbestos Floor Tile. 

Left: Frank R. Starbuck Junior High 
School, Racine, Wis., opening Fall, 1962, 
has a capacity of 1000 to llOO students, 
will cost approximately $2,275,000. 

Right: Marbleized Vinyl Asbestos Floor 
Tile in golden tan keys the decorative 
scheme in the library. 

Architect. 
Warren Holmes Co., Lansing, Mich. 

Gen. Contractor : 
Nelson & Co., Racine, Wis. 

Flooring Contractor: 
Du Al Floor Co., Inc., Chicago, 111. 

More than ever, Ruberoid/ Matico new Vinyl Asbestos 
Floor Tile is suitable for most demanding types of 
installations. With 57 styles and colors in its enlarged 
line, Ruberoid/ Matico offers widest range of popular 
patterns for every decorative scheme: Marbleized, 
Tweed, Wood Hues, Maticork, Confetti and Lode o' 
Gold. Outstanding for smooth, tight surface, flexibility, 
long wear, Ruberoid/ Matico's, new Vinyl Asbestos has 
greater resistance to indentation. Also it resists grease 

and acids, is easy to maintain. True dimension, clean, 
sharp corners, assure flawless installation. Ask your 
Ruberoid representative for further information. 

RUBEROID MAT/CO 

Viny 1 Asbestos Floor Tile 
A quality product of The RUBEROID Co. 
733 Third Avenue, New York 17, N . Y. 
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One possible result of the 
break: the Treasury, which had 
announced that liberalized de
preciation rules would no longer 
benefit the building industry, 
might reverse this position. Thus, 
the Administration might help 
erase the President's "antibusiness 
image" to which the stock mar
ket's decline has been linked. 

Building economists in Wash-

ington add other related thoughts. 
FoRUM Consultant Miles Colean 
sees no change in capital expendi
ture plans by companies. Econo
mist Robinson Newcomb adds 
that most capital expenditure 
projects will be cases where some 
cost cutting can be achieved or a 
new product is involved. Capac
ity, he says, exceeds requirements 
in most industries now. 

TUNING WEEK AT PHILHARMONIC HALL 
"The acoustical design of a con
cert hall is part science and part 
experiment," said Acoustical Con
sultant Dr. Leo L. Beranek. "We 
can select the cubic volume [in 
this case, 850,000 cubic feet] and 
gross shape [rectangular cross 
section, narrow width, high ceil
ing, gently sloping floor] scientific
ally. But many of the interior de
tails are experimentally arrived 
at during a tuning period." 

What Beranek was talking 
about last month was Architect 
Max Abramovitz's $15.4 million 
Philharmonic Hall in Manhattan's 
Lincoln Center. The occasion: the 
first experiments ever made in 
tuning a concert hall before it 
opened to the public. After visit
ing 54 major concert halls in the 
past seven years, Beranek had col
lected data on what makes a hall 
sound well and what does not. 
Then came an intensive "tuning 
week" at the Philharmonic Hall. 
for which a special composition 
had been commissioned: "Cata
coustical Measures" by Composer 
Daniel Pinkham, in which "mod
ern" orchestral music builds up 
only to come to sudden, rc,·er
berating halts. 

The tuning week started off, 
appropriately enough, with a bang 
-the firing of a blank charge out 
of a cannon (a sound that contains 
a broad band of frequencies). 
Reverberation time was measured 
constantly throughout the tuning 
of the hall, and the goal of r.85-
1 .95 seconds with a full audience 
at mid-frequency range was 
achieved. 

This figure had been empiric
ally predetermined in a compari
son of the acoustically best halls. 
Among them : Boston's Symphony 
Ha ll , Amsterdam's Concertge-
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bouw, and Vienna's Grosser 
Musikvereinssaal. 

In order to control the experi
ments, each seat in Philharmonic 
Hall was occupied by a glass-fiber 
mat to approximate the absorp
tive quality of a human body. 
The l 06 acoustical panels sus
pended from the ceiling were re
adjusted and stage-level panels 
were arranged to either reflect or 
absorb sound behind an acoustic
ally transparent, optically opaque 
screen. Complex electronic equip
ment ( including two dummy 
heads with binaural "ears") was 
placed throughout the hall to 

catch all acoustical nuances. 
After a week of noises ranging 

from euphony to cacaphony, from 
"white sound" (containing all 
aud ible frequencies) to a pistol 
shot (see photo), everyone seemed 
to be pleased-even the tradition
ally finicky musicians. 

Said Abramovitz : " \Ve now 
have a chance of really knocking 
off a great hall. " Said Beranek: 
"The tuning week was completely 
successful"; but he added cau
tiously: "The tuning process will 
continue for a yea r." 

WARl\.t.\N-NEW YORK HERALD TRIRUNE 

~ ·.: 
.. .·.· .. · 

··: .· 

LE CORBUSIER'S CHANDIGARH ASSEMBLY BUILDING IN USE 

Above is the third government 
building completed by Le Corbiisier 
in a complex of four planned for 
the northern section of the new 
city of Chandigarh, which rP

placed Lahore as capital of the 
Pwnjab, India. The plan of th~ 
building is square, but the as
sembly hall within is round, w·ith 
a hyperbolic concrete fiinnel risfr1g 
well above th e level of tli e roof tu 

terminate in an oblique skylight 
with an aluminum framework. ThiR 
view of the portico shows the 
mommiental scale of the building 
as well as Corb·tt's 11se of sculptured 
forms to provide a lively composi
tion of solids and voinR, nf rhanq
ing shadows and light . 1'he Secre
tariat and High Court buildings 
have already been completed. Still 
to come is the Governor's Palace. 

WATERGATE TOWNE NEARING APPROVAL 

After eighteen months of contro
versy, tentative agreement on the 
$so million Watergate Towne 
project in Washington, D .C., has 
been reached. Objections raised 
by the Commission of Fine Arts 
(FORUM, June '62) have been 
answered; compromise solutions 
have been accepted. The Italian 
developers, who brought Architect 
Luigi Moretti from Rome for dis
cussions, scaled down the res iden
tial-commercial project's size by 

about 7 per cent (from l ,g 11 ,ooo 
to 1, 730,000 square feet) and 
agreed to keep 75 per cent of the 
structures under 130 feet high. 
Result: the Commission of Fine 
Arts endorsed the design on May 
28, and the District Zoning Com
mission gave a tentative go-ahead 
to the project the following day. 
Final approval is to be withheld 
until the developers submit de
tailed revised plans incorporating 
the compromises. 

continued on page 9 
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K••iifl® 
Prismatic 

Lens Panels 

PROVIDE 

FLUORESCENT 
LIGHTING 

CONTROLLED LIGHTING 
For any fluorescent installation, any requirement, 
the smooth flat surfaces and precise, sharp edges 
of K-Lite panels assure even, controlled lighting 
without hot spots . 

LIGHTING VERSATILITY 
A complete and growing line of engineered pattern 
variations offer creative textures to complement all 
styles of lighting fixtures and architectural decor. 

In the above installation the architect added wood 
paneling to trim the large area LPI PANELAIRE 
manufactured by Lighting Products, Inc., Highland 
Park, Illinois. · 

WA"rCH K-S-H FOR NEW PLASTIC LIGHTING PRODUCTS 

SEND FOR THESE TECHNICAL 
HELPS •.. Complimentary to 
qualified specifiers . 

PLASTICS, I NC. 
10212 MANCHESTER, ST. LOUIS 22, MO. 

Petrolite Corporati o n Ge ne ral Offices, St. Louis . 
Lefl lo right : Fred F. Huble r, Advertising Director , 
Petrol ite Corporation. Char les H. Zurhe ide , Smith, 
Zurheide & Associates, Consulling Engineer , Jo hn 
C. McEwe n, Rodr iguez: Des ig n Associates, Archi lect. 

REPRESENTATION THROUGHOUT UNITED STATES EXPORT: ROLDAN PRODUCTS CORP. ST. LOUIS 
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Grady Gammage Auditorium 

FLLW'S LEGACY: PROJECTS AND SKETCHES 
One could never really tell how 
successful a Frank Lloyd Wright 
project would tum out to be until 
it was actually constructed. What 
may have looked flamboyant, or 
even fantastic, in two dimensions, 
often appeared entirely suitable 
and splendid in concrete, brick, 
steel, and glass. A case in point 
may be one of the last proj ects 
sketched out by the master before 
he died: the Grady Gammage 
Memorial Auditorium (above) for 
the Arizona State University at 
Tempe. Some of the members of 
the University's board of regents 
three years ago called it "a merry
go-round!" "Disneyland!" and "a 
mausoleum!" ( FoRu~c, Aug. '59) . 

Others were enthusiastic; and 
on May 23 at ground-breaking 
ceremonies a board member said : 
the auditorium "will bring into 
reality what was perhaps the last 
great concept born of the match
less genius of the late Frank Lloyd 
Wright." 

It is a big building-304 by 235 
fee t-and will cost $z .8 million . 
Named in honor of the man who 
served as ASU president for 31 

h,!l:. J)i. 
,.,..,~l).. i 

;~?,,~-'"'.' 
l Pt,f: , 
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years, the auditorium should be 
completed by late 1964. Catching 
much of the flavor of Wright's 
Baghdad Opera House, it features 
a belowground-level stage, and 
seating for nearly 3,000. 

Out on the West coast, at sunny 
Santa Cruz, Calif., Taliesin Asso
ciated Architects have designed an 
"International Village and Court 
of the Seven Seas." The spectacu
lar hotel-shopping center complex 
is sponsored by International Vil
lage, Inc., controlled by far
sighted Businessman Peter J. Pa
setta. Cost of the project will be 
between $ 13 and $ 1 5 million. 

As now planned, the Court of 
the Seven Seas (below ) includes : 
a hotel ( the 200-foot-high pyra
mid crowned by translucent cei l
ing ), a motel ( the two-story semi
circular buildings), a chapel for 
the wedding trade, and a conven
tion hall ( the large translucent 
dome) . The International Village 
of the Seven Seas, a super shop
ping center containing " the Court 
of Asia, Court of the North At
lantic," etc., runs along the shore 
line in a series of domed canopies. 

NEWS 

SURPRISE HELP FOR ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL 
FDR Memoria l Commission 
Chairman Francis Biddle still 
has a bill before a House Ad
mm1stration subcommittee re
questing Congress to approve the 
eight-s lab monument and to au
thorize it to be built with $5 m il
lion of private donations-despite 
the fact that the Federal Fine 
Arts Commission has turned it 
down (FORUM, April '6z ) . Also 
pending in Congress, however, is 
a bill to create a national park 
along the Potomac River as an 
FDR Memorial. So the propo
nents of the eight-slab monument 
designed by Architects Pedersen 
& Tilney did not expect much aid 
and comfort from the House 
Committee when it held hearings 
on June 8. They were pleasantly 
surprised. 

Although the monument is 
about as far away from construc
tion as ever, the hearings were 
somewhat encouraging. This was 
due mainly to the articu late and 
witty support of Representative 
Frank Thompson (Dem.-N.J. ) . 

With Architect John Harbeson 
on the witness stand to argue 
against the eight-slab monument, 
Thompson noted that Harbeson's 
firm had designed the new House 
Office Building dedicated to the 
late Speaker Sam Rayburn. Once 
this was established, Thompson 
proceeded to challenge Architect 
Harbeson's qualifications as a 
judge of good design. The Ray
burn Building, said Thompson, is 
"massive [and] ugly" and not at 
all "representative of the charac
ter" of the late Speaker-the sort 
of criticisms that Harbeson him
self had leveled at the proposed 
FDR design in February. To be 
sure, Thompson admitted, the new 

office building was not "restless" 
(as Harbeson said the FDR 
Memorial would be), but this was 
so, according to Thompson, be
cause it had so much "steel per 
square foot" that he originally 
thought a "bomb shelter" was 
being constructed. If Congress 
had anything to do with approv
ing the Rayburn Building (which 
a congressional commission did ) , 
then, Thompson concluded, it 

Congressman Thompson 

was "prima facie" evidence that 
laymen, such as the subcommit
tee, were ill-equipped to pass on 
architectural design. 

Does the Washington Monu
ment have " repose," Thompson 
asked Fine Arts Commissioner 
David E. Finley, who had stated 
that the FDR Memorial was 
" lacking in repose." Yes, said Fin
ley. Then how could repose exist 
at 555 feet, Thompson wondered, 
and not at 167 feet ? 

While Thompson produced the 
unexpected high points of the 
hearings, Architects William F. 
Pedersen, Philip Johnson, Philip 
Will, and Paul Rudolph testified 
eloquently in favor of the design. 
Although several others testified 
against it, supporters of the me
morial were more hopeful. 

ABO: UNDERGROUND SCHOOL FOR SURVIVAL 
In a torrid section of New Mexi
co, Architect Frank Standhardt 
has designed what may be the 
world's first subterranean school 
-Abo Elementary, which was of
ficially dedicated last month. Lo
cated at Artesia, near Roswell, 
the underground school will con
tain 540 students, and can shel
ter 2,000 people for two weeks in 
case of nuclear war, and protect 

them against radioactive fallout. 
So pleased with the Abo School 

were the people of Artesia (pop. 
12,000) that they have just voted 
a bond issue to build a Stand
hardt-designed junior high that 
also will have its educational and 
service rooms below ground. To
gether with Abo, it will provide 
shelter space for all of Artesia's 
students. 

continued on page 11 
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TOWARDS BETTER FREEWAYS 

Under the Federal Highway Act 
of 1956, 13 per cent of the total 
mileage of the interstate system 
of freeways will account for 45 

per cent of the cost of construc
tion. This small percentage of the 
total mileage represents the build
ing of urban freeways (as distinct 
from rural freeways in open coun
try) and, translated into distance 
and dollars, means 5,200 miles of 
highway costing over $18 billion. 

This is the largest form of fed
eral assistance to urban areas. To 
date, 1 ,200 miles of urban free
ways able to bear the estimated 
volume of 1975 traffic have actu
ally been completed. Against the 
background of another 4,000 miles 
by 1975, a Conference on Free
ways in the Urban Setting was 
held last month at Hershey, Pa. 

Sponsored by the HHF A, the 
U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, 
and the Automotive Safety Foun
dation with the cooperation of the 
AIA, AIP, ASCE, ASLA, the 
American Municipal Association, 
and the Institute of Traffic Engi
neers, the conference brought to
gether everyone concerned with 
urban highways. 

Among the far-reaching recom
mendations were the following: 
~There must be far greater team
work in freeway planning between 

state and municipality and engi
neers and designers. 
~ The design professions must be 
called in at the outset when 
choices of location, roadway align
ments, right-of-way cross sections, 
etc., are made. 
~Freeways should be integrated 
with other elements of the trans
portation system: terminal and 
parking faci lities, arterial street 
systems, etc. 
~ Freeway design should be har
monious with the existing or pro
posed land uses in the corridor. 
~ Freeway location and design 
should take into consideration its 
visual aspects from the points of 
view of both the user and the 
people in the areas through which 
it passes. 

Perhaps even more important 
was the fact that highway plan
ners and builders have come to 
realize that urban freeways in
volve much more than coopera
tion among all levels of govern
ment. Also notable: the many pro
fessions represented at Hershey 
started the three-day conference 
by expressing different philoso
phies and design objectives. They 
ended, however, recommending 
that "a common cause of com
promise" must be recognized in 
urban and freeway design. 

DROP FROM THE 19TH FLOOR 
Suspended by wire cables from 
the roof-top outriggers of Man
hattan's Equitable Life Assurance 
Society Building, the mechanical 
window-washing platform began 
operations as usual at 5 A.M. on 
May 30. By 5 :35 A.M., it had 
moved downward to the nine
teenth floor, guided by the alumi
num mullions on the face of the 
building. Then, suddenly, the 

S'lnashed rig on 51st Street 
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platform plummeted to the 
ground, killing the crew of four 
window washers. 

Both major safety devices had 
failed. One is a deadman's but
ton which moves the scaffold only 
when depressed; the other is a 
slack-cable device which stops the 
winch if excessive speed causes 
slack. All the teeth in the speed
reduction gear were reported to 
have been sheared off. While this 
would account for the failure of 
the motor to halt the winch, it 
did not explain why the auto
matic brakes had not held. 

New York's 13 similar rigs were 
grounded after the accident. 
Three investigations were started. 
Probable outcome: a revised code 
for operating and inspecting the 
scaffolds, and mandatory rail
gripping brakes for all such rigs. 

NEWS 

RUDOLPH'S SCULPTURED GARAGE NEARING COMPLETION 

The strikingly handso'lne, powred
concrete structiire (above) is Archi
tect Paul Rudolph's parking garage 
now nearing co'lnpletion in New 
Haven. Although it is only five 
stories high the garage has ten levels 
aboveground, two below, and will 
house 1,500 cars in all. On the 
Te'lnple Street side there will be a 
series of S'lnall stores; next door, 
Malley's depart'lnent store. While 
the garage will be open for partial 
operatinn in October, the stores 

will not be co'lnpleted until a later 
date. Located so'lne two blocks 
south of the tow11, center, the area 
is planned eventually to beco'lne the 
'lnain shopping district of New 
Ha1Jen, and is especially con!Jenient 
to an access road off the Connecti
cut Turnpike. Shoppers, thus, will 
be able to drive off the turnpike, 
park, and get into the area with
out having to enter city street 
traffic. The builders of the stnic
tnre are the Fvsco-Amatruda Corp. 

WHEN THE TIME TO MOVE ARRIVES 
As urban renewal and urban re
habilitation projects multiply, so 
by these projects does the dis
placement of families (see FoRUM, 
April '62). URA's William L. 
Slayton is rightly concerned, has 
reworked procedures "to make as 
certain as we can that housing will 
be planned, will be made avail
able, and will be accessib le to dis
placed site occupants when the 
time to move arrives." 

Slayton noted that during ur
ban renewal's 13-year history, 
113,000 families have been sup
planted. Of this number, 7 per 
cent went into substandard hous
ing, another 7 per cent moved to 
other cities, and a third 7 per 
cent just disappeared; 79 per cent 
found adequate, safe housing. By 
1973, Slayton estimated, the num
ber of displaced families would 
reach one million. 

To cope with the problem, 
URA has tightened relocation re
quirements for all local reloca
tion agencies. Henceforth, cities 
will not be able to get their urban 

renewal projects approved on un
substantiated assurances that they 
will take care of the people forced 
to move. Specifically, Slayton's 
reforms include complete surveys 
of site residents, while the project 
is in the planning stage, and 
making available relocation infor
mation to residents. 

Location will not have to be 
entirely solved by public housing 
projects (which only attract one
third of the displaced families ) , 
Slayton stated. FHA's new 22 I 

( d) 3 program for rental hous
ing at a subsidized interesL 
( FoRUM, March '62) has re
ceived "a fairly good response." 
Nor does he feel that urban re
newal projects will now concen
trate on business districts, for 
more people live in the fringes of 
such areas than is believed and 
they tend to resist relocation. 

Probable outcome: a less am
bitious, more deliberate renewa l 
program. Remarked Slayton: 
some cities may have already "bit
ten off more than they can chew." 

continued on page 13 
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floor care is an ancient art ••• 
The Pantheon of Agrippa is considered the best-preserved example of ancient Roman architecture, cen
tered around a magnificent floor. Modern architectural triumphs , too, show careful craftsmanship in floors 
designed for the footsteps o f centur ies. 

Thou·sands of slaves labored daily to maintain the beauty of these classic floors. Today, HI L LYARD'S 
scientific laboratory-controlled approach to floor care is the perfect overseer for every design executed 
with products approved by fl ooring manufacturers . 

Your HILLYARD consu lt a nt can help you three ways: He prov ides a complete 
floor maintenance plan at no cos t. He serves as "job capta in" during construc
tion, a silent partner to eliminate flooring complaints. He follows through to cut 
labor costs for owners a f ter take-over ... to protect floor life with that dedica
tion-day look. 
R e fer t o A.I.A . Build ing Pro duc ts R e giste r for HILLYARD seals, finishes, curing agents, coatings, wa x es 
and c le a ners under "Floor T rea tments 13.0 6 ". 

You ' ll find your HILLYARD consultant's address in Sweet's . .. call collect, write 
o r wire for his free advice. 

"On your staff, not your payroll" / PROPRIETARY CHEMISTS s1Nce 1907 

HILLYARD 
FLOOR 
TREATMENTS 
St. Joseph, 
Missouri, 
U.S.A 
Passaic. New Jersey 
San Jose, California 



People In The News 

_\'erv·i and Port Engineer John Kyle 

"E FATTO MOLTO BENE" 

In late May, Italian Architect
Engineer PIER LUIGI NERVI wound 
up a trip to this country with a 
lightning-quick inspection of his 
almost completed "butterfl y" roof 
for the Port of New York Author
ity Bus Terminal. With Author
ity officials in anxious attend
ance, Nervi cast his practiced eye 
over the gigantic concrete Erector 
Set. His opinion: " E fatto molto 
bene ." 

Earlier in the spring, N ervi had 
stopped off in Hanover, N. H., to 
check on the progress of his other 
building in the U. S. (a field 
house for Dartmouth College) 
and in Cambridge, Mass., to de
liver three Charles Eliot Norton 
lectures at Harvard University. 
I-le shared the annual Professor
ship with R . BucKMINSTER FuL
LER and FELIX CANDELA. The 
three are the first architects or 
engineers to receive the appoint
ment. Harvard further honored 
N ervi by giving him an honorary 
Doctor of Arts degree because 
"his genius has added new scope 
and beauty to the building art." 

WEBB AND JAKE 

In recognition of his running the 
firm 's day-to-day operations for 
over two years, the Del E. Webb 
Corp. has appointed L. C. ]AcoB
soN as president. His boss, DEL 
WEBB, will remain in authority as 
chief executive officer-and fully 
as active as in the past. Diversi
fication of the company forced 
Webb from control of daily activ-
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ity to concentrate on company 
policy. The change does no more 
than recognize Jacobson's actual 
status; he will not assume any 
new duties or authority. As one 
spokesman put it: "Webb will 
continue running around nego
tiating and Jake will stay put, 
talking to him on the phone every 
day-just as they always have." 

A FOURTH FOR BRIDGE 

Last month, an already rocky stock 
market was further staggered by 
the departure of EDWARD M. GIL
BERT, who since Ig58 has headed 
E. L. Bruce Co., one of the na
tion's leading hardwood-floor man
ufacturers. Gilbert left a directors 
meeting to fly direct tc Rio de 
Janeiro-after admittint; that he 
took nearly $2 million in c.:impany 
funds. The stock, which had once 
boomed to $I92 a share due to 

Gilbert's buying when he seized 
the company in a proxy fight 
(FORUM, Nov. '58), slumped to 
$15 before trading was suspended 
last month. Gilbert joins three 
other wayward financiers (Ben 
Jack Cage, Earl Bell and Lowell 
Birrell) in extradition-free Rio. 

RICE'S EXPERIMENT 

Under Architect WILLIAM W. 
CAUDILL, Rice University's De
partment of Architecture has 
come up with two bright ideas re
cently. One was the "Preceptor
ship Program" in which students 
work in leading architects' offices 
( FoRuM, April '62). The other: 
40 ranking architectural students 
from nine colleges throughout the 
nation met last month with ten 
renowned working architects to 
see what ideas they could concoct 
to help solve the junior-college 
problem. The architects (DoNALD 
BARTHELME, CHARLES w. BRU
BAKER, ]AMES H. FINCH, PAUL 
HAYDEN KIRK, FRANKLIN D. 
LAWYER, EDMOND LAY, GYo 
0BATA, JOSEPH ]. SCHIFFER, LINN 
SMITH, and Grn WoNG) were 
given an office, some of the stu
dents as a working force, and an 
imaginary tract of 30 to 200 acres 
in specific states to develop draw
ings, models, and specifications. 
According to the Educational Fa
cilities Laboratory of New York, 
which supplied a $30,000 grant 

for the experiment : "the general 
level of the work was very high; 
several of the models were good 
enough to serve for junior-college 
design." 

S.F. DOWNTOWN CONSULTANT 

Architect MARIO CIAMPI was se
lected last month by the San Fran
cisco Planning Commission to be 
its consultant in the preparation 
of a downtown plan. This plan 
will be the culmination of over 
ten years' study and research in 
the traffic, transit, and develop
mental aspects of downtown San 
Francisco, an area which has such 
architectural landmarks as the 

Planning Consultant Ciampi 

Crown Zellerbach and Hancock 
buildings by SOM and the Inter
national Building by Anshen & 
Allen. Ciampi, a resident San 
Franciscan, has designed several 
well-known schools in California 
( FoRUM, Nov. '61), a series of 
civic buildings in the Bay area, 
and collaborated in a master plan 
for the development of the Uni
versity of Alaska at Fairbanks. 
One of his major tasks will be the 
improvement of the overall ap
pearance of the established, stable 
downtown area. 

KUDOS 

Academia, last month, dispensed 
its degrees, and honorary degrees, 
with accustomed aplomb. Favored 
with an honorary Doctor of Fine 
Arts degree by Pratt Institute was 
Architect PHILIP JoHNSON. Best
known as co-designer of the Sea
gram Building with MIES VAN DER 
RoHE, Johnson was cited for his 
"profound contributions to con
temporary architecture, his out
standing buildings, his literature 
and theory, and his interest in 
education." 

A few days before, Special Con
sultant on the Arts to the White 

NEWS 

House AUGUST HECKSCHER re
ceived an honorary degree of Doc
tor of Laws from Fairleigh Dick
inson University. His plea: that 
"all the arts-the lively and cre
ative arts-receive among us the 
credit that is their due." 

City Planner and Educator 
LUDWIG K. HrLBERSEIMER ac
cepted his honorary Doctor of 
Laws degree at Western Reserve 
University in Cleveland. Author 
of such books as The New City 
and The New Regional Pattern, 
he was awarded the degree for his 
contributions to city and regional 
planning. 

WHO TO HEW? WHO TO HHFA? 

As everybody has known for some 
time, HEW Secretary ABRAHAM 
A. RmrcoFF will shortly tender 
his resignation in order to run for 
the Senate in Connecticut this fall. 
According to some, his replace
ment will be ROBERT A. WEAVER, 
present HHFA Administrator, 
who, if appointed, would be the 
first Negro in U.S. history to hold 
a Cabinet post. Leading contend
ers for the vacancy at HHFA: 
New Haven's Mayor RicHARD C. 

HHFA's Weaver 

LEE, (prominently photographed 
in attendance when the President 
made his address at Yale last 
month) ; and HHFA Deputy Ad
ministrator ]ACK CoNWAY. Dark 
horses: Chairman of the Federal 
Home Loan Bank Board JosEPH 
P. McMURRAY and Mayor BEN 
WEST of Nashville. Other talk 
places Lee as a "very high offi
cial" in HEW. 

NOTE: The AJA is conducting a 
competition for the Department of 
Defense. Subject: an elementary 
school with fallout shelter. Infor· 
mation from the Octagon. Regis
tration to July 15. END 
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"Theme" Buildi ng-highly distinctive focal point of the new air terminal at Los Angeles International Airport. 

Every square foot of public area in terminal 
buildings at huge Los Angeles International Air
port is within reach of clear crisp sound by 
Executone. 

Although known as the world's first totally de
signed airport, the choice of sound systems was 
left to the individual airline tenants. And all 17 
tenants chose Executone for installations de
signed to their own requirements! 

Providing sound facilities for such a vast and 

The spacious new terminal area in Los Angeles International 
Airport covers 265 acres, which include 5,000·car parking and over 

1 million sq. ft. of building construction. 1) World's tallest 
control tower (172 ft.) also serves as airport administration building; 
2) "Theme" building features restaurant·in·the·sky, observation 

decks, and shops; 3) Satellite buildings, where passengers board 
planes, are connected by underground passageways to the 

ticketing buildings; 4) Ticketing buildings have, in addition to 
streamlined t icket and baggage handling facilities, fine restaurants, 

shops, and a host of other comforts and services. 

. ·~ 



intricate complex of buildings, ramps and pas
sageways was a mammoth undertaking. Out
standing features include : automatic pre-re
corded flight announcements, complete with 
central and local control selectors; local paging 
systems that operate independently of the air
port public address system; background music 
systems ; outdoor speaker trumpets for selective 
paging ; intercom systems; automatic foreign lan
guage translations that follow English announce
ments of overseas flights. 

Sound systems of a magnitude similar to Los 
Angeles International Airport are not unique for 
Executone. Dulles International, Moisant, O'Hare 
and Honolulu International are other installa
tions where Executone's high standards in de-
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sign and layout, in quality and performance of 
the equipment, in exceptional local service or
ganizations are delivering great value to owners. 

When your projects call for sound or intercom, 
why not avail yourself of Executone 's wide ex
perience? Our architectural files on institutions, 
industrials, shopping centers, churches and other 
places of assembly are available without obliga
tion. Write to Executone, Dept. S-1, Austell Place, 
Long Island City 1, New York. In Canada, 331 
Bartlett Ave., Toronto. 

Ereculooe 

I 
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Introducing a new FoRUM department 

LIVESTOCK PAVILION. The fact 
that livestock trading takes place 
in an auction ring determined the 
circular plan of the Flato Pavil
ion in Kingsville, Texas. To roof 
the space, Architect Alan Y. Tani
guchi designed a huge parasol 126 
feet across, made up of eight 
curved concrete shells, vented by 

PURNELL COMMERCLlL PHOTOS 
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PRECAST CHURCH. A roof of con
crete shells supported by ten in
terior columns leaves the walls 
free of structural duty in the new 
First Congregational Church of 
Mukwonago, Wis. T he sculptured 
concrete panels of the walls, de
signed by Artist Karl Giehl, were 
precast and then assemb led on 
the site by crane ( left ). They de
pict the parables of Jesus, empha
sizing the fact that the Congre
gational Church has historica lly 
been a teaching church. In front , 
three tapering precast columns 
fo rm a bell tower symbolizing the 
Trinity. Architect: William P. 
VVenzler. Structural consultant: 
Alfred Parme. General contractor: 
O liver Construction Co. Cost 
came to $137,000, or about $10.50 
per square foot. 

an octagonal opening covered 
with a plywood cupo'a. Traders 
sit on benches arranged in amphi
theater fashion above the live
stock floor (seen at right in photo 
below ). Structural engineer: C. W. 
Johnson. Contractor: Clark Bro
thers Construction Co. Cost: 
$65,000, under $3 per square foot. 

LA WREN CE JOSEPH 

FOUR-IN-ONE DORMS. Four new 
four-story residences for 420 coeds 
at Cleveland's \A.'estern Reserve 
Univer ity are linked to a com
mon dining hall by glass-walled 
galleries. Architects O utcalt, Guen
ther, Rode, Toguchi & Bonebrake 
designed the $2 million group 
around two enclosed garden courts. 
Engineers: Barber, Magee & Hoff
man (structural); Howard D. 
Bennett & Associates ( mechan
ical ); and Paul C. Mehnert 
(electrical ). Contractor : Roediger 
Construction Co. 

SHOPPING CENTER. Ft. \Vorth 's 
new Texas-sized Seminary South 
Shopping Center is the South
west's largest: 85 acres and 
900,000 square feet of rentab le 
space. Architects Loeb!, Sch loss
man & Bennett (design); Preston 
Geren (coordination ) and George 
Dahl ( fie ld ) did the center for 
Homart Development Co., a sub
sidiary of Sears, Roebuck & Co. 
Seminary South is the first re
gional shopping center to be de
veloped, owned, and operated by 
Sears. Landscaping: Lawrence 
Ha lprin. Contractor: Thomas S. 
Byrne, Inc. Cost: $g mill ion. 



HEXAGONAL HOTEL. In designing 
this hotel tower for Oklahoma 
City investors, Architects Bailey, 
Bozalis, Dickinson, Roloff used a 
diamond-shaped module resulting 
in an hexagonal floor p lan. Six big 
concrete corner shafts, which are 
diamond-shaped in plan, house all 

HAWAIIAN CHURCH. For The First 
Southern Baptist Church of Pearl 
Harbor, Architect Ralph M . Buf
fington has designed this 1 ,ooo
sea t sanctuary and 14,000-square
foot Sunday school, with eventual 
expansion planned as part of a 
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bath and dressing rooms and pro
vide sole perimeter support. Sleep
ing and living rooms between the 
corner piers open onto canti
levered terraces six feet deep, 
some overlooking a sw imming pool. 
Contractor: Harmon Construc
tion Co. Cost: about $ 1 mi ll ion . 

20-year building program. The 
precast concrete, folded p late roof 
is supported on heavy concrete 
buttresses. Engineers: Donald Lo 
(structural ); Jochen & Hender
son (mechanica l ). Contractor: 
Charles Winstedt. 

TRANSLUCENT BANK. For Invest
ment Bankers Draper, Gaither & 
Anderson in Palo Alto, Calif. , 
Architect Paul James Huston has 
arranged offices around an open 
court, and sheathed them in trans-
1 ucent panels of decorative filigree 
sandwiched between sheets of plas
tic. The panels, which cost $4-70 
per square foot, act as a thermal 
barrier and reduce lighting needs. 
Landscape architect: Thomas 
Church. Engineers: Pregnoff & 
Matheu. Contractor: Wagner & 
1\fartinez. Construction cost was 
about $168,000. 

LIBRARY-MUSEUM. This new facil
ity in Montgomery, Ala., com
bines a public library and mu
seum in one building, designed by 
Architects Sherlock, Smith & 
Adams. From one street, entrance 
is to the library on the first floor; 
from the other, to the museum on 
the second (see plan of upper 
level at left ). The structure is a 
reinforced concrete frame with 
arches, infi lled with open terra 
cotta t iles and so li d brick. Cost: 
$100,000. General contractor: 
!her Brothers, Inc. END 
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Lowest Cost Fire-rated Ceiling 

New Ceiling Tile From Bestwall 
Gypsum Achieves 2-Hour Fire-rating 

Ardmore, May 15 - Bestwall 
Gypsum Company announces a new 
fire-rated ceiling. This is of major 
importance to building owners. One 
of the country's leading independ
ent laboratories has completed 
tests on Fire Stop-120 tile manu
factured by Bestwall Gypsum Com
pany, Ardmore, Pa., a pioneer in 
gypsum building products for pri
vate and commercial construction. 
The report states that Fire Stop-120 
gypsum ceiling tile has been thor
oughly tested in accordance with 
procedure set forth in ASTM E-119-
58 and has achieved a 2-hour fire 
endurance rating for use in rated 
ceiling assemblies. 

This means that the lowest cost 
2-hour fire-rated ceiling is now 
available. The advantages of Fire 
Stop-120 to architects, contractors 
and building owners are compre
hensive: 

For The Architect 

Provides a quick, low cost meth
od of protecting structural steel 
members 

Reduces sound transmission 
Glass fiber reinforcement adds 

strength and resiliency to the tile 
during handling and application, 
and after it is in place 

Each tile unit is removable for 
immediate access to pipes, ducts 
and utility lines above the ceiling 

Lighting and air conditioning 
facili ties in the ceiling design may 
be easily changed when desired 

For The Contractor 

Easy to handle panels 24" x 24" 
x%" 

Packed ·6 tiles to a carton insur
ing arrival in good condition, with 
minimum loss through breakage or 
soiling 

Saves construction time, as "lay 
in" application is quick and eco
nomical, allows other trades to 
move in faster 

Factory finish insures uniform 
appearance 

Lower construction costs as in
termediate fire protection is elimi
nated, and clean-up operations are 
reduced 

Pre-decorated units eliminate 
need for on-site decoration 

For The Building Owner 

Greater fire protection generally 
re~ults in reduced insurance pre
mrnms 

Plain or textured finishes of the 
tile reflect light evenly and without 
glare 

Heat and sound transmission are 
reduced 

Decorative finishes may be re
painted economically by any con
ventional method 

Easy to maintain and clean 
Accessibility to any area of pipes, 

ducts or utility lines above the 
ceiling 

Reduced construction time per
mits earlier occupancy 

Fire Stop-120 offers all the ad
vantages of conventional types of 
exposed grid suspension systems 
plus the benefits of a · 2-hour fire
rated ceiling. The complete report 
on the tests conducted is available 
on request from Bestwall Gypsum 
Company, Ardmore/Pa. 



CHICAGO 

Forum: Congratulations on the outstanding 
May issue of FORUM . .. one in which all 
of us here having to do with development 
are justly proud. 

Chicago 

IRA J . BACH 
Commissioner of 

City Planning 

Forum: You were very wise in selecting 
Chicago, the fountainhead of modem Amer
ican architecture. I hope other cities will be 
covered in future issues. 

Memphis 
FRAN LANSKY 

Architect 

Forum: You are to be congratulated on the 
outstanding May issue. However, no men
tion of this planning organization was noted 
in your otherwise fine coverage. Since our 
objectives parallel, include, and go beyond 
those which you so persuasively suggest in 
your concluding editorial, we are surprised. 

Chicago 

PAUL FRANK J ERNEGAN 
Chairman, Lake Michigan 

Region Planning Committee 

Forum: Congratulations on the splendid 
result which your skill and exhaustive re
search produced. 

Chicago 

LEO J. SHERIDAN 

Chairman, 
L. ]. Sheridan & Co . 

Forum : . superb! 

Indianapolis 
DAVID L. RICHARDSON 

Architect 

Forum: In your article on Harry Weese you 
stated that MIT was the oldest architec
tural school in the U.S. According to Illini 
Guidelines, this honor belongs to the Uni
versity of Illinois. 

Champaign 
LAWRENCE EMERT 

University of Illinois 

• "American Universities and Colleges" 
credits MIT with the first school of archi
tecture in the U .S ., founded in 1865, and 
Illinois with the second, in 1868.-ED. 

Forum : Heartiest congratulations . . the 
Chicago issue is already turning into a col
lector's item. 

Chicago 
LEO H. ANDERS0:-1 

Continental Casualty Co . 

Forum: Among the structures illustrated in 
your May issue are Inland Steel, Harris 
Trust, and Lake Meadows, all built by Turn
er. No mention is made of this fact, which 
would be understandable, except that in the 
caption for the Brunswick Building is a 
credit line to George A. Fuller, Contractor. 

We do think that we are entitled to equal 
recognition. 

New York City 
A. R. LEFAUCHEUR 

Turner Construction Co. 

• FORUM regrets that space and the charac
ter of the articles precluded full credits (and 
that one exception did creep in) . In more 
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detailed stories, of course, all major mem
bers of the building team do figure, as was 
the case when FORUM first published Inland 
Steel, Harris Trust, and Lake Meadows.-ED. 

Forum : One of the most refreshing and 
exciting endeavors ever undertaken by an 
architectural journal. 

Rochester, N.Y. 
M. PERRY CHAPMAN 

City Planning Commission 

"ARCHITECTURE. IN DE.CLINE." 

Forum: Your remarks about Webb & 
Knapp's financial position in your summary 
of the recent architectural panels at the 
Museum of Modem Art (FORUM, June '62) 
could emanate only out of profound ignor
ance. You misinterpret the Webb & Knapp 
construction record, to wit: 

1. All Webb & Knapp construction to date 
has been done entirely with private capital. 

2. Webb & Knapp projects are among the 
few erected with private capital for invest
ment or speculative purposes that have won 
national AIA citations. 

3. Webb & Knapp has never received a 
subsidy from the U.S. government in any 
sense that you may have intended to in
sinuate. There is not a single project that 
Webb & Knapp has built on which private 
capital was not used exclusively. 

You apparently have made the common 
mistake of assuming that federal subsidies 
paid to cities to reduce their costs of eradi
cating slums somehow constitute subsidies to 
redevelopers. This is not so. Redevelopers 
must pay the full fair re-use value for every 
redevelopment area and they receive no 
subsidies in any sense of the word. (It is 
not the redeveloper's responsibility to eradi
cate slums, but the community's; and it is 
the city or the community that receives the 
federal subsidy for that purpose, not the 
redeveloper.) 

Although FORUM deserves the greatest 
commendation for its bold, long-standing 
support of fine architecture, your ill-founded 
criticism in this instance strikes me as a 
deviation from your customary standards. 

New York City 

WILLIAM ZECKENDORF 

Chairman of the Board 
Webb & Knapp, Inc. 

• The article did not intend to suggest that 
Webb & Knapp was subsidized by the U.S. 
government but rather that the urban re
newal program did involve an indirect sub
sidy which enabled good develojJers like Mr. 
Zeckendorf to produce first-rate projects that 
might have been infeasible had the land 
been acquired in the normal way. The pur
pose of the entire article was to suggest that 
tax and other laws should be reformed to 
offer incentives to good developers like Mr. 
Zeckendorf rather than offer incentives to 
unscrupulous builders. FoRUM has admired 
and published many of Webb & Knapp's 
outstanding buildings in the past and plans 
to do so in the future; and FoRUM also 

LETTERS 

hopes to use its editorial influence to make 
life easier for those, like Mr. Zeckendorf, 
who believe in building better cities and 
harder for those who, unlike Mr. Zecken
dorf, see in the city merely an opportunity 
for quick hit-and-run profits.-ED 

Forum: You are to be congratulated for 
your courage and foresight in publishing 
Peter Blake's provocative remarks. 

New Y ork City 

SUSPECT INSTITUTE. 

ULRICH FRANZEN 
Architect 

Forum : Regarding the "International Insti
tute of Arts and Letters" (April '62 "News" ) , 
I received an announcement from this 
organization indicating that I had been 
elected by the Board of Directors. A check 
indicated that the American Federation of 
Artists had exposed IIAL as a fraud. 

Tulsa 
ROBERT LAWTON JONES 

Architect 

Forum : I too received an invitation to join 
this impressive organization. The literature, 
credentials, and lists of new members are 
indeed impressive. However, the American 
Association of University Professors' "Bul
letin" rather competently puts this organiza
tion in its place. 

I also wrote a letter of inquiry to the 
IIAL. I have had no reply whatsoever. 

Since it appears that architects are becom
ing an easy target for this operation, I 
thought you might be interested in the evi
dence so far. 

New Canaan, Conn. 
ELIOT NOYES 

Architect 

•While the evidence indicates that the IIAL 
is indeed suspect, FoRUM is checking into the 
matter and will report at a later date. Mean
while, Architect Victor Gruen, whose elec
tion was reported in FoRuM's News item, has 
informed the IIAL of his withdrawal.- ED . 

THE. F DR MEMORIAL 

Forum : I take excepti0n to your condemna
tion of the Commission of Fine Arts for its 
rejection of the Roosevelt Memorial design 
("Editorial'', April '62). The jury may have 
been one of the finest, but that does not alter 
the fact that it selected a poorly conceived 
artistic fraud. Perhaps the commission would 
have rejected a great work of art as easily 
as it rejected the Memorial. In this case, 
however, it performed a public service re
gardless of its motives and qualifications. 

Scottsdale, Ari~. 
CHARLES MONTOOTH 

Architect 

Forum : The decision of the Fine Arts Com
mission was most unfortunate. What a pity 
that the recommendation of an eminent jury 
should be annulled so easily by a conserva
tive commission! 

New Y ork City 
WILLIAM LESCAZE 

Architect 
continued on page ea 
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KE MIKO 
PERMANENT CONCRETE STAINS 

Color in Concrete /Ageless as Nature 

Only KEM/KO can bring to concrete color with all of the natural
ness, beauty and permanence of Nature's own stone colorations. 

KEMIKO is unique. Not a dye or paint, it is an inorganic chemical stain that 
reacts upon the calcium to form permanent color. A product of 30 years 
research, KEMIKO Stains and companion products have been specified by 
leading architects throughout the world. 

1. A beautiful building deserves beauty underfoot. To produce a non-skid, beautiful, 
and glare-proof sidewalk, black Kemiko Stain and Col-r-tone were called upon for this 
job at Pacific Indemnity building at Los Angeles, California. The dramatic black and 
white of the building itself was picked up in the black sidewalk and mall, scored for 
striking design. 

2. Tennis courts for champions. These courts are treated with Kemiko Stain and Kemiko 
Col-r-tone to produce an ideal , non-skid, dust-free playing surface. Tennis courts may 
be full treated with sol id or two-tone effects of rich, uniform color which withstands 
not only the elements, but heavy use as well. To date, more than 25 million square feet 
of tennis court surfaces have been finished with Kemiko products. 

3. More color for the land of color. When Honolulu's beautiful International Airport 
was designed, color became an integral part - and all concrete floor surfaces were toned 
with Kemiko Stain, and wax-finished for aesthetic as well as practical reasons. To with
stand the exceptionally heavy foot traffic, over 300,000 square feet of floor, stair, and 
walk area were Kemiko-treated in this application. 

4. Maintenance-free color for 75 years. Twenty-five years ago, the concrete exterior 
walls of Sun Valley Lodge were stained in a natural wood color . .. neither hot summers 
nor sub-zero winters have affected this remarkable, maintenance-free finish. Conserva
tive estimates place the life expectancy of this finish at another 50 years. 

2. Southern California championship tennis courts . 

, 1. Pa<ific Indemnity Building/Claud Beelman, Architect. 3. Honolulu Intl. Airport/Theodore Vierra, Architect. 

4. Sun Valley Lodge/ Gilbert S. Underwood, Architect. 

~~~e~ ~:~E~n!~o~~:,~t ~~·11~~~info ot~;1e: ~:~h~;e~t~~:~?u~~l~~i~~·m~~~~~·ln~~:~r ~:\~1i~~l ~~c~~~~~!~1~-~ KEM I KQ 
918 N. \Vestem Avenue, Hollywood 20, California. 

continued from page 19 

100 BIGGEST ARCHITECTS 

Forum : We would appreciate four copies 
of the "100 Biggest Architects," (May, '62 ). 
This is an excellent article and most in
formative. 

Newark, N.]. 
WILLIAM E . LEHMAN 

Architect 

Forum: There is a great deal of prestige 
connected with inclusion in your annual list, 
and we hope that our work can in the fu
ture get the recognition it deserves. 

Philadelphia 
OS KAR STONOROV 

Architect 

•The firm of Stonoro u & Haws should have 
been included in the $20 to $25 million 
group.-ED. 

Forum: You are evidently the victim of a 
report based on pure fantasy when you in
clude Neutra & Alexander in the 100 Big
gest Architects. During that entire year, 
Neutra & Alexander had no employees 
whatsoever. 

I have not entered into a new contract 
with Mr. Neutra since 1958, although we 
are still completing work in my office con
tracted for before that time. 

Los Angeles 
ROBERT E. ALEXANDER 

Architect 

•The entry "Neutra & Alexander" should 
have read "Richard / . Neutra and the fir m 
of Neutra & Alexander." The $18 million 
of construction put in place originated 
mainly in the office of Richard J. Neutra . 

Also, as a result of misinformation fur
nished FoRUM, the office of Architect Wil
liam Lescaze was reported as having three 
registered architects on its staff, rather than 
the actual number, five .-ED. 
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fRfSH Curtain Wall idea ... 

"',- ..... 

WITH 

NEW TEXTURE! 
COLOR! 

WEATHERSAFETY! 

Design Innovation. Here's a striking new medium to 
enhance your curtain wall designs, and lower your 
building costs. 

Bostik Architectural Coatings! 
Richly textured, subtly colored, Bostik Architec

tural Coatings make a curtain wall that's both durable 
and inexpensive. Thoroughly tested, these polyure
thane coatings are ruggedly "weathersafe'', shrug off 
sun, rain, wind and freeze-thaw cycling. 

Quick and easily sprayed on cement as
bestos board, Bostik can be either shop or 
field applied by factory-trained applicators. 

Where odd size modular panels are re
quired, they may be precut before spraying, 
making even greater savings possible! Panels 
may be purchased, cut and coated locally. 

Textures may be varied from "sand fine" 
to "pebble coarse" by blending in different 
aggregate granules during application. Prac
t ically any desired color can be provided. 

See the back for list of Authorized Bost ik 
Applicators and Representatives. 

layer of Bostik Architectural Coatings on quarter 
inch cement asbestos board makes a tough, dur
able curta in wa ll panel at surpr isingly low cost. 
Insulated panels may also be used . 

..• 
.·· .. 

. . . 

. ..... 

.. 

BostikT.M. 
ARCHITECTURAL COAT~~N~o~MORE ... ) 
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BOSTIK Architectural Coatings 
Lower "Finishing" Costs on Concrete and Masonry 

Now you can give concrete and masonry an expensive "finished 
look" at a surprisingly moderate cost. 

A factory-trained applicator will apply a Bostik Architectural 
Coating over the rough, unfinished exterior concrete or masonry 
surface. One treatment does the trick. The savings in time can be 
substantial. 

Distinctively textured! Subtly colored! Bostik Architectural 
Coatings preserve exterior surfaces against sun, wind, rain and 
weather. 

Blister resistant, they breathe to let moisture vapor out, yet 
prevent wind-driven rain from penetrating. Fade and fire resist
ant, they shrug off the freeze-thaw cycles of the North, the humid
ity and scorching sun of the South. 

A well-tested product of polyurethane chemistry, Bostik Archi
tectural Coatings are quickly, durably sprayed on. You can get 
the full facts from your nearest franchised, factory-trained appli
cator or representative listed below, or write B. B. Chemical Co., 
Division of United Shoe Machinery Corporation for details today. 

For complete test results, contact your nearest franchised applicator or representative listed here or write, B. B. Chemical Co. 
New York Office: B. B. Chemical Co. 
Div. of U.S.M.C., I W. 16th St., N. Y. 11, N. Y. 
Detroit Office: B. B. Chemical Co. 
Div. of U.S.M.C., 6346 West McNichols 
Detroit, Michigan 
Los Angeles Office: Tabo Chemical 
Division of U.S.M.C. 
8438 San Fernando Rd., Sun Valley, California 

Architectural Coatings of Alabama 
Division of Vulcan Painters, Inc. 
804 7th Avenue, Birmingham, Alabama 
Smith-Palas Co., Inc. 
417 East Regent St., Inglewood, Ca lifornia 
Frank E. Connell & Son, Inc. 
Architectural Division 
519 Hickory St., San Francisco 2, California 
Flori da Insulation & Fireproofing Co. 
1465 N.E. !29th St., Miam i 61, Florida 
Goodman Decorating Co., Inc. 
210 Simpson St., N.W., Atlanta, Geo rgia 
Cooke Associates 
P.O. Box 485, Stone Mountain, Georgia 

Kirchdorfer & Howell, Inc. 
425 East Woodbi ne Ave., Louisville 8, Ky. 

Chapman Wate rproofing Co. 
10 Alger St. , So. Boston, Massachusetts 

Texturecote, Inc. 
Wm. Bortolotti & Sons, Inc. 
J. M. Powe r Co. 
21040 Coo lidge Highway 
Oak Park 37, Detroit, Michigan 

Curran V. Nielsen Pa inting & Decorating Co. 
3827 Edgewood Ave., Minneapolis 6, Minn. 

Sc al ly Waterproofing Co., Inc. 
7259 Devonshire, St. Louis 19, Missouri 

Moore Maintenance Products 
401 North King St., Gloucester, New Jersey 

C. Toto Associates, Inc. 
P.O. Box 135, Madison, New Jersey 

D. C. May Co. 
316 Morgan St., Durham, No. Carolina 

R. C. Nolte & Brothers 
705 Walbridge Street 
Pittsburgh 20, Pennsylva nia 

Walker & Humphreys 
1417 - 22 nd Street , N. W. 
Washington 7, D. C. 

United Textured Coating Co. 
501 So. Good-Latimer, Dallas, Texas 

Johnson Construction Specia lties, Inc. 
2907 Holmes Rd., Houston I. Texas 

Architectural Coatings Co. 
3223 West Avenue, San Antonio, Texas 
Bailey Sales Co. 
3223 West Aven ue, San Antonio, Texas 
United Tile Company 
2506 Franklin Avenue, Waco, Texas 
Economy Cast Stone Company 
15 East Franklin St., Richmond, Virginia 

Bost· 
ARCHITECTURAL 

COATINGS 

B.B. Chemical Co. , Division of United Shoe Machinery Corporation, 784 Memorial Drive, Cambridi<e 39. Massachusetts 

)> . 
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DARYL 
PRODUCTS CORP. 

• G 
IHO N. E.4TH AVENUE.MIAMl , FLORIDA 

daryl monumental sliding glass -oor 

stimulating a new approach to the demands of creativity 

modular- customized to your individual specifications 
The Daryl Monumental sliding glass door is the door for the 
most demanding institution, com mercial building or the finest 
home. Thoroughly researched, engineered and designed to meet 
the demands of the architect, the Monumental has proven its 
capacity to withstand the severest wind loads and to prevent air 
and water infiltration to a degree t hat exceeds the most critica l 
building code. Standard finish (204-Rl) : satin-etched anodized 
aluminum . Special finishes can be manufactured upon req uest. 

~ Versatility obtained by use of ~ Aluminum and vinyl channels 
2, 3 or 4 track system; doors permit a wide range of glazing 
can be stacked or pocketed. materials from 7 /32" up to l". 

Compatible, non-corrosive 
materials used throughout, 
eliminating all maintenance. 

Hardwa re includes standard 
lock equipment, 5-pin tumbler 
cylinders; can be master keyed. 

i ; e::-s:;,: ~;;;:;;~ -;;-a~~;h;e;;u:~;;o:;o:::t:;-,; 
I including VELLUM TRACINGS. I 

I NAME I 
I FIRM I 
I 
I ADDRESS I 
I CITY STATE I 

L--------------------------~ 
ADVERT ISED IN SWEET'S (A.I.A. NO. !GE)/ DISPLAYED IN THE A.RCHITECTS' SAMPLE BUREAU, NEW YORK AND BUILDDRAMA, MIAMI, FLORIDA 
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Seek in the flowers of the field a tint or hue ••• call on Alcoa Aluminum's facility for expression ••• 

it is the nature of aluminum to be lorful 



in every dimension of color, line, form or texture ... and build for beauty ... for economy ... for permanence 

Alcoa * Alumalure finish lets you beautify buildings without paying a premium for the 
privilege. Explore Alumalure's nuances of color-12 pleasant shades in tough baked 
enamel, plus natural aluminum. Explore variety of surface treatment-corrugated, 
ribbed, V-beam or flat sheet. Light in weight, easy to erect, free from upkeep, good
looking year after year-all these contribute to savings in construction and maintenance. 
Learn more. Call your nearest Alcoa sales office or write to Aluminum Company of 
America, 818-G Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

T HE ARCHITECT' S METAL 

Entertai n m e n t at Its Be st .. ALCOA PREMIERE w it h 

Fred Asta ire as H ost .. Tu esday E v enings, ABC-TV 
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Most beautiful way to specify drinking water 

--· -·-- - - · - -~- -- - --~·- ~~~-

New from Westinghouse: 
the WALL LINE ' " water cooler that's 
as clean and functional as today's 
modern architectural lines. Compact 
design eliminates traffic obstruction 
in passageways . . . conceals all 
plumbing ... leaves floor area com
pletely accessible for easy cleaning. 
This "on-the-wall " model can be 
mounted anywhere-up or down to 
provide the preferred drinking height 
in schools, offices, institutions. Full 
5-year warranty on all functional 
parts as well as refrigeration system 
-backed by factory-authorized 
service everywhere. Model WAL-70, 
7 GPH;WAL-110, 11GPH.2311 high, 
extends 14" from wal l, tapering 
down to llW'. For more informa
tion, call your Westinghouse Water 
Cooler distributor listed in the Yellow 
Pages. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 
Columbus, Ohio. 

You can be sure . .. if it's 

Westinghouse 

@ 



IDEAL FOR ROOFTOP AND ABOVE-GROUND 
INSTALLATIONS - INDOOR OR OUTDOOR 
for hotels, motels, institutions, apartment and office buildings 

Chester all-aluminum pool recent l y installed on sixth floor setback 

of new Robert Meyer Hotel , Jacksonville , Fla . General Contractor: 

Daniels Construction Co. Architect: W i ll i am B . Tabler, New Yo rk . 

A modern swimming pool has become a com
petitive necessity in hotels, motels , and other 
institutions bidding for public patronage. Profit
minded proprietors naturally seek the pool that 
stays beautiful with the least expense. Proved in 
a number of leading hotels, as a last-word
glamorous entertainment center to build clientele 
the Chester all-aluminum pool offers all these 
important advantages: 

• Leak-proof - Only pool warranted against 
cracks, leaks, rust, or seepage. Impervious to 
climatic rigors, including freezes. Built-in re
circulating duct eliminates piping troubles for 
the lifetime of the pool. All welded fittings - no 
pipe joints - insure against leakage. 

• Takes no ground space - Makes extra use, extra 
profits from available space on rooftop or set
backs. Installable in almost any unused space -
on slab without hole, suspended between build-

ings, or with cantilevered decks to permit parking 
underneath. Can be relocated. With minimum 
adaptation can substitute for water tower. 

• Up to 12 times lighter , yet many times stronger. 
Requires less foundation and supporting 
columns. 

• Self-supporting structure reduces site prepara
tion to minimum. 

• Low cost , fast installation - Less substructure. 
Assembled from factory-fabricated thick-plate 
aluminum sections delivered to site. Welds 
vacuum-tested. No service tunnel required 
around pool. 

• For ice-skating-Special freezing inserts quickly 
convert pool to rink. 

• Engineering aid available to architects or en
gineers to take best advantage of site. --------------------------,-------------------------------· 

WRITE FOR CATALOG Company Nome 

Chester Products, Inc. 
Dept. A Street 
Belle Ave. & B&O R.R. 
Hamilton, Ohio City Zone State 

Send catalog of typical 
installations of Chest- Signed 

er A/1-Al•uminum Pools. 
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o FIRE EXIT HARDWARE O 

NO.I I 

UL tested and listed, with 3 -hr. rating for openings up to 7' x 7 ' 

• It's official! An exhaustive series of tests has 

been completed, and our new line of fire exit 

hardware is now listed by Underwriters' Labo

ratories, Inc., for use on labeled doors. Now you 

can specify four different Von Duprin crossbar 

assemblies on single door, mortise lock device 

installations, or with concealed vertical rod and 

mortise lock devices for double door installa

tions. Study the data in the rating chart at the 

right ... then write for your free Bulletin 623, 

giving you a report on Von Duprin's "ordeal by 

fire ," plus detailed description and operating 

functions of the full line of Von Duprin fire exit 

hardware in stainless steel, bronze or aluminum. 

VON DUPRIN DIVISION • VONNEGUT HARDWARE CO. • 402 W. MARYLAND • INDIANAPOLIS 25, INDIANA 

® 



fire exit hardware 
... as well as a 1 1/2-hr. rating for openings up to 8' x 7' 

For Openings up to: 
Choice of cross· 

I bar assemblies 
"A" label "B'' label "C" label "D" label "E" label 

3 hour lY2 hour ~hour lY2 hour I 3A hour -I 
SGL 4' wide x 8' high 3 hour lY2 hour ~hour 1Yi hour I ~hour I 
DBL 8' wide x 7' high lY2 hour 3A hour 11/2 hour I ~hour I NC, 66,77,88 

A r chitec,t ural Forum / July 1962 ' 27 



The offices ond publi shing facilities of th e Americon Bapt i st Convention 's new national 
center ore combined in an enormous-yet graceful -c ircu lar bui lding. Archit ect-Vincent 
G. Kling, FAIA; Contractor-Turner Const ruction Company. Windows by General Bronze have 
been sk i l lfu ll y d eta i led to enhance the des ign's seren ity. GB has long been recognized 
far its ability to translate architectural needs into efficient, t rouble-free window systems. 

For America's finest buildings ... 

PERMATITE WINDOWS 

by General Bronze 

Princeton University's Engineering Quadrangle d ictated an entirely different w indow archi
tecture. Here, General Bronze worked with Arch it ects Voorhees, W alker, Smith, Smith & 
Haines and Cont rac tor William L. Crow Construction Company. Far custom-enginee red w in
dows-and fo r curtain wa ll s, architectural metal work, entrances, revolving doors , col l an 
Genera l Bronze Corporation, Garden C i ty, N. Y. Sales Office, 100 Park Avenue, New York, N . Y. 

PERMATITE DIVISION
Custom-built W indows, Curtain 
Walls, Architectu ral Metal Work 
and Revolving Doors. Al WI NTITE 
DIVIS IO N-Stock -size Aluminum 

Windows and Doors. BRACH MFG. 
CO. DIVISION-Radio, Television 
and El ec troni c Equipment. 
STEEL WELDMENTS, INC. 
DIVISION-Custom fab ri ca ti on in 
Stee l and Iran . 



McLouth's Trenton, Michigan plant showing 
sintering plant, blast furnaces, ore docks and bridges. 

McLOUTH STEEL 

progress through pioneering 
In the past ten years, McLouth 
has been an important con
tributor to new and improved 
steelmaking techniques, char
acteristic of today's modern 
steel industry. Among its most 
spectacular contributions was 
the installation of the first 
Oxygen Steel Process in the 
United States in 1954. This 
"first" led to many other im
provements on production 
methods. McLouth ' s new 
modern equipment and effi
ciency of operation guarantee 
you the highest quality carbon 
and stainless steels. 

McLOUTH STEEL 
McLOUTH STEEL CORPORATION/DETROIT 17 , MICHIGAN 

Geographically located for fast service 
and delivery by water, rail or truck. 



Architect: Von Grossman & Associates • Photography· Big Cedar Studios • General Contractor: Hunzinger Construction Co . 
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BY NIGHT AND DAY . .... 

The natural beauty and texture of Mo-Sai reflect the moods 

of the day in thousands of facets of the crushed 

white and buff exposed quartz aggregates. At night it offers 

infinite possibilities for artistic lighting effects . The buff 

Mo-Sai facade forms an impressive backdrop for the ra ised 

letters and insignia, while backlighted white Mo-Sai 

grilles illuminate the night with bright patterns. 

MO-SAi INSTITUTE, I NC. MEMBERS. THE PRODUCERS' COUNCIL, HEADQUARTERS. P. 0. BOX 45, STATION A, NEW HAV EN , CONN ECTI CUT • BADGER CONCRETE co .. 
OSHKOSH. WISCONSIN e BEER PRECAST CONCRETE. LTD., MONTREAL 20. P. Q., CANADA e BUEHNER & CO., INC., MESA, ARIZONA e CAMBRIDGE CEMENT STONE CO .. ALLS

TON 34, MASSACHUSETTS e ECONOMY CAST STONE CO .. RICHMOND 7. VIRGINIA e FORMIGLI SALES COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA 3, PENNSYLVANIA e GEORGE RACKLE & SONS 

CO .. CLEVELAND 5, OHIO e GOODSTONE MFG. CO., ROCHESTER 21. NEW YORK e HARTER MARBLECRETE STONE CO .. OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLAHOMA e OLYMPIAN STONE CO .. INC., 

SEATTLE 7, WASHINGTON e OTTO BUEHNER & CO., SALT LAKE CITY 6, UTAH - DENVER. COLORADO e P. GRASSI-AMERICAN TERRAZZO CO .. SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORN IA e 
SOUTHERN CAST STONE, INC., KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE e SUPERCRETE, LIMITED. MANITOBA. CANADA e SUPERCRETE (SASK.) LTD., REGINA. SASK., CANADA e TEXCRETE MOSAIC 

COMPANY. ARLINGTON. TE XAS e THE DEXTONE CO. , INC .. NEW HAVEN 3 , CONNECTICUT e THE MABIE-BELL CO .. GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA- MIAM I 47. FLORIDA - PEACH 

TREE CITY, GEORGIA e THE RACKLE CO., HOUSTON 20. TEXAS e TORONTO CAST STONE CO., LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO e WAI LES PRECAST CONCRETE CORP., LOS ANGELES, CALI -
FORNIA e WILSON CONCRETE CO., OMAHA 7, NEBRASK A. 

· 1962 Mo-Sai Institute Inc . 
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Six designs for the New York World's Fair (below) 

Green light for Boston's Prudential Center (page 37) 

Cone-shaped motel in New Mexico (page 39) 

2 

3 

l . KODAK PROJECTOR. A tower 
80 feet high will display enormous 
color photographs in Eastman 
Kodak's pavilion planned for the 
1964 New York World's Fair, and 
a domed theater (at left) will 
show continuous films. Camera 
buffs will be able to study pho
tography's progress, and shoot 
gardens, fountains, and each other 
amid the undulations of the pla
teau on which the tower stands. 
The concept is by Will Burtin; the 
architects are Kahn & Jacobs. 
2. GENERAi. MOTORS FUTURAMA. 

The entrance to GM's Fair build-

Architectural Forum / July 1962 
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ing will be a tilted canopy ten 
stories high, complete with Cadil
lac grille and fins. Inside, a new 
version of the 1939 Futurama will 
transport 70,000 people a day into 
tomorrow; at the back, a domed 
pavilion will display company 
products. Building and exhibits 
were designed by the GM Styling 
Staff, with Architect Sol King and 
Albert Kahn Associated Archi
tects & Engineers. 
3. BUSINESS-MACHINE PAVILION. 

Glittering hoops forming golden 
domes will adorn a business
eq uipment pavilion for industry 

6 

exhibitors without pavilions of 
their own. Sponsors: Unified 
Management Consultants, Inc. Ar
chitect: James Stanley Goldstein. 
4. MARINA OF THE FUTURE. 

Moored in Flushing Bay near the 
Fair, the Marina of the Future 
will be a series of satellites on 
glass-fiber pontoons, each with a 
service core under a canopy (see 
detail). Designed by Peter Schla
dermundt Associates for Owens
Corning Fiberglas (who are col
laborating in development and 
engineering) , the marina will be 
privately built and operated. 

s. TRAVELERS' UMBRELLA. The 
big red umbrella that the T ravel
ers Insurance Companies now 
hoist symbolically above their 
policyholders will in fact shelter 
visitors in this design by Donald 
Deskey Associates, Inc. for the 
Travelers pavilion. Architects: 
Kahn & Jacobs. 
&. TOWER OF LIGHT. A "pavilion 
of light prisms" by Robinson-Stern 
Associates, Inc. will replace an 
earlier design for the Electric 
Power and Light Exhibit. Stag
gered prisms and 60-foot pylons 
will be bathed in colored lights. 

continued on page 37 
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is STAND-BY 
a big enough word in your 

POWER PLANNING? 

FOR INDUSTRY 
Production lines, data processing equipment, 
office machines, lights and procedures of various 
types and kinds depend on electricity for power. 
Every additional piece of such equipment de
mands more power and requires additional 
stand-by power to meet vital emergency needs. 
Are your stand-by recommendations adequate? 

~I . 
r---, :, - ii ~ . ~r ·I LtlJIJi- FOR BUSINESS 

Extra elevator, escalator facilities, improved 
lighting systems, added bookkeeping equipment, 
inter-office communications systems, air condi
tioning all call for extra power, more wattage. 
Can present stand-by plants supply full power 
for every new facility installed? 

KOHLER OF 

FOR HOSPITALS 
Only thirty-five per cent of all hospitals have 
sufficient stand-by power to meet every emer
gency in every part of a hospital. New wards, 
extra equipment, modernization programs call 
for more and more power. Can every patient be 
provided with all of the essential services when 
power failure hits? 

FOR BANKING 
Power bookkeeping has made stand-by power 
more necessary than ever. Check sorters, com
puters, market ticker-tapes are constantly in
creasing the dependency on electric power. How 
much would a sixty-minute power failure cost 
your client? 

KOHLER 
Kohler Co. , Established 1873 •Kohler, Wisconsin 

ENAMELED IRON AND VITREOUS CHINA PLUMBING FIXTURES • ALL.BRASS FITTINGS • ELECTRIC PLANTS • AIR-COOLED ENGINES • PRKISt.ON CONTROLS 



continued from page 35 
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9 

7. U.S. EMBASSY IN KABUL. Jn 
Kabul, Afghanistan, the new U.S. 
Embassy buildings will occupy 15 
acres for an ambassador's resi
dence, apartment buildings, and 
recreational facilities. First to go 
up will be these offices of precast 
concrete brick and marble, their 
design reflecting something of the 
native architecture in the use of 
all-white materials and arched 
windows. Architects : The Ballin
ger Co. of Philadelphia. 
8 . PALM BEACH APARTMENTS. 

Work on these luxury apartments 
in Palm Beach will be rushed 

Architectural Forum / July 1962 

through the summer to insure 
their being ready for the start of 
the winter season. Sixty-four apart
ments, to rent from $5,200 to 
$1 l,500 per year, will be screened 
from the sun by a lacy metal 
grille, designed by Edward Durell 
Stone for Childs Securities Corp. 
Cost: $3·5 million. 
9. WASHINGTON PLANETARIUM. 

A nonprofit group, the Washing
ton Planetarium and Space Cen
ter, proposes this hat-shaped hall 
for a U.S. Park Service site south 
of the Washington (D.C.) Na
tional Airport. The preliminary 

10 
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plan by Architect Robert Cal
houn Smith shows a concrete 
dome 85 feet in diameter over a 
saucer of fo lded plate concrete. 
10. NORTH CAROLINA BANK. 

Hampered by a narrow site, the 
Wachovia Bank & Trust Co. in 
Raleigh, N.C. will sink its main 
banking level beneath an entrance 
floor. By doing this, the bank's 
architects, A. G. Odell Jr. & As
sociates, figure they can squeeze 
an extra 5,000 square feet of 
space from the building line out 
under the sidewalks on all four 
sides. Cost: $3 million. 

PROJECTS 

11. BOSTON CENTER. Long in the 
planning stage and beset by legal 
troubles, the Prudential Center in 
Boston seems to be on its way at 
last. Construction contracts have 
been awarded to the Perini Corp., 
Perini Ltd., and Walsh Construc
tion Co., Inc. for a revised 52-
story Prudential Tower, four com
mercial buildings, plazas, and ga
rages. T his portion is to be finished 
in 1964, at about the same time 
as the hotel (FoRUM, April '62). 
Co-ordinating architects: Charles 
Luckman Associates; Hoyle, Do
ran & Berry, associates. 

continued on page 39 
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from Plans 
to Completion .•• 

I 

-- -----r 
~--~~,,..~~· -------

Your Greatest Time (& Money) Savers Are 

GANG-NAI[ Components 
Gang-Nail Components reduce construction time 

(& money)! 

Starting with engineering time, it's d rastically reduced. 

Estimating time on lumber for the entire 'bone struc

ture' of your home is completely eliminated. (Errors, 

too.) And in hours after the side walls are up, you 

can be roofed-in. 

Skilled labor time, supervision time, and even financ

ing time; is reduced. Site clean-up time is less. 

Corrective labor, too. 

So while you're saving time !& money) with compo

nents, talk to your Gang-Nail Fabricator about box 

beams, floor trusses and wall panels. The more compo

nents you use, the more time !& money) you save. 

GANG-NAIL FABRICATOR LICENSES ARE 
AVAILABLE IN MANY STATES INCLUDING A 
FEW SELECT METROPOLITAN AREAS. PHONE 
US COLLECT TODAY. 

A utomated Building 
® Components, inc. 

P.O. BOX 47-836, MIAMI, FLA. • AREA CODE 305, OXford 6-0930 
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continued from page 37 

12 

13 

12. NEW MEXICO HOTEL. A re· 
volving restaurant like others by 
the same architect in Seattle and 
Honolulu will crown the Cable 
Car Lodge at South Sandia Peak, 
near Albuquerque. The 64-room 
lodge will be the terminus of a 
cable-car ride from a hotel, motel, 
and shopping center 3Y2 miles 
away, all designed by John Gra
ham & Co., in hopes of snaring 
paying tourists from Albuquer· 
que's million annual visitors. 
13. FRESNO OFFICES AND HOTEL. 

In a single 20-story tower in Fres· 
no, Calif., Developer Del Webb 
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15 

16 

plans to stack 200 hotel rooms and 
two floors of restaurants above 
85,000 square feet of offices, with 
shops and garages below. Archi· 
tects: Flatow, Moore, Bryan & 
Fairburn; Litzie & Daley. 
14. COLUMBl,A GYM. A comer of 
Morningside Park in New York 
City has been leased to Columbia 
University for an undergraduate 
gymnasium with the stipulation 
that a separate gym in the lower 
portion, supervised and staffed by 
Columbia, will be for the use of 
teen-age boys in the community. 
Directly behind the entrance will 

be the main gymnasium and to 
the left, swimming and diving 
pools and special tanks for coach· 
ing. Architects: Eggers & Higgins; 
Sherwood, Mills & Smith. 
15. PHILADELPHIA OFFICES. Big 
diamond-shaped windows will 
punctuate the fai;ade of the new 
office building the American So
ciety for Testing and Materials 
plans to erect on the site of its 
present building on Philadelphia's 
Logan Square. The window open· 
ings are shaped by latticed steel 
trusses, each a story high, and 
will be framed in bronze and 

filled with gray glass. Architects: 
Carroll, Grisdale & Van Alen. 
16. CHICAGO HOTEL. A $20 mil
lion hotel is the harbinger of a 
lake-front plan by A. Epstein & 
Sons for the Aristocrat Inns of 
America (AIA), to add 2,000 
hotel and motel rooms to the im
mediate vicinity of McCormick 
Exposition Hall. An outside glass 
elevator will whisk guests to a 
lozenge-shaped restaurant and ob
servation tower atop the main 
McCormick Inn. Clustered at the 
base: motel rooms, banquet halls, 
swimming pools. END 
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. . . GUARANTEED AIRTIGHT, WATERTIGHT, PERMANENTLY 

Twenty-eight self-flashing Twin Dome® acrylic skylights illuminate this 5,074 square foot gymnasium without risk of heat gain, heat loss, or 
condensation. Th is first totally-proven, permanently-sealed dome-within-dome design is guaranteed watertight and airtight. It maintains 
a constant 0.57 U-factor. In all, 187 low-silhouette Twin Dome units bring evenly-diffused, glare
free daylight into all classrooms and corridors, as well as the gymnasium. • A complete range 
of 19 self-flashing and curb-mounted sizes enables the architect to blend Twin Dome units 
with any roof or building design. Choice of clear, white-translucent or dense white inner and 
outer acrylic domes permits control of light levels . Twin Dome units are shatterproof, weather· 
proof and maintenance-free. The self-flas hing model can be installed in 15 minutes. • For 
full details , see Sweet's Architectural File 20a / Wa or write Cyanamid . 

BUILDING PRODUCTS DIVISION C:::::::: CY.AlVA.lW"rD ::::::> 5 BAY STAT E ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS. 



Structural fioor supplies indoor climate (below) 

Two acoustical ceilings: luminous and washable (page 42) 

Thermoelectric refrigerator and air conditioner (page 43) 

NEW Fl..OOR-CEILING SYSTEM 

A structural floor and suspended ceiling sys
tem that has no new parts, yet is brand new 
as a system, promises important savings in 
both the construction and operating costs of 
multistory buildings. Inland Steel Products' 
four-component package, the Integrated Air 
Floor System, heats, cools, and chemically 
cleans air circulating through the subfloor. 
In effect, the building's climate becomes part 
of its structure. 

The two components shown in the draw-

DEMOUNTABLE PARTITION 

The ten assorted parts shown in the photo
graph below are all it takes to make Na
tional Gypsum's Contempo-Wall, a new mov
able floor-to-ceiling office partition which is 
easy to install, easier to demount, and com
pletely salvageable. 
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ing above are Inland's own cellular steel 
flooring, Celluflor, and Burgess-Manning's 
Radiant Panel Ceiling; these distribute air 
and water simultaneously. Outdoor air, as 
it enters the building, is heated in winter, 
then passed through a Kathabar Chemi
cal Air Conditioner, which controls humid
ity and removes impurities and bacteria. 
This clean, conditioned air moves through 
shafts and supply header ducts into Celluflor 
cells which, in turn, supply ceiling diffusers 
and perimeter registers. Used air follows a 
reverse path through adjacent cells; half of 

The parts are steel studs; anodized alumi
num floor and ceiling tracks, battens, ceil
ing and base plates; gypsum wallboard pan
els ( two prefinished, one ready for painting); 
and clips and screws. 

The studs are of three sizes, to make walls 
2%, 3Y2 , and 4% inches thick. Contempo
Wall's sound-transmission loss, measured un
der test conditions, averaged 41 decibels over 
a frequency range of 500-4000 cycles. The 
cost is about $ 1 2 to $ 1 6 per lineal foot, 
installed. 

Manufacturer: National Gypsum Co., Buf
falo 2 , N. Y. 

COl..ORFVI.. Bl..INDS 

Applying new materials and imagination to 
windows in today's buildings, the Lozano
Fisher Studios have come up with a series of 
woven vertical blinds that are colorful, prac
tical, and flameproof. Four distinct groups 
make up the series, called collectively Verti
Color Blinds and sold by a subsidiary of 
Lozano-Fisher. 

In the firs t group, for windows that get a 
great deal of sun, is a double-faced solid 
louver, one side of Roman-striped wool, the 
other of asbestos-glass fibers in their natural 

PRODUCTS 

it is exhausted outdoors, the remainder mixed 
with the new supply as it enters the building. 

Heated or chilled water runs through coils 
in radiant ceiling panels. During the winter 
cycle pictured, for example, separate systems 
for interior and perimeter rooms draw ex
cess heat from the interior (arrows point
ing up ) and transfer it to the perimeter ( ar
rows pointing down), where more heat is 
needed. The transfer apparatus is the fourth 
component, a standard refrigeration plant 
acting as a heat pump. 

With this system, Inland claims substan
tial savings in first costs : shallow floor-to
floor space cuts down the materials needed, 
i.e., 20 stories can be built in the same over
all height normally required for 19. In com
pleted buildings, the annual operating ex
pense of the air-conditioning system drops 
25 to 35 per cent below that of conventional 
systems, Inland estimates. 

Another benefit, though less tangible, is 
the comfortable environment which this sys
tem is said to supply, leading to improved 
efficiency and better health among employees. 

Manufacturer: Inland Steel Products Co., 
4143 W. Burnham St., Milwaukee 1, Wis. 

color (left below). Closed, the blinds blot out 
sun by exposing the asbestos-glass side to the 
exterior, keeping the brightly colored wool 
away from direct sunlight. An office build
ing, for example, would present a uniform 
appearance from the street whether all blinds 
were closed or open; actually each room's 
blinds might be in quite different colors. 

Two other groups are woven in lacy pat
terns that allow a good deal of light to pass 
through. These are a new vinyl-coated glass 
yarn from Owens-Corning Fiberglas (right 
below) and a plastic Rovana yarn from 
Dow. Both materials resist acids, flame, sun, 
and mildew and need only a dip in sudsy 
water to be cleaned. 

continued on page 42 
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LAMSON 
AUTO-TUBE 

COMMUNICATION 

/" 
The increasing need for expedit
ing the handling, distribution, 
and processing of paper in to
day's complex business opera
tions places an added responsi
bility on the architect. 
. Now, the LAMSON AUTO-TUBE 
provides a simple, space-saving 
way to design a rapid communi
cations system into any structure 
long before ground-breaking cer
emonies are scheduled. 

AUTO-TUBE makes it possible to 
deliver enormous quantities of 
mail and other paper ... quickly 
and continuously ..• to any num
ber of locat ions .•. within any 
building complex. The operator 
dials the LAMSON carrier, t hen 
puts it into the AUTO-TUBE send
ing receptacle. The completely 
automatic system, with its con
trolled dispatch feature, does the 
rest. 

Check LAMSON before specify
ing any other method of built-in 
communicat ions. Write 112 Lam
son Street, Syracuse, New York. 

co 0 
0 

ATION 
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continued from page 41 

Blends of wool and viscose make up the 
last group; some are quite sheer, and others 
have a solid weave. 

Cost : about $2 a running foot (4Y2 and 5 
inches wide), not including hardware. 

Manufacturer : Verti-Color Blinds, Inc., 64 
E. 55th St., New York 22 . 

QUIET DRAPERY TRACK 

Although not completely hidden from view, 
Silent Gliss drapery track, a Swiss design 
now manufactured in the U. S., is about as 
small and unobtrusive as a track can be and 
still work in big windows. Silent Gliss is a 
slim aluminum extrusion coated with silicone 
inside so that drapery cords slide easily and 

silently. These cords are kept separate and 
partially enclosed in channels to prevent them 
from tangling or sagging. Most tracks in the 
new line are ceiling mounted and are strong 
enough to support long spans of heavy fab
ric. Other tracks are designed for special 
uses: hospital cubicles, theater curtains, boat 
bunks. 

Cost : about $r.50 to $2 per foot for cord
drawn tracks, installed; 75 cents to $r per 
foot for hand-drawn tracks. 

Manufacturer: Silent Gliss, Inc., Freeport, 
Ill. 

WASHABLE PANELS 

Armstrong's Minaboard and Acoustical Fire 
Guard lay-in ceiling panels can now be 
washed often-daily, if necessary-without 
losing their acoustical value. A protective 
film of Mylar polyester, stretched over the 
panel and cemented to the edges, keeps the. 
porous core of the panel from getting wet 
without decreasing its acoustical properties
the film acts as a diaphragm to transmit sound 

energy into the core. Repeated washing with 
detergents and germicidal cleaners will not 
harm the film nor affect its diaphragm ac
tion. Armstrong Mylar-faced Acoustical Ceil
ings were developed expressly for hospitals, 
restaurants, food-processing plants, and lab
oratories-for any installations, in short, 
where cleanliness is of particular importance. 

Mylar facing adds about roper cent to the 
cost of the panel: Minaboard thus treated 
costs 50 to 55 cents per square foot installed; 
Acoustical Fire Guard, 65 to 75 cents. 

Manufacturer: Armstrong Cork Co., Lan
caster, Pa. 

DOUBLE-FUNCTION CEILING 

A translucent ceiling which diffuses light and 
absorbs sound has been put on the market 
by Elof Hansson, Inc. It is called, descrip
tively enough, the H ansoglow Acoustical
Luminous Ceiling. 

Individual ceiling panels, which fit into a 
standard 2 by 2-foot grid, are thin sand
wiches consisting of a perforated rigid vinyl 
septum, faced with sheets of porous acrylic, 
the three layers forming a panel 0.018 inches 
thick. Hansoglow panels have a noise reduc
tion coefficient of o. 70, a light transmission 
factor of 50 per cent, and a reflectance fac
tor of 46 per cent. 

Offered in six designs (two of which are 
shown in photos), these double-purpose 
panels are "similar to or slightly higher in 
cost than good-quality luminous ceilings," 
according to the manufacturer. Panels of 
special sizes and shapes may be ordered. 

Manufacturer: Elof Hansson, Inc., 7 I I 

Third Ave., New York 17. 

FINNISH LAMPS 

These shapely light bulbs, designed by Fin
nish Artist Tapio Wirkkala, are the basis of 
some 26 lamps imported by Intercontinental 



Sales & Service Co. of Detroit. The bulbs 
may be used alone or combined with glass 
shades and metal sleeves to make different 
fixtures, two of which are shown below. 
r .. 

The bulbs fit standard American 110-120 
volt sockets, come in 40- and 60-watt inten
sities, and cost $2.50 each (retail) . Complete 
lamps-with clear glass shades in blue, 
mauve, and smoke, metal sleeves in white, 
black, and copper-range from $17 to $54 
(retail ) . Oy Airam Ab of Helsinski manu
factures the bulbs; Idman of Finland, the 
fixtures. 

Importer: Intercontinental Sales & Service 
Co., 14615 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27 . 

GI.ASS-FIBER VEIL 
Belying its flimsy appearance, a new non
woven fabric called Fiberil offers tough pro
tection for reinforced glass-fiber structural 
panels, chemical storage tanks, outdoor signs, 
and ventilating ducts. Fiberil is made of 
Union Carbide's Dyne! modacrylic fiber, 
which stands up well to weather, chemicals, 
and ultraviolet light (its first building appli
cation was on a geodesic dome in the 
Arctic). 

The crucial problem in protecting rein
forced glass fibers is the tendency of the gel 
coat or surface resin layer to shrink and 
crack as it cures, exposing the glass fibers 
underneath. Fiberil, applied as a topcoat, 
helps prevent shrinkage and exposure of the 
glass fibers; it can also be buffed to a smooth 
finish, for use as is or ready to paint. Wet
ting the fabric in the laminating process 
makes it transparent so that the addition of 
the fabric does not change the color or the 
transparency of the panel beneath. 

At present, two weights are available : one 
costs 19 cents for a yard 38 inches wide; 
the other has not been priced. 

Manufacturer: Industrial Division, Pellon 
Corp., 350 Fifth Ave., New York r. 
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THERMOELECTRIC PRODUCTS 

Borg-Warner has announced two more com
mercial thermoelectric products since its ice
cube maker (FORUM, April '62): a small re
frigerator and an even smaller air condi
tioner (below) . Both will be available in the 
next few months, probably by early fall. 

The Norge Division's refrigerator has a 
capacity of 2 cubic feet, a fraction of the 
size of a conventional family refrigerator. Its 
size and cost so far would seem to rule out 
widespread family use, but Norge sees a 
market for it in doctors' and dentists' offices, 
executive suites, and country clubs, and pos
sibly in large apartments and homes that 
need a second refrigerator. Price of the first 
units : about $500 to $600 each. 

The York Division's thermoelectric air con
ditioner, of 14-ton capacity, is similar in 
type and concept to much larger models 
York is developing. In this size, it is in
tended for special use in medical clinics and 
research laboratories. The cost, again, is high 
-three to five times that of a conventional 
unit, but should come down. 

Manufacturers : Norge Division, Borg-War
ner Corp., Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54; 
York Division, York, Pa. END 

LAMSON 

1n osic tie 'IPn 
Next time you're faced with 
designing a multi-story office 
bui lding-in which numerous, 
large-staffed tenants will r e
quire frequent and rapid han
dling of correspondence and 
packages-consider how LAM
SON can fit into your ini t ial 
plans. 

LAMSON provides the an s
wers to modern mail distribu
tion with SELECTIVE MAIL CON
VEYORS. " Uncle Sam" delivers 
the mail to a cen t ral locati on. 
LAMSON SELECTIVE MAIL CON
VEYORS take it from there
sending it up, down, and 
a r ound - wherever it should 
go throughout the bui lding, 
and fast! Operation is simple, 
maintenance is practically nil. 

When you specify LAMSON 
SELECT IVE MAIL CONVEYORS 
r ight at the planning stage, 
the benefits are obvious all 
along the line. For further in
formation, wri.te LAMSON, 112 
Lamson Street, Syracuse New 
York. 
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Russwin Citation Lever Design for Ten-Strike Mortise 
Locks. Features clean, modern styling ... sag-proof handle 
construction. See your Russwin Distributor. 

To accent 
your 

• 

creative 
design ... 

... the doorware 
that lives up to your reputation 



A new FoRVM department: this month, nine designs for offices 

/ ·~ -

1 

2 

:I 

1. This small cabinet by Florence 
Knoll of Knoll Associates pro
vides the deskless or storage-shy 
executive with the space normally 
found in desk drawers. This ver
sion is rosewood and marble on 
a steel base; drawers are locked 
through the top. Also available in 
teak with a marble or white plas
tic top. List price: $745· 
2. Stacking chair of teak or beech 
is from the Hanseatic Collection 
of European furniture imported 
by Design Distributors of New 
York City. The chairs may also 
be fastened together, as shown 
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here. This design, by Prof. Rainer, 
costs $20. 
3. Its swivel mechanism hidden 
in a polished aluminum base, the 
Boardroom Chair from JG Fur
niture Co., Inc. has contoured 
upholstery of nylon, plastic, or 
leather; cost ranges from $225 to 
$z6o. 
4. Brown-Saltman's chair and 
ottoman, designed by Gerald Mc
Cabe, is upholstered in expanded 
vinyl in a ribbed design over a 
chrome-plated steel frame. The 
chair is priced at $180; the otto
man at $100. 

5 

7 

9 

s. A visitor's armchair designed 
for Dux by Sven Dysthe is one of 
a new contract group. This one is 
of walnut and steel and costs $3 17. 
The same design comes in pali
sander and steel, or wood alone. 
&. Movable tripod legs under 
these curved chairs adapt them 
to spread-out, close-in, or even 
curved arrangements. They are 
from Royal Metal Manufacturing 
Co.'s "Viscount 65" line. Cost : 
$271 for a two-seater unit. 
7. A recess in the lower back of 
this executive chair by Stow & 
Davis is intended to provide an 

FURNISHINGS 

6 

8 

extra measure of coolness and 
comfort. Upholstery comes in fab
rics or leather, set over a chrome 
base. Cost: $460 in leather. 
a. Originally developed for the 
Dorado Beach Hotel in Puerto 
Rico, this side chair has been 
added to the Jens Risom line. It 
has a walnut frame, upholstered 
seat and back ( $229 in leather). 
9. Conference table and chairs 
from the Design Guild of Globe
W ernicke Co. combine walnut 
and stainless steel with a chrome 
finish. The chair costs $190; the 
table has not yet been priced. 
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Installation: Ventura School for Girls, R. B. Bradford, Director, Department of Public Works, State 
of California. State Architect: Anson Boyd. General Contractors: C. K.-F-M, San Diego, California . 

Nickel Stainless Steel never stops showing off 
How come? Because it's so easy to keep clean. These 
toilet partitions - made by the Ferrometal Division of 
Milwaukee Stamping Co.-are a good example. They're 
made of nickel stainless steel and will keep this wash
room bright and pleasant looking for the life of the 
building with just a minimum of maintenance. 

In addition to being easy to take care of, nickel stainless 

steel also takes good care of itself. It doesn't chip. It 
fights off corrosion, and it doesn't stain adjacent mate
rials. In short, nickel stainless steel is the ideal metal 
for interiors that need good looks, strength and dura
bility. Try it. And for more information, write to The 
International Nickel Company, Inc., 67 Wall Street, 
New York 5, N. Y 

A 

INCO NICKEL MAKES STAINLESS STEEL PERFORM BETTER LONGER (~~.~~> 
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We believe that products alone are not enough . 

Westinghouse can help you plan and build complete 

electrical and mechanical systems because West

inghouse makes more electrical and mechanical 

products for construction than any other company. 

This help is available to you through one man, you r 

Westinghouse Construction Sales Engineer, who is 

able to bring you as you need it expert ass istance 

from each of the 66 Westinghouse product divi 

sions. When syst em integration of products is 

needed he is able to coordinate the vast resources 

of each of these divisions to serve your own needs. 

LET WESTINGHOUSE HELP YOU PLAN 
AND BUILD CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS 

J -94190-1 
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LET WESTINGHOUSE HELP YOU PLAN 
For better LIGHTING in everything you build : you can 

create, focus, polarize, detect, measure, color, diffuse, 

bend, reflect, dim, brighten or extinguish light with 

Westinghouse products. For improved TRANSPORTATION 

in everyth ing you bu i ld: you can move people or things 

quick ly, automatically, efficiently, singly or in great num

bers, horizontally or vertical ly with Westinghouse products. 
J-94190-2 

For HEATING, VENTILATING and AIR CONDITIONING 

in everything you build: you can supply, move, conduct , 

warm, fi lter, compress, deflect, clean , direct. cool, circulate , 

exhaust, blow, regulate or condition air with Westinghouse 

products. For PARTITIONING in everything you build: you 

can locate, separate, decorate, define, enclose, interrupt, 

identify, modulate, and regula te inte rior space with 



AND BUILD CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS 
Westinghouse products. ForPOWER DISTRIBUTION in every

thing you build: you can create, supply, control, distribute, 

interrupt, transform, insulate, regulate, conduct, measure 

and record electrical energy with Westinghouse products. 

Put a full-line manufacturer on your design team. Our 

Westinghouse Construction Sales Engineers can bring the 

full strength ofour entire Company to bear on your problems. 
J-94190·3 
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The next time you need help-try us. Call your local West

inghouse Construction Sales Engineer or write Westi ng

house Electric Corporation , P.0.Box 2278, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

We 
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PITTCO® 
curtain wall 
framing systems 
keep water 
where it belongs· 

.d I ... outs1 e. 

D ESIGNED specifically for glass-clad curtain 
wall construction, PITTCO Framing 

Systems provide reliable protection against 
water penetration. To achieve this, the 
components used in every PnTco System 
have been individually designed and precision
engineered to accommodate varying 
temperature, wind and weather conditions, 
while maintaining over-all design flexibility. 

Metal-to-metal joints are weather-sealed with 
No. 1072 DuRIBBON®, a special compound 
developed by our own laboratories for curtain 
wall glazing. Glass is dry set, with or without 
Neoprene glazing channels, depending on 
the system selected. A unique weep-vent 
system provides the necessary condensation 
drainage and spandrel ventilation. 

Jn addition, PPG assumes full responsibility 
for the manufacture, fabrication and erection 
of the complete curtain wall. For complete 
details on the patented 82X, 25X, 670 and 
"900" Series Prrrco Framing Systems, 
call your PPG Architectural Representative or 
consult Sweet's Architectural File-Section 3e. 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 
Paints · Glass· Chemicals · Fiber Glass 

In Canada: Canadian Pitts burgh Ind u stries Limited 



Now fluorescents wear jackets to give better light in the cold 
Formerl y , fluorescent lamps were fair weather 
friends. Until General Electric engineers outfitted 
them with glass jackets, people couldn ' t use un
enclosed fluorescent lamps in cool places. 

Ordinary fluorescents drop i n light output as 
much as 90% when exposed in the cold , but this 
new All-Weather fluorescent by General Electric 
maintains its light even down to 10° below zero. Its 

weather-free fluorescent light can benefit parking 
lots, service canopies, signs, docks, cold storage 
- anywhere temperature used to cause problems. 

General Electric takes lamp leadership seriously. 
You can often get help in using light more profitably 
in many different ways by calling your Large Lamp 
distributor. Or, for help with temperature problems, 
write General Electric, Nela Park, Cleveland 12,0hio. 

C-225 

"Progres~ Is Our Mos! lmporlanf Protlvcf 

GENERAL 9 ELECTRIC 
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Gold Bond gives you a low-cost 



way with ceilings ... 

Available in 1, 2 , 3 or 4-foot sizes in either 
Spatter f eet or Rippletone finish. 

----.. Perforated Acoustimetal can be installed at surprisingly low 
cost. And it gives you one of the most permanent, durable and 
maintenance-free acoustical ceilings available. The baked

enamel surface can be scrubbed repeatedly with soap and water. 
Acoustimetal soaks up as much as 853 of the noise that reaches 

_________ ::~----..1.-.--·-~-..:....:.:J ___ . __ . ----~ 

it. Both the perforated-metal panels and the concealed sound

absorption units are noncombustible. And the units snap in or 

out of carrying channels for easy behind-the-scene access. 
Available in steel or aluminum, one foot wide and in lengths 
from one to four feet (in 12" increments) - center scored 

to simulate 12" x 12" tile. Requires little or no cutting and 
fitting to accommodate snap-in flush lights or drop lighting of 

any kind. Choose from square, diagonal or random perforated 

designs. Spatterfect, and Rippletone finishes and custom colors 
are available on special order: For even 

more ways with ceilings, call your Gold 
Bond <ID represen ta ti ve, or write National 

Gypsum Company, Buffalo 13, N .Y. 
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NE or 

TW part 

· sealing systems based on 

THIOKO[ polysultide 
polymer produce 

THE MOST SATISFYING 

· SEALING JOB 
. MONEY CAN BUY! 
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Satisfying for the architect. Polysulfide base seal
ant has been field proven since 1952. History 
of its successful weatherproofing ability corre
sponds to the success of the modern curtain 
wall. It includes application in both dynamic 
and static joints and service in all kinds of 
structures and all weat.her conditions. Qual
ity of the material can be measured against 
American Standard 
Specification A116.1. 
You can specify poly
s u lf ide base sealant 
with an extra meas
ure of certainty. 

Satisfying for the applicator. Both one and two 
component sealing systems based on polysul
fide polymer are professionally easy to handle. 
The two part system, mixed at the job site, sets 
up within 24 hours to the permanent leakproof 
seal needed rapidly in working joints. The 
one part system is ready for use as packed, but 
cures more slowly to an equally firm resilient 
watertight rubber seal. Both systems bond 
to all structural materials with weld-like 
strength, withstand the most severe thermal 
and physical stress. Either system, prop
erly applied and cured, 
eliminates service 
call-back, meets per
formance standards of 
Specification A116.1. 

Satisfying for the building owner. Once cured, the 
polysulfides have greater adhesive and cohe
sive strength than any other type of sealant. 
They assure you of long, maintenance-free 
service, and complete protection from water 
damage traceable to leaking structural joints. 
You can pay more but ... you can't buy better 
than polysulfide polymer based sealants. 

T/&,lo~oe 
CHEMICAL CORPORATION r--------------------, 

THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORPORATION AF 

780 N. Clinton Avenue, Trenton 7, N. J. 

Gentlemen: Please send complete data regarding 
polysulfide base sealant, including "Where to Buy" 
information. 

D One part systems D Two part systems 

Name _ _____ _ ______ ~ 

Firm-------- --- ----

Address- -------------

City Zone __ State _ _ _ _ 

L---------------------
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Announcing 
three new 
TRUSSBILT 

advances 

TRUSSBILT Division of Siems Bros., Inc. 

2575 Como Avenue, St. Paul 8, Minnesota 

Phone: Midway 6-7181 or Midway 5 -7711 

1 New-Pairs . 

3 hours U / L 

" A" label, 

hollow metal 

doors to 

go Oo X g o Oo, 

single point 

lock. 

2 Now

Approved 

panic hardware 

permissible on 

pairs, 3 hour 

U / L "A" 

label doors . 

3 New

Stairwell 

enclosures 

with transom 

panel, U / L 

l\/2 hour "B" 

label, to 

g o 0° X 11 ° 0° . 

SEE SWEET'S 

FILE 16B 
TRU 

With 
Trussbilt's 
famous 
Trusscore 
construction ... 
the most rigid 
hollow metal 
door built 
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............................................... EDITORIAL 

In praise of competitions ... The design competition for a new 
Boston City Hall (FoRUM, June '62, "News") could be a turning point in Amer
ican architecture. For a building of major symbolic importance in a great city, 
the architect was selected by a contest open to any registered architect in the 
U. S. Boston is to be congratulated on its boldness: this is the first open compe
tition for a major municipal structure in almost 60 years. 

The statistics are interesting. There were 256 contestants, more than 40 of 
them architects of established reputation. The eight finalists, however, were men 
generally young and relatively unknown. Of 34 other designs chosen for public 
exhibit less than ten were by well-known firms. In judging the winning design, 
by Kallmann, McKinnell and Knowles, a distinguished jury was "unanimously 
delighted to see its best hopes ... so brilliantly fulfilled." 

The Boston competition should be a lesson to all interested in the advance
ment of architecture. The lesson is that there exists in America a tremendous 
reservoir of untapped architectural talent; the only way of tapping it is by open, 
public competition. 

The usual arguments against competitions are: 1) That they do not guar
antee a good result-but does any method of selection guarantee results? 2) That 
competitions are wasteful-but since architectural design is a creative process, 
no serious architect feels he wastes time in designing an important work, whether 
it be built or not. 3) That inexperienced architects may win, and that design 
is only part of the total architectural service-the winner, if inexperienced, can 
be required to associate with an acceptable experienced architect. And 4), that 
competitions are expensive-but for something less than $60,000 Boston secured 
preliminary designs that surely would have cost half a million dollars had they 
been commissioned in the normal way. 

If only 10 per cent of the buildings using government funds were selected 
by competition, would this not inspire at least five great buildings a year that 
would not otherwise have been created? 

If this is even a possibility, I would propose that 10 percent of all federal 
buildings costing over $5 million (except military structures) have their archi
tects selected by open, national competitions, and similar arrangements be made 
for state and municipal work. 

The major arguments for a competition are obvious: 1 ) It is the demo
cratic way of selection. 2) Good, even great, buildings have been so selected. 
3) Most of Europe selects architects by competition and the results are on the 
whole superior. 

ARCHITECTURAL FORUM published by Tnn: INC. 

There is yet another argument : neither the League of Nations designed by 
Le Corbusier nor the Chicago Tribune design by Elie! Saarinen won their com
petitions-but they surely were prototypes for a whole generation of architects. 
Perhaps the ultimate value of the public competition is not the obvious one of 
securing a good building, but, rather, the creation of an atmosphere of excel
lence, and the occasional prophetic vision given by a great design.-A guest edi
torial by Percival Goodman, FAIA. 
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New buildings, new problems, 
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new solutions Architecture far the jet age 
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THE CONFUSION IN AIRPORT PLANNING BY DONALD CANTY 
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The disgruntled gentleman seen at left is, of course, the For
gotten Man of the Jet Age: the airline passenger. He is the 
victim of a series of circumstances-most of them unwittingly 
created by those who, today, shape our airports. These people 
spend a good deal of time fighting each other. The cast of 
characters includes the following: 
~ The airlines, carriers of passengers and cargo, who find their 
business booming but their profits all but disappearing as they 
pay off a $4 billion investment in equipment and facilities. 
~Those who fly private planes for fun and profit, but are 
finding fewer fields where they are welcome. There are pres
ently 77 ,ooo private planes to 1,000 carrier aircraft. The man
ager of a big metropolitan airport recently characterized pri
vate flyers as "sports minded, like motorcycle riders." The 
private flyers do not cultivate this image. 
~The airport managers themselves, in major cities agents of 
municipal government or of a special authority, who like to 
blame the airport's many problems on others (often with some 
justice). Few of them "have available in any real depth the 
wide range of talent and experience needed to cope with the 
complexities of airport location, planning, and construction," 
according to Karl M. Ruppenthal, an outspoken jet pilot 
who heads Stanford University's transportation management 
program. 
~Federal aviation officials, who regulate and subsidize both 
airlines and airports. They are curiously split between the Civil 
Aeronautics Board, which certificates routes and carriers, and 
the Federal Aviation Agency, which administers the myriad 
programs set up to handle the traffic thus created. "There 
hasn't been any real coordination between these functions for 
20 years," says Tom Burnard, executive director of the Air
port Operators Council. 
~ The community at large, ambivalent about airports, realiz
ing their necessity but resenting the nuisance they can be
come. While air transportation plays "an obviously valuable 
role in the local economy," Planner John T . Howard of MIT 
has said, "the sheer size of airports ... fragments the urban 
pattern." 
~The airport's neighbor, peering anxiously upward as he 
hears the eerie screech of an arriving jet low overhead. He has 
read newspaper stories suggesting that the Supreme Court said 
you could sue airports if the noise bothered you. 
~ And last and generally least, our airline passenger, who 
may have driven for an hour through dense traffic to reach 
the airport and then walked nearly a mile to board his plane. 



Karl Ruppenthal says that Stanford's biological laboratory gets 
its mice from New England via air freight-and that the mice 
make what is essentially a single journey, from portal to portal. 
"Unfortunately," Ruppenthal adds laconically, "things are 
not so well arranged for the airline passenger." 

In fact, it is safe to say that no deep consideration is given 
the passenger until airport planning reaches the stage of de
signing a terminal. By then, of course, it is far too late. The 
big decisions that will affect his safety and convenience already 
have been made. 

First problem: where to find the necessary space 
At once the most crucial and 

most difficult of these decisions is 
simply one of siting. This has 
grown to be the central problem 
of airport planning, touching on 
all of aviation's woes, involving 
all of the people listed above. 

The search begins in the sky. 
"We're quickly running out of 
controllable air space," says Cole 
Morrow, director of F AA's recent
ly established Airport Service. Air 
traffic is getting heavier and more 
concentrated ( last year 23 airpor ts 
handled 67 per cent of it). Jets 
are bigger and faster, and need 
more room to move around in. 

But the key word is "controlla
ble." FAA's air traffic control net
work has lagged far behind both 
the increase in volume and the 
developments in aircraft charac
teristics. Ruppenthal put it this 
way: "When we got the DC-6, 
our airways traffic control system 
was reasonably adequate for the 
Ford Trimotor and almost ready 
fo r the DC-3. Now that jets have 
been in operation well over two 
years, the system is about ready to 
accommodate the DC-7." 

Morrow agrees that the system 
" needs further development to in
crease its capacity. It is suffering 
from neglect. In the early 1950s 
our budget for research on air 
traffic control was cut to zero. 
Last year we had $60 million to 
work with." One of FAA's new 
research tools is a handy "air traf
fic simulator." Models of present 
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traffic over a prospective airport 
site are fed in, actual control de
vices are put to use, and the simu
lator gives a precise reading on 
how well the airways can bear the 
additional traffic. 

Among F AA's traffic control 
headaches is the hazardous mix of 

Air traffic control at I dlewild 

big and little aircraft at hub a1r
ports. Only recently did the agency 
require that private airplanes have 
two-way radios, and the Sunday 
flyers are still complaining. 

By no means all private planes 
are used by motorcyclists of th e 
sky, of course. The company p lane 
is becoming an increasingly impor
tant vehicle of commerce . "Gen
eral aviation," the industry's terlll 
for noncarrier, nonmilitary flying , 
needs an estimated 150 more air
ports than are now avai lab le. In
stt.ad the number is rapidly dwin
dling, due to increased land values 
-this despite the demonstrable 
fact that airports for business 
planes are essential if a small city 
is to attract industry. 

No electronic simulator is ava il -

able to plot the economic, po
litical, and human factors which 
complicate the search for land. 

Jet runways are now being built 
from 10,000- to 12,000-feet long. 
Requirements of wind direction, 
traffic control patterns, flight pro
cedures, etc., often result in an in
escapably wasteful and untidy use 
of land. Add the accessories, such 
as terminals and hangars, ring the 
runways with approach, takeoff, 
and buffer zones. It all means 
that few major airports will be 
built in the future on sites much 
under 10 or even 15 square mi les. 

Airports in no man's land? 

Few local agencies can afford 
such quantities of land at close-in 
prices, even with federal aid. So 
the airports move farther and far
ther from the people they are 
bui lt to serve. Someone once fig
ured that an air trip from the 
center of Washington to the cen
ter of New York is made at an 
average speed of So miles per 
hour. "We face the bizarre pros
pect of being able to cross this 
country in an hour and a half , but 
having to spend twice that time 
getting to and from the airports," 
said Charles J. Zwick, head of 
logistics for the Rand Corporation. 

Zwick mentions three solutions 
frequently offered. The first is 
construction of more freeways and 
li mited-access highways. "This ap
pea ls to the airport operators, who 
are quite aware that parking fees 
create considerable revenue." Sti ll , 
he is sure private cars will con
tinue to carry much of the traffic. 

The second possible solution, ac
cording to Zwick, is increased use 
at helicopters and other V / STOL 
(vertical or steep takeoff and land
ing) aircraft. But he predicted 
that "helicopter service will ex
pand rapidly, have a very fast rate 
of growth, and end up hau ling a 
sma ll percentage of the total." 

The th ird possibility is rapid 
transit. However, "only one per
son out of three using our airports 
comes from or wants to go to the 
central business district," Zwick 
points out; and he adds that tran
sit au thori ties have enough trou
ble provid ing facilities to places 
where people do want to go. Still, 
he sees use of mass transit by 
many air travelers eventually. 

If there is little agreement about 
airport access, Zwick said, there is 
even less being done about it. Re
search and deve lopment work on 
helicopters and even more other
worl d ly V /STOL aircraft is un
derway both in FAA (as "Project 
Hummingbird") and the Defense 
Department. But Zwick's pessi
mism seems justified. At present 
the helicopter lines pay their bills 
with three dollars from federal 
subsidies to every one from fares 
-and the government is getting 
restive about providing such hand
some ass istance. 

The aviat ion industry badly 
wants to get at the 90 per cent of 
the population that does not regu
larly buy its service. The increas
ing difficulties of getting to the 
airport are a strong deterrent. Yet 
authori ty over ground transporta
tion rests elsewhere, and the peo
ple with whom it rests have other 
problems. Someday perhaps there 
will be close coordination between 
ai r and ground transportation sys
tems. Someday, in fact, some city 
may have a ground transportation 
system wh ich is itself coordinated. 

Enter Mr. Thomas N. Griggs 

Once in a whi le it comes to 
pass that a local airport authority 
fin ds an ideal site-a vast quan
tity of land beneath open airways, 
reason ably near the city, at a 
price it can afford-and is pre
vented from putting it to use. 
New York has experienced this 
frustra tion, and Los Angeles may 
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too in the near future. When such 
a thing happens, listen for the 
whine of a jet engine in the back
ground. Aircraft noise has branded 
the airport a bad neighbor. 

In March the U.S. Supreme 
Court decided that one Thomas 
N. Griggs had $12,600 coming 
from Allegheny County, Pa., 
which operates the Greater 
Pittsburgh Airport. Mr. Griggs 
lived 3,250 feet from the end of a 
runway, but the approach zone 
came to within 11.36 feet of his 
chimney. Mr. Griggs had to move 
away because of the noise. 

Nu·i,ae hater Thomas N. Griggs 

The Supreme Court ruled that 
the airport had taken an easement 
on the air above the house without 
due compensation to Mr. Griggs. 
Said Justice William 0. Douglas 
in the majority op1ruon (the 
minority agreed there had been 
damage, but felt the government 
should be held responsible), "the 
use of land presupposes the use of 
some of the air space above it. 
Otherwise no home could be built, 
no tree planted, no fence con
structed, no chimney erected." 

With the articulate exception 
of the airport operators, the avi
ation industry agrees that the 
Griggs Decision created no new 
precedent save one: it pointed the 
finger of legal responsibility for 
the nuisance of aircraft noise di
rectly at the airport. The airlines, 
their pilots, and the aircraft man-
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ufacturers have set up an organi
zation called the National Air
craft Noise Abatement Council. 
"Subjacent property owners have 
long had legal recourse for inva
sion of their rights," insists Gen
eral Jack R. Cram, the ex-Marine 
hero-pilot who is the Council's 
president. "The Griggs Decision 
applied only to a very narrow set 
of undisputed facts." 

Nevertheless, the general and 
his associates remain nervous 
about the misleading newspaper 
publicity which the case has gen
erated. It appears that upwards 
of 4,500 suits have been either 
fi led or threatened. "Few of these 
cases meet the Griggs standards," 
Cram says. "Many will never ac
tually reach the courts, and those 
that do may take 10 years to try." 
And he adds that some unscrupu
lous attorneys have taken to chas
ing jets instead of ambulances. 

Tom Burnard of the Airport 
Operators Council agrees that the 
Griggs Case gives no grounds for 
panic, although 4,500 cases is 
more flood than trickle. However, 
he admits that "the Griggs Case 
gives no assurance that the air
lines can't be sued too." The air
port operators' case goes some
thing like this: The Supreme 
Court's first ruling on the airport 
as a nuisance came nearly 20 years 
ago in the Causby Case, involving 
low-level flight of military air
craft over a chicken farm, and 
the government has since paid off 
regularly for damage from mili
tary flights. The Causby Decision 
also ruled that Congress has placed 
navigable air space in the public 
domain. The Federal Aviation 
Act of 1958, in turn, placed take
off and approach zones in the 
category of navigable air space. 
If damage results from use of an 
approach zone, therefore, Congress 
should take care of the bill. 

The Airport Operators Council 

is preparing draft legislation to 
make this view of the situation 
law. But the Council received 
little comfort from Mike Mon
roney, the Senate's reigning avia
tion expert, when he appeared at 
its spring conference. He told the 
Council not to expect any new 
legislation from Congress. 

Both Monroney and the Court 
seem to feel that the airport must 
buy enough land or easements 
overhead to prevent aircraft noise 
from becoming an unbearable
and legally actionable-nuisance. 
But the airport operators want to 
know how much is enough. They 
also want to know where the 
money is coming from. "Since the 
beginning airport sponsors have 
gotten federal aid for fee title or 
air rights establishing clear zones 
beyond the ends of runways," 
Burnard says. "But these have 
been solely for protection of the 
aircraft fom obstructions. The 
Griggs Decision speaks as if we 
must create clear zones for pro
tection of the people on the 
ground from noise. Such ease
ments might be a lot harder to 
get." 

Aviation people are correct in 
pointing out the limitations of the 
Griggs Case, but there is no doubt 
that it has pushed the noise prob
lem to the fore of their own and 
the public's consciousness. They 
are plainly worried. 

Who belongs next door? 

FAA 's current planning philoso
phy, according to the agency's 
ranking noise specialist, C. H. 
Williams, is based on "compati
bility of land use"-zoning houses 
away from airports. "Usually the 
airport is there first and the houses 
move in around it. Any time that 
happens you have trouble. Actual
ly, there's a great demand for in
dustrial and commercial land 
around many airports." 

General Cram concurs. "On the 
east side of Los Angeles airport," 
he says, "houses are built solid 
under the approaches. Two years 
ago this land was worth $80,000 
an acre and now it's up to $ 130,-
000. Land values are almost to the 
point where it would make sense 
to tear the houses down and use 
the sites for light industry. Until 
we can effect this kind of conver
sion of land use, we will have a 
noise problem." 

Both FHA and VA, incidental
ly, are lending a helping hand in 
the quest for compatibility. They 
will no longer insure mortgages 
for new houses butted up against 
runways. However, they will still 
approve loans for existing houses 
in critical noise zones if the houses 
have kept their market value. 

The airport operators enter a 
strong dissent on the effectiveness 
of the land-use approach. "To be
gin with," says Burnard, "it's im
possible to zone people out of 
their houses. Sure, you could buy 
the property, but who's going to 
provide the bankroll? The only 
way it might be done is through 
some form of urban renewal." 

Burnard's solution is to reduce 
aircraft noise. "It has to be 
stopped at the source," he says 
flatly. "There simply hasn't been 
the all-out effort that is needed. 
The fanjet helped-but the fanjet 
was developed for commercial, 
competitive reasons. Reduction of 
noise was a by-product. 

"What's the motivation for the 
manufacturers if there's no profit 
in noise control for its own sake? 
It is up to the FAA and Congress. 
The attitude of both so far has 
been to give the industry every 
opportunity to find its own salva
tion. It may take more lawsuits to 
bring on federal action." 

The Griggs house, meanwhile, 
which started all the present fuss, 
has become St. Phillips Episcopal 
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Church. "I used to live in the 
second floor of the building with 
my family," Reverend Donald 
Clawson, the rector, told an inter
viewer, "and it was a bit noisy at 
times. But I don't think we're 
bothered too much by planes." 

Example of "real planning" 

"Unfortunately," lamented pilot
academician Ruppenthal, "there is 
no single culprit responsible for 
this sad state of affairs. Our entire 
lack of real airport planning has 
been made possible because hun
dreds of government agencies have 
some authority to deal with air
port problems, while not one of 
them enjoys overall responsibility." 

This being the case, there is 
good reason to look to Dulles In
ternational Airport by the late 
Eero Saarinen, which is nearing 
the final throes of construction in 
the rolling Virginia countryside 
near Washington. It has set an ex
ample of "real airport planning." 
It is being built and will be oper
ated by FAA. Dulles gives the 
agency's airport experts a chance 
to practice what they preach. 

Washington is presently served 
by two major airports. Jet traffic 
comes to Baltimore's Friendship, 
some 33 miles and 50 to So min
utes away. Piston planes-clouds 
of them-use Washington Nation
al, 15 minutes across the Potomac 
from the Mayflower Hotel, one of 
the nation's busiest and most con
venient , fields. (In part, the con
venience is a geographical acci
dent. Planes come in and out 
along the Potomac instead of over 
the city's roofs. "If it weren't for 
the river,'' says F AA's C. H. Wil
liams, "we'd have revolution.") 

When it came time for finding 
a site for a major new Washing
ton airport, the planners looked 
covetously at Andrews Air Force 
Base, close in and big enough for 
jet runways. But the Air Force 
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was not inclined to sell or trade 
Andrews, so in I 95 1 they settled 
on Burke, Virginia, and began 
buying land. Burke fit well into air 
traffic patterns and had a low pop
ulation density. But it turned out 
that some of the population was 
close to Senator Harry Byrd, and 
their protests stalled any progress 
beyond condemnation and pur
chase of the first 1 ,ooo acres. 

The project came to a stop 
until 1957, when funds for con
struction of the new airport were 
tucked into a foreign-aid bill. But 
senatorial friends of Harry Byrd 
read the small print, exploded, 
and threatened to block the entire 
bill in committee. Finally they 
agreed to let it go if site selection 
were left to Elwood P. Quesada, 
then a special White House as
sistant for aviation and later FAA 
administrator under Eisenhower. 

Quesada had an engineering re
port made on the best potential 
sites, and held public hearings on 
the highest-rated four : Burke, 
Friendship, and the small Virginia 
towns of Chantilly and Pender. In 
the end the 1 ,ooo acres owned by 
the government at Burke were 
auctioned off (part at a substantial 
profit) and teams of land buyers 
moved into Chantilly. The choice 
doomed Friendship to join the na
tion's growing number of ghost 
airports-Fort Worth, Oakland, 
Chicago's once-booming Midway, 
Burbank in Los Angeles-all by
passed, for one reason or another, 
by the big jet carriers. 

In all, 9,800 acres-nearly 15 
square miles-were bought for 
Dulles at a cost of $5 million. The 

vast area includes generous buffer 
zones. Strips of forest were left to 

insulate each runway, and 1 ,500,-
000 new trees were planted. Ne
gotiations were undertaken with 
Loudoun and Fairfax counties to 
achieve compatible zoning regula
tions past the buffers-a land 

boom had begun even before the 
final site selection was announced. 
The negotiations are still going on. 

The airport will be 27 miles 
from Washington, almost as far as 
Friendship. Quesada's answer to 
this unfortunate circumstance was 
a limited-access highway. When 
Virginia politicians assailed the 
idea and proposed that the high
way be opened to general traffic, 
he offered to sell them the right 
of way for a dollar and let them 
build the road. Virginia didn't call 
his bluff. 
Halaby not only inherited Que

sada's concern for the highway, 
but got an idea one afternoon to. 
protect it. He telephoned Interior 
Secretary Stuart Udall and Budg
et Director David Bell, arranged 
to pick them up in a helicopte~,_ 

and showed them the road from 
the air. Before they landed he had 
arranged-to convey it through Bell 
to Udall's Park Service, probably 
as a toll road. Virginia hasn't 
given up-there is a bill now in 
Congress to open the highway to 
general traffic-but chances are 
the road will be built as planned. 

The limited-access highway will 
bring travelers from Washington 
to Dulles in 35 minutes when com
pleted in 1968. Combined with 
helicopter service, it should make 
Dulles unusually easy to get to for 
an airport its size. If all goes well 
with Congress and the two coun
ties, Dulles could become a land
mark of overall airport planning 
as well as terminal design. Does 
this argue for a larger federal role 

, in airport planning and operation? 

Needed: a nationwide plan for a nationwide industry 

"We need to develop a national system of airports, rather 
than an assorted collection of individual airports," says Cole 
Morrow of FAA. "In the past we've approached airport plan
ning on the basis of local activity. But airports must serve each 
other's needs as well as their own. Right now it's as if the 
national highway system depended on independent decisions 
by all the cities and counties along the way. The first step to
ward a more efficient national airport system could be federal 
and state action involving the same kind of cooperation that 
exists now on highways. T o achieve our goals requires direct 
federal action. We can no longer. wa-it for local communities 
to take the initiative." For a sample of today's confusion, see 
the night view of ldlewild, below. END. 
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••1 WANT TO CATCH THE EXCITEMENT OF THE TRIP~' 
So spoke the late Eero Saarinen of his design for Trans World 
Airlines' terminal at Idlewild, New York. And to thousands 
of architects and travelers, that design was famous long before 
it rose laboriously to spread its concrete wings. 

Now that it is finished and in operation, TWA looks, from 
the air, more like a giant horseshoe crab than a bird in flight 
(see page 77). But from the ground, and inside, it is a stir
ring object, its structure swooping in high-speed curves all 
around, like an oversize Gaudi sculpture of the jet age. 

The building represents some $ 1 5 million invested, some 
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1 r million tons of concrete and steel carefully put in place, 
In the 4,900 acres of Idlewild, it is one of a great ring of 
competing structures, each inhabited by rival airlines seeking 
to woo travelers to their ticket counters with design: Idle
wild, in fact, is the first airport where separate terminals have 
been built to the specifications of individual carriers, and 
the result is an architectural free-for-all. 

There can be little doubt about who won. On these pages 
is an attempt in photographs to convey some of the spatial 
and sculptural sensations of this truly fantastic work. 



Alu11g sheltered sideu;alks (left) 
automobiles sweep foto the grasp 
uf tile building to drop passengers. 

The wa·iting room, seen here from 
the 'mezzanine (right), is inset with 
what must be one of the largest 
conversation pits ever designed . 

1'W A's interior is a huge, serene 
space, but one seemingly in con· 
stant motion, as in tl1e swift curves 
of t71e stairways seen at rig/it. 
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FACTS AND FIGURES 

Trans World Airlines Terminal 
Building, New York International 
Airport. Architect: Eero Saarinen 
&. Associates. Associate in charge : 
William H . Gardner. Engineers: 
Ammann &. Whitney (structural); 
Jaros, Baum &. Bolles (mechanical 
and electrical); Consultants: Bolt 
Beranek&. Newman, Inc. (acousti
cal); Stanley McCandless (light· 
ing) , Restaurant interiors: Ray. 
mond Loewy/William Snalth, Inc. 
General Contractor: Grove Shepherd 

Wilson Kruge. 
Construction cost: $14.8 million (in
cluding architects' and eng'ineers' 
fees). Furnishings: $400,000 (ex
cluding ticket counters, baggage 
carousel, and other built-in fea
tures). Financing: Bonds issued by 
Port of New York Authority 
(owner) . 

The concrete work of TWA is ex
qwisite, even when formwork shows 
as on one of the massfoe support· 
ing legs {left). The curves are ad
justed with a sure hlllltd. 

A tubular concrete walkway more 
than 300 feet long leads from the 
terminal proper out to the planes. 
At left is the striking exterior; 
at right, the eerie "long walk." 
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PROBLEM NO. 1: PEOPLE, 
Four years ago, when the airlines began investing $2 billion 
in new jet planes, they found they were hit with a bill for 
another $2 billion just for revamping ground facilities. 

For in order to handle the new planes, radical improve
ments had to be made in the ways that passengers, baggage, 
and information were funneled through airport terminal 
buildings. So far these improvements have taken the form 
of a patchwork of additions to well-established practices. 
The only fresh approach to terminal design problems came 
from an architect, the late Eero Saarinen, whose mobile
lounge concept has not been popular with the airlines. 

Few building types have had their traffic patterns as care
fully analyzed as the air terminal. The Federal Aviation 
Agency provides a well-researched guide for airport planners.* 
In it, the areas required for all key terminal building func
tions have been charted in terms of the expected peak-hour 
passenger traffic. 

But the jet-powered plane, because of its larger size and 
greatly increased passenger capacity, has four distorting 
effects on the kind of airport plan that worked well in the 
past. First, the perimeter of the terminal building must be 
stretched out somehow to accommodate the jet's 200-foot
diameter parking circle. Second, peak-hour crowding at 
ticketing and baggage return counters is intensified. Third, 
there is the problem of providing passengers (and agents) 
with up-to-the-minute flight information in any part of the 
terminal. And, fourth, the moving of people through the 
terminal building to the plane, particularly in bad weather, 
has become more and more troublesome. 

The growing fleet of jet planes with their hundred-plus 
passenger capacities has expanded these difficulties into 
urgent problems. 

ARE MECHANICAL PORTERS SLOWING THINGS DOWN? 

Even before commercial jet trans
ports came into service, many 
airlines started investigations of 
mechanical devices designed to 
ease the flow of traffic th rough 
the terminal building. Their ex
perience with rapidly changing 
aircraft designs since th e end of 
the war made the airli nes acute ly 

•Airport Tenninul Hui/dings, Fetleral 
Aviation Agency, September 1%0. U .S. 
Government Printing Office, Washing
ton 25, D.C. 55 cents. 
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aware of two key factors in the 
planning of their facilities. It be
came clear that effective servic
ing of the plane and its passen
gers is a total system in which 
every procedure and piece of 
equipment has to be carefully 
interrelated. Changing almost any 
factor in the system is bound to 
affect the efficiency of all the 
others. Then there is the over
riding need for flexibility in the 
design of service procedures so 

BAGGAGE AND PLANES 
that the widest range of aircraft 
types, present and future, can be 
accommodated. 

A number of airlines, working 
independently of each other, are 
moving cautiously into the me
chanization of their terminal fa
cilities. The newest terminal 
buildings are becoming housings 
for a fantastic array of mechanical 
equipment designed to solve the 
problems that ingenious space 
planning cannot solve. 

Rush-hour passengers experi
ence their greatest frustration 
waiting on long, slow lines to 
have their tickets and baggage 
checked. Peak-hour traffic is nor
mally limited to only two or 
three hours during the day. Add
ing enough manpower to handle 
rush crowds smoothly is an ex
tremely expensive procedure. Two 
airlines have already installed me
chanized baggage handling equip
ment of extreme sophistication. 

One of these systems involves 
loading the baggage on wooden 
pallets which have a series of 
metal studs imbedded in their 

frame. Instead of tying tags to 
the baggage, the agent impresses 
a magnetic code message in these 
studs using a key console on his 
counter. On a signal from the 
agent, the pallet vanishes beneath 
the counter onto an elaborate 
system of tracks in the baggage 
handling room below. There, a 
monitoring device reads the coded 
message and shunts the pallet 
to its destined baggage cart. 

Unfortunately, there have been 
reports that the first two installa
tions of this system have often 
been slower than conventional 
muscle-powered baggage handling 
methods. Many mechanical "im
provements" have had similar 
early histories. With further ex
perience, the potential savings of 
time and manpower may well be 
realized. 

Another hectic station in the 
journey through a crowded ter
minal 1s the baggage return 
counter. Here too, mechanization 
has been tried with some suc
cess. The most advanced of the 
mechan ized return devices is the 

1' W A's carousel: bags pop itp from below, circulate to owners 



"carousel" m Saarinen's new 
TWA building at Idlewild. This 
may not always bring baggage 
back faster than the nonmecha
nized method. However, it does 
eliminate the competitive jockey
ing for position that can make 
retrieving a piece of baggage an 
exhausting experience. 

GETTING THE MESSAGE 

Successful airline operation de
pends as much on effective com
munication of flight and reserva
tion data as it does on flying 
planes. Until very recently, the 
development of new aircraft was 
far outstripping the development 
of ways to keep passengers in
formed. Massive increases in tele
phone equipment coupled with 
centra lized computer-controlled 
reservation systems are improving 
communications outside the ter
minal building. Within, however, 
the old chalk-board information 
board, a relic of prewar aviation, 
is still a common sight. 

Ideally, the same up-to-the
minute information should be 
clearly visible in all parts of the 
building. C losed-circuit televis ion 

systems have been used to accom
plish this. But the television re
pea ters are often cumbersome and 
difficult to read from a distance. 

A new type of data-board sys
tem which uses regular printed 
letters and numbers has been in
sta ll ed in the past few months 
at the new Los Angeles, Chicago, 
and TWA Idlewild terminals. It 
is controlled by a central key
board which is generally situated 
so that its operator has a com
manding view of all gate activi
ties. He can revise all the boards 
in the building instantly. In each 
space on the board there is a 
cartridge which holds a choice 
of thirty-nine separate characters 
which may include graphic sym
bols as well as letters and num
bers in black and white or color. 

EXIT THE FINGER? 

Before Eero Saarinen designed 
the new Washington International 
Airport terminal it was assumed 
that the finger had to be an in
evitable feature of the terminal 
building. These appendages al
ways seemed to be the simplest 
way to expand the building to 
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Character-loaded cartridge 

accommodate more or larger 
planes. Their form developed 
rapidly with the growth of air 
travel since the war. At first, the 
finger was no more than a covered 
wa lk out on the apron. Later, i t 
was jacked up to a second level 
so that the ground would be free 
for service vehicles. Finally, pas
senger lounges \\·ere added at each 
ga te. All the while, finger lengths 
were growing until today, mile
long walks are possible in trans
ferring from one plane to an
other. 

It seems to defy good sense to 
provide increasingly luxuriou 
conditions inside the finger on ly 
to turn passengers out into the 
weather when boarding their 
plane. The a irl ines haYe been 

concerned about this most awk
ward situation and for many 
years have studied countless pro
posals for devices that bridge 
the gap between the building 
and the aircraft. As recently as 
1959 they finally settled on one 
which works: the telescopic pas
senger corridor known to some 
as the "jetway." 

These $60,000 gangplanks have 
certainly eliminated one long
standing source of discomfort to 
passengers. They have not elimi
nated long walks within the ter
minal and necessitate costly taxi
ing and delicate maneuvering of 
the giant jet planes. In addition, 
it is well-nigh impossible to find 
a satisfactory architectural solu
tion for the je tway, an appendage 
on the gate lounge which is an 
appendage on the finger which 
is in turn an appendage on the 
terminal building proper. 

The mobile lounge is another 
solution; if it is a success at the 
new Washington airport, it will 
probably revolutionize air termi
nal design. Aircraft can be parked 
a mile or so away from the ter
minal building for convenient ser-

O'Hare International Airport, below, (C. F. Murphy Assoc., chief arcli ·itects) has fingers to get passengers to planes; so do es TWA at Idlewild. 
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Planes will load from mobile lounges at new Washington International 

v1cmg. The mobile lounge is 
something like the usual gate 
lounge set on wheels. One end 
connects to the main terminal 
building just a few steps away 
from the ticket counters. When 
it is driven out to the plane, the 
other c end connects with the 
plane's doorway by means of can
tilevered, walkways. 

The ..;~irlines themselves are 
still not convinced that the mo
bjJ_e lounge will improve their 
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operations. They are dismayed by 
the high cost of the first 20 units 
ordered for Washington ( $232,-
733 each). Neither do they like 
to lengthen scheduled flight times 
by 10 or 15 minutes because they 
must list in their timetables the 
time the lounge door rather than 
the plane door is closed. Still, 
competition among the airlines 
has always meant that no measure 
that really improves passenger 
comfort can long be ignored. 

PROBLEM NO. 2: NOISE 
When the commercial jets arrived on the scene just under 
four years ago, they brought with them the quietest ride 
ever experienced by air travelers. But while the passengers 
were snoozing overhead, people at the airports and in sur
rounding communities were being subjected to a new and 
rather enervating sound. 

Jet engines make a very special kind of noise. And every
one concerned with jet noise-e. g. attorneys, msurance 
representatives, engine and plane manufacturers, civic offi
cials, airport and airline managers, architects, acoustical 
engineers, as well as the ordinary citizen who happens to live 
near the airport-has been struggling to come to terms with 
this enormous new sound. 

Actually, the overall sound pressure generated by a jet 
engine is about the same as that created by the familiar 
piston aircraft engine. In the early days of the jet engine, 
measurements of overall sound pressure made on an ordinary 
sound-level meter led some to believe that jet aviation would 
not create any new noise problems. Protests from people 
living near military jet bases soon shattered this illusion. 
The situation underscored a fundamental of acoustics: the 
human ear does not respond in the same way to all fre
quencies of sound. People are much more disturbed by 
high-pitched sounds than by low-pitched sounds with the 
same sound-pressure level. The jet engine is rich in higher 
frequency noise (see graph). 

MORE POWER: WILi. IT BRING TROUBLE OR SOLACE? 
The old piston plane made a 
racket because of the explosions 
and vibrations within the engine 
itself. This kind of noise, and 
particularly the higher frequency 
portion of it, could be suppressed 
by wrapping the engine with a 
sound-resistant casing. Most of the 
objectionable noise from a jet 
engine is created by the high- , 
velocity stream of air behind the 
engine which gives the jet its 
thrust. It shears through the rela
tively quiet air around it and 
creates an ear-shattering sound. 
The newest fan-jet engines ob
tain almost half again as much 
thrust as the earlier models by 
moving more air through the en
gine at l;>-\:\'.er velocities. This cuts 

down the noise created by the 
engine exhaust with no loss in 
efficiency. On present jet planes, 
the more powerful fan-jet engines. 
make a steeper take-off climb pos
sible. As distance is the best pro
tection a community near the 
runway has against airplane noise, 
the steeper climb can make life 
a lot more tolerable on the 
ground. If the aircraft manufac
turers continue to improve the 
power-to-weight ratio and thus 
the rate of climb, it will be the· 
most direct solution to the com-. 
munity noise problem. 

There is a basic conflict of in
terest between the people who are 
responsible for opera ting the air
lines efficiently and the people: 



who are unlucky enough to live 
11.ear the approaches to an air
field . Almost every measure which 
citn effectively reduce aircraft 
nois.e in the community also in
troduces more complicated and 
expensive landing and take-off 
procedures for the plane. Before 
any significant progress could be 
made toward resolving this con
flict, a manageable method for 
accurately measuring the annoy
ance value of aircraft sounds had 
to be worked out. 

The pioneering work on such a 
method was completed in 1959 
by Karl D . Kryter of Bolt, Bera
nek & Newman, acoustical con
sultants. By testing the compara
tive effects of a series of tape
recorded plane sounds on sub
jects under controlled laboratory 
conditions, he was able to devise 
a new scale of measurement 
which was called the perceived 
noise decibel (PNdb) . Finally, a 
simple, single-number index was 
available that would indicate not 
how loud but just how disturbing 
any given noise would be. 

Now that a satisfactory meas
ure of annoyance from aircraft 

has been established, the serious 
problem of setting acceptable 
limits for this kind of noise still 
faces the community. The Port 
of New York Authority, which 
sponsored Bolt, Beranek & New
man's work, has decided to limit 
the PNdb level around its New 
York terminals to 112. This num
ber is characteristic of the an
noyance experienced by New 
Yorkers living near airport run
ways before the jets. 

Each community faced with the 
problem of disturbing aircraft 
noise will have to hammer out 
its own particular compromise 
between economical airport op
eration and peace and quiet. This 
can now be done in terms of 
comprehensible PNdb rating. 
Further improvements in engine 
design, runway design, and time
ly zoning of the land surrounding 
new airports may mean that levels 
even lower than New York's 112 
PNdb may be realistic. 

GIVE WALLS THE AIR 

Noise levels at the airport are 
generally far higher than they 
are in the surrounding communi-
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ties. Yet, with careful engineer
ing analysis, the noise problem in
side the terminal and at airport 
motels and other auxiliary build
_ings can be solved. 

Unlike homes near the airport, 
airport buildings themselves can 
usually be built in a way that 
will prevent noise from interfering 
with the activities inside. First of 
all, it is an accepted practice 
today to fully air condition such 
buildings. Windows can be kept 
shut tight all the time, a tre
mendous advantage since any 
opening to the outside, even a 
small one, would make conversa
tion impossible whenever a plane 
goes past. The budget for termi
nal buildings should also permit 
the architect to detail a far more 
substantial envelope t6r hls buifd~""; 
ing than for any othe(•type oL 
building away from the. airport. 

Not every part of the terminal 
building requires the same de
gree of quiet. Each area can be 
assigned its own noise criteria 
(NC ) curve. These are weighted 
to compensate for the way the 
human ear reacts to sounds at 
different frequencies and make 

it possible to use a single-number 
criteria for each area. 

When BB&N did the acoustical 
work on the new Tulsa terminal, 
they suspected that the noise 
criteria were being chosen too 
high for comfort. There is a 
natural urge for an airport plan
ner to do this since the higher 
the NC chosen, the simpler and 
less costly become the details of 
the building envelope. The acous
tical engineers played tape record
ings of airplane noise as it would 
sound inside the proposed build
ing at the chosen noise criteria 
levels, and, consequently, they 
were lowered. 

The first step in controlling 
noise within airport buildings is 
careful siting, The sound from _ 
jet engines is highly direct_ibrial. 
The brunt of the noise can ·~ften 
be avoided by simply , locating 
the building properly . . For really 
first-rate sound control, double 
glazing set in resilient material 
is a must. Walls should be as 
massive and tightly sealed as pos
sible, An internal air space really 
pays off in sound reduction ·fpr 
walls as well as windows. END 

NOISE AS AFFECTED BY WALL 

JET-100 FT FROM BUILDING- -ENGINES AT IDLE 
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NEW AIRPORT DESIGN, IN THE U.S. AND ABROAD 

ONTARIO, C,ALIF. A IRPORT, by Ar
chitects Hamish, Morgan & Cau
sey, is a small, efficient flying fa
cility which also pays some atten
tion to architecture. The tall , 
two-story waiting room with ticket 
offices has the usual glass fronts 
facing the field and the approach 
road, but in this case they wear 
handsome, glare-shielding grilles. 
California's climate permits open
air walkways to the loading sta
tions. Pleasant planting has been 
started around them. General 
contractor for the terminal, Ser
vice Construction Co. 
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THE FRESNO AIR TERMINAL 111 

Fresno, Calif. (right ), is a long, 
simple shape delicately detailed in 
steel framing, wearing long walls 
of glass which grow from a solid 
masonry block which bears a mural 
by Raymond Rice. A graceful 
anodized aluminum sun screen is 
set outside the roof line of the 
steel structure. The architect for 
the $1 .5 mi llion building, a loca l 
AIA prize winner, and for other 
elements in Fresno's sizable air
port expansion program, is Allen 
Y. Lew. General contractor, Fred 
S. :\faco mber. 

SYRACUSE TERMINAL (above), at 
Clarence E. Hancock Airport in 
upper New York State, was de
signed by Architects Ketcham
Miller-Amold. The building sits 
under a big folded-plate concrete 
roof supported by exposed con
crete columns. Steel skeletal fram
ing, with short span joists carrying 

TULSA'S NEW TERMINAL is a sim
ply but elegantly framed structure, 
made of steel, with precast con
crete wall panels which wear an 
exposed aggregate of dark-green 
granite. The architects, Murray
Jones-Murray, took care to double 
glaze transparent walls facing the 
jet runways. A landscaped area, 
with pool and fountains (by Sa
saki, Walker and Associates, Inc., 
landscape consultants) was placed 
on the highway side of the build
ing, away from airplane noise. 
Waiting space and other passenger 
conveniences were pulled out of 
the circulation space to be related 
closely to this landscaped area. 
For p lanes, there are 15 gate posi
tions, with expansion to 23 antici
pated during the next ten years. 
The terminal building cost $4·3 
million excluding furniture and 
landscaping, $ l 8.64 per square 
foot. General contractor: V'/. R . 
Grimshaw Co. 

a concrete deck, completes the 
structure, which is walled in brick 
and glass framed in aluminum. 
The terminal building is part of 
a three-stage, $5 million improve
ment program which includes 
everything from approach roads 
to new runways. General con
tractor, Vincent J. Smith, Inc. 
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From Minneapolis to Los Angeles, the accent is ,on strong silhouettes, sometimes acrobatic shapes 

AUSTIN, TEXAS' TERMIN,AL is an
other deliberate use of air-age 
silhouettes to establish strong 
architectural identity. Architects 
Fehr & Granger conceived not 
only the roof of the main building 
but also the control tower behind 
it to act as eye-catching shapes 
against the sky-important in a 
graceful, not overly massive, way. 
The single, large, unified shelter, 
with its undulating, space-framed 
roof, houses all the usual airport 
functions. General contractor, B. 
L. McGee Construction Co. 

LOS ANGELES AIRPORT, like a 
world's fair, has a "theme build
ing"-a restaurant hung 135 feet 
aboveground from intersecting 
arches (see photo below). The 
control tower (right) is as large 
as an office tower, which, in fact, 
it is. The walls of the tower are 
shielded from the sun by a second 
outer wall of slender vertical 
louvers. Adding to the fairlike 
flavor of the airport are huge park
ing lots and ample flapping flags. 
Architects: Charles Luckman & 
Associates, Welton Becket & Asso
ciates, and Paul R. Williams. 
Contractors: for tower, Chotiner 
& Gumbiner; for restaurant, 
Robert E. McKee. 
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MINNEAPOLIS-SAINT PAUL Inter
national Airport Terminal at 
Wold Chamberlain Field, designed 
by Cerny Associates, Inc., is a 485 
by 245-foot, two-story structure 
sheltered by an immense folded 
roof of thin shell, lightweight 
concrete. An important part of 
the design is a four-lane approach 
highway elevated to the second
story concourse level and cano
pied by continuous umbrella 
shapes. Two elevated finger walk
ways lead to planes. General con
tractor, Foley Bros. Inc. 
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GATWICK AIRPORT, not far from 
London, is designed to receive 
flights diverted from London, and 
to handle traffic between England 
and the 'channel islands. The 
architects, Yorke, Rosenberg & 
Mardall, set the terminal building 

.· directly over a main highway and 
built it of poured concrete on a 
structural grid of 20 feet, and 
sheathed the walls in steel and 
glass. Since passengers arrive at 
the terminal not only by road but 
also by train, it functions as a 
railroad station too. 
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MILAN'S NEW TERMINAL at Mal
pensa, designed by Architect 
Vittorio Gandolfi., is a glittering, 
steel-framed, glass-enclosed gate
way to that industrial area of 
northern Italy. The building is 

LONDON AIRPORT, by Architect 
Frederick Gibberd, is deliberately, 
quietly organized. "Since everyone 

... , who travels is slightly keyed up," 
·says the architect, "one of the 

HENK sNoEK prime objects in the design was 
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highly geometrkal in character
the exterior framing, stairways, 
poles, and roof protuberances, 
and the terraces for plane watch
ing, all echo and dramatize the 
intensity of the city's act ivity. 

to put him at ease in a compara
tively calm and unhurried atmos
phere. Equally important was to 
give the foreign visitor the impres
sion that he was coming to a 
civilized place." 

NEW ORLY TERMINAL, by the Paris 
Airport Authority (Chief archi
tect, Henri Vicariot), is a vast, 
glassy building which cost $24 

million to construct and is the big
gest building completed in France 
since Louis XIV erected the 
Invalides. The steel frame houses 
1.4 million square feet, distributed 
on nine different levels, with park
ing out back for 4,000 cars. 



A famous American architect exports his romantic art to the barren, o·il-rich sands of Saudi Arabia 

ARRIVAL IN ARABIA. Minoru 
Yamasaki was the designer of the 
temple-like new Civil Air Termi
nal in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia (in 
collaboration with the Ralph M. 
Parsons Co.). When he first went 
to look at the site he was disap
pointed to find little Moslem 
influence anywhere. So he brought 
some exoticism to bear himself. 

He also brought technical ad
vances. This is believed to be 
the first precast concrete structure 
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in its part of the world. Water 
evaporates so quickly in this cli
mate that on-site precasting, at 
night, was the only practical 
method, with the precast sections 
kept wet while curing during 
really hot periods ( 130 degrees in 
the shade). In plan the 520-foot
long building is divided into three 
areas : international flights at one 
end; domestic flights at the other; 
separating them is a court-to be 
landscaped (photo below ). 
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THOSE UNIQUE AND UBIQUITOUS BROTHERS URIS 
Out of the brawniest building boom of all time, two red
haired sons of a Russian immigrant blacksmith have emerged 
as archtypes of a singularly nervy breed-the Manhattan 
speculative office builder. It wasn't always easy, and a lot of 
it had to do with being in the right place at the right time. 
But Harold and Percy Uris today stand at the pinnacle of 
their profession. They have, quite simply, built more office 
space than anyone else. In fact, the 8. 7 million square fer.t 
they will have developed by the end of this year is ov-::r 
twice as much as has been built in the whole city of Chicago 
in the postwar period ( FoRUM, May '61 ) . And this total 
represents about I 4 per cent of all new office space created in 
Manhattan since 1 94 7. 

To develop this volume of office space evidently does not 
take a vast organization (the Urises have generally operated 
with not many more than 100 persons) or masses of equipment 
(they don't own a single bulldozer or climbing crane). All it 
really takes is guts and savvy, and the brothers Uris have 
plenty of both. 

The Uris brothers have established a building pattern which 
they have traced with good fortune since World War II. They 
acquire a site, sometimes simultaneously with lining up the 
first tenants for a projected building which will fill as much 
of the lot as the zoning laws permit. Long before the build
ing is finished, the Urises usually have tenants signed up on 
long-term leases, and this has meant that they can command 
permanent mortgage money at the best rates available. They 
build what has been characterized as "canned space" -it is 
not top-quality space but also it is rentable at $ 1 or more 
under the going rates for most other new space. 

Land values no higher than at the 1929 peak 

In Manhattan's burgeoning 
market for office space, esthetics 
have generally been overlooked, 
and not only by the Urises. But 
if they have not pioneered in the 
building of masterpieces, they 
have shown the way to the de
velopment of hitherto unexplored 
sections of Manhattan, and there
in lies much of their success. 

One of the curious facts of the 
great Manhattan building boom is 
that land prices generally have 
not been anywhere near so high as 
most people believe. As Wi ll iam 
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Zeckendorf said recently, "current 
land values ... are no higher to
day than their 1929 peak, in pres
ent dollars." Instead of land value; 
on Fifth Avenue and Park Ave
nue, where the boom started, sky
rocketing to $1,000 per square 
foot, they topped off at around 
$400 and new building spilled 
over into adjacent areas, namely 
Madison, Third, and, more rc
centl y, Sixth Avenues. The reason, 
Zeckendorf says, is that the mar
ket seems unwilling to support 
rents of more than about $7 . In 

fact, Zeckendorf claims, "across 
the board, about 80 per cent of 
the new office construction now 
on the market can be delivered 
for between $5 and $6 a foot for 
large space." 

Thus, Uris brothers built, in the 
early stages of the postwar boom, 
on Park, Madison, and Lexington 
Avenues. But as the market ex
panded fast, and land prices rose 
without a commensurate rise in 
rentals, they built on Third Ave
nue and then downtown with the 
huge ( 1,324,000 square feet) 
structure at No. 2 Broadway 
(FoRUM, Feb. '59). They found 
that tenants could be lured into 
these areas, particularly for mod
ern space at lower-than-the-going 
rentals. (In some cases, there 
have been difficulties, but the 
Urises were quick to buy up 
leases, or even old buildings, if it 
meant getting a tenant for large 
space in one of their new build
ings. In one case, they even went 
into the restaurant business tempo
rarily to get a Park Avenue site.) 

These sorties into parts of the 
city which have seen little new 
building have generally paid off, 
particularly in the case of No. 2 

Broadway. This structure is per
haps the most successful Uris 
building-in financial terms- to 
date, and the most efficient in the 
whole Uris menage. It returns 
$1.13 per square foot (before 
taxes), well above the average 83 
cents per square foot for all oper
ating Uris buildings. 

A share ot prosperity 

Two years ago, Harold, Percy, 
and their confreres in the old Uris 
Properties Corp. (with related 
corporations) swapped their equi 
ty in nine different corporations 
for stock in a new corporation, 

called Uris Buildings Corp. The 
real purpose of this transaction, 
however, was to raise some new 
capital, which they did by selling 
some $20 million of debentures 
(at 60.z per cent interest) plus 
common stock in the new corpo
ration to the public. 

The offering was a success, in 
the robust market of the time, 
and Uris stock, offered at $12.50, 
has been as high as $30.50 (and 
as low as $ 12.1 2) per share. Last 
month, it sold at around $18.50. 

The creation of equities 

Since the Urises became the 
Uris Buildings Corp., they have 
had to reveal much more financial 
information than they ever did 
before, and such revelations indi
cate the tremendous profit in post
war Manhattan office building. 
For example: the cost of the 
buildings currently operating un
der UBC (the brothers own sev
eral Manhattan buildings that are 
not part of the corporation) is 
about $65 million, and they are 
carried at about this figure on the 
books of UBC. But the appraised 
value of these properties is nearly 
twice that, about $124.5 million. 
This is what was evidently meant 
when the first UBC annual report 
noted that "the main objective 
[of the corporation's] activities is 
the creation of equities by the 
construction of efficient and desir
able buildings in prime locations." 

It would seem that such equi
ties have indeed been created, and 
not only for the corporation. The 
value of the stock that Percy and 
Harold hold in the new corpora
tion (between them they own 62 
per cent of UBC) is a cool $38 
million, and this does not include 
any of several properties the bro
thers hold in their own account. 



applying its successful formula to various other o,pportunities, including two major hotel projects 

Percy and Harold Uris 

Besides the creation of equities, 
the Urises are masters of that fas
cinating bookkeeping notion, the 
cash flow. This is generally con
sidered more important than net 
income after taxes as a measure 
of potential gains, for it also in
cludes depreciation as well as 
amortization of deferred charges 
which are treated as income. 

The wonders of the cash flow 

Cash flow provides more build
ing money and, as new buildings 
add rental income and rapid de
preciation, it will give UBC great
er fiscal flexibility to tackle new 
deals. Cash flowed last year at the 
rate of $ 1.44 per share of stock 
and is expected to hit $2 per 
hare this year (or around $6.5 

million ) . In effect, this means 
UBC retains over one-quarter of 
its gross income-by contrast, 
General Motors Corp. does well 
to keep 7 per cent of its gross. 

Cash did not always flow so 
easily for the brothers Uris. After 
joining his father, Harris Uris, 
" ·ho had become a builder in the 
1920s following years in the iron
" ·orking business, Percy Uris was 
forced into involuntary bank
ruptcy in 193r. At that time, 
Percy Uris, who had, in the 192os, 
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Sperry Rand Building 320 and 350 Parle A'l:e. 1301 Ave. of Americas No. e Broadway 

built some of New York's largest 
hotels, listed liabilities of $6,483,-
526 and assets as "nominal." But 
after reorganization and severa l 
years of minor real-estate dab
blings, the brothers came back 
again. In the late 1930s, in fact, 
things were looking rosy enough 
for Percy, the fast-talking financial 
whiz of the Uris team (the more 
taciturn Harold is in charge of 
construction operations), to con
template buying the Biltmore Hotel 
from Harold Vanderbilt. Uris, a 
crackerjack bridge player, had 
often played with Vanderbilt and 
thought he could swing it until 
one occasion when the two, play
ing as partners, went down disas
trously in a game. "There goes 
the Biltmore," thought Percy, and 
he was right. 

Even though Percy Uris did not 
get the Biltmore, he currently 
oversees an awsome building em
pire. Besides the established office 
buildings owned by UBC, there 
is the new Sperry Rand Building 
(owned jointly by UBC and 
Rockefeller Center) and another 
Sixth Avenue office structure of 
some 1. 7 million square feet, 
which is said to be the first built 
under New York's new zoning. 

UBC has also gone into the 

hotel business, in two ventures 
with Hilton Hotel Corp. One is 
a 2,153-room hotel on Sixth Ave
nue (designed by William Tabler) 
in which Rockefeller Center Inc. 
has a 25 per cent interest, and the 
other will have 1,200 rooms on 
Connecticut Avenue in Washing
ton, D.C. (a lso by Tabler ). 

The Washington project will be 
UBC's first outside New York, 
aside from their excursion into 
Philadelphia's Penn Center. There, 
Uris brothers built two office 
buildings (both designed by Emery 
Roth & Sons) . They had report
edly planned another, but the 
city wanted the site for a park 
and Richardson Dilworth, then 
mayor, finally forced the U rises to 
abandon their plans, as he huffed : 
"Putting another soapbox like the 
Uris building in Penn Square 
would ruin our big chance to 
make something out of the area." 

No monuments 

Percy, now 63, and Harold, 58, 
Uris have certainly come a long 
way since the days when the Bilt
more was lost, so to speak, on the 
turn of a card. Although they 
have cluttered Manhattan with 
some of the least distinguished 
structures in its history, they have 

also demonstrated how to meet 
the market demand for space, and 
do it efficiently and profitably. 
They still seem confident about 
the continuation of the New York 
office building boom, but, with 
UBC now a growing power, they 
are also looking further afield. 
Wherever they build, however, it 
will be with one eye on the bal
ance sheet and the other on the 
flow of cash. Lately, some indivi
dual partners have allowed them
selves a few cultural gestures: 
Percy gave $2.5 million toward a 
new Columbia University building 
(students promptly and unkindly 
attacked its esthetics); Harold 
has donated fine sculpture to his 
alma mater, Cornell; and nephew 
B. H. Friedman, a UBC vice 
president, is busily filling Uris 
lobbies with abstract art. None of 
this is allowed to interfere with 
business. As Percy declared some 
years ago: "We are not in this 
business to build monuments." 
That, of course, has long been 
evident. END 

1) Architects: Emery Roth & Sons; 
Harrison & Abramovitz, consulting 
architects; 2) and 4) Architects: 
Emery Rot h & Sons; 3) Architects: 
Shreve, Lnmb & Harmon. 
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Architect H enry Klumb, 57, born 
in Germany, came to the U. S. in 
1928 to work with Frank Lloyd 
Wright, then, in 1944, moved on 
to San Juan, Puerto Rico. At left 
is one of his recent women's dor
mitories on the Rio Piedras cam
pus of the University of Puerto 
Rico. Circulation is on outdoor cor
ridors (see plan, page 88). Each 
fioor of rooms, says Klumb, "is 
designed like a garden path with 
cottages on each side." 

KLUMB OF PUERTO RICO 
When Henry Klumb arrived in Puerto Rico r 8 years ago to 
work for the insular government, one of his early assignments 
was to design a one-room schoolhouse. The budget, which he 
met, was $800-complete. 

Some things have happened to the dollar since then, but 
even more has happened to this offshore part of the U. S. 
Although that politely anxious description, underdeveloped 
area, had not yet come into wide use, it fit Puerto Rico per
fectly. But today, less than two decades later, the island has 
been lifted by the efforts of its own people and by massive, 
adroit aid from the mainland, to the threshold of North 
American prosperity. 

Here are some indications: in l 940 the average family 
income in Puerto Rico was $6 l l per year; last year it was 
$3,003. In 1944 only 22,051 people paid income taxes, re
mitting a total of $ l 614 million. In just the first five months 
of the current year the income taxes received were up to 
almost $7 l million, and the number of citizens filing was even 
more impressive: over l 57 ,ooo. One of Architect Klumb's 
firmest convictions and most frequent conversational assertions 
is that architecture must be an exact economic mirror as well 
as a generally symbolic art. His buildings make the same 
statement (and perhaps this is why they still seem very planar 
for work by a former Wright student). But like the island on 
which he now works, his design techniques have recently come 
far, and fast. •r 

First and most evident in Klumb's architecture is·>.thi in
crea.Sing quality of its finish. He is using local tile flo~;~'ifw.~~re 1 

he could use only concrete earlier; there are higher lighting 
levels; there is greater use of acoustical finishes. Less tangibly, 
there is a ric.her flavor in the design itself-more experiments, 
more intricate screens, more polish. 

A second strong indication of the island's uplift: actual 
amenities appear more frequently in Puerto Rican buildings 
by this architect (and others) than earlier. There is more 
spac~ . p~r; person in new buildings. There are lobbies and 
lounge8,'Ttems which Klumb calls "necessary but not essential 
.... Back in the beginning we could provide only the essen
tials, and that's all. Period." 

Further, even the types of buildings completed have changed. 
For example, Klumb has long been the architectural shaper 
of the two campuses of the University of Puerto Rico. It was 
back in l 948 that he designed his first student-union building, 
but it was not until ten years later that the University found 
the money to build it. Completed last year, the building's 
cafeteria already has broadened the standard diet from the 
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Women's dormito ries for the University of Puerto Rico; below, two
story en try hall in the sam e bitild ing. 

2"'n LEVEL 'PLAN 

old student staples, rice and beans. (Students also have more 
money to spend on food. ) Now a theater is being added. 
Other work completed recently by Klumb's 24-man office in
cludes building types a very long way from one-room rural 
schoolhouses: a pharmaceutical factory for Parke Davis, a 
$3~ million shopping center, co-op apartment houses, a 
hotel, several office buildings, and a number of layouts for 
suburban subdivisions. 

A final improvement in building on the island is the in
creased skill of local contractors. Concrete has always been 
their material, but in the past dozen years they have learned 
how to handle it. Klumb still is pressing for more precasting, 
but with limited success. For example, in the tower which 
houses mechanical services at the Parke Davis pharmaceutical 
plant (top photograph, far right, opposite page) the con
tractor did precast the horizontal louvers, as drawn, but then, 
with a shrug, built formwork for the rest of the precast spe
cification and poured it in place. 

Not everything has changed- notably Klumb's feeling 
about nature ; he loves not only its general Caribbean benefi
cence but its quirks. This leads him to air condition but spar
ingly; he prefers natural ventilation through outdoor hallways 
or semiscreened openings. If these spaces get wet in storms, he 
points out that they soon dry. "I enjoy my own porch when 
the rain blows in. I just move a little. This is part of the con
stant change of nature, its vitality. This is proper human 
experience . . . the longer you live, the more you want to 
en joy the natural phenomena that surround you. Before I 
arrived at Frank Lloyd Wright's, I was a little soft myself, 
too. I had been brought up in a city, and a raindrop would 
alarm me. But a gradual acceptance of nature becomes in the 
end a need for nature. Without that I couldn't live any 
longer." 

On the obvious matter of architectural lessons to be learned 
from the Puerto Rican experience, for application in under
developed mainland nations of South America, Klumb is not 
sanguine: " Puerto Rico is now 20 years ahead of most of the 
South American mainland. To find answers for their pressing 
problems, it would be necessary to look backward. In those 
underdeveloped countries, the rich get richer and the poor 
poorer, but not here in Puerto Rico. Here the poor get richer 
and the rich are expected to contribute more. 

"On the island we still need more teachers, schools, hous
ing, and many other things, but every year more is done about 
it. This place is not stagnant. Things here are being done in 
every field , including architecture- perhaps not enough, 
really, but enough to keep the island moving all along the line. 
And that's the trick- to keep it moving. " 



5 

4 
Sun and shadow in Puerto Rico. The most recent crop of buildings by 
Henry Klumb's office includes: 1) College of Education and Stitdent Health 
Center, University of Puerto Rico; 2) offices for Parlee Davis; 3) 'llten'i; 
dormitories for the University of Puerto Rico; 4) equipment room at 
the Parke Davis plant; 5) stitdent union for the University; 6) faculty 
residence hall at the Colegio San Ignacio de Loyola. ... ,.... .... ~ 
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Kliimb uses louvers and screens for s1msliading (pliotos 1, 6), for security 
(photos 3, 5), to disguise iinit air conditioners which will be inserted 
later (photo 2), ard sometimes, side by side, for several reasons (photo 
6). The climate freqiiently permits him the real architectural luxury of 
ending rooms witho11t a wall, even u glass one (p hoto 4). 
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TWO CAMPS 

DESIGNED FOR 

SUMMER FUN 
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PHOTOS: DA VID HIRSClo 

Focal point of Camv Ilayden is 
the dining hall (p hotos above and 
below), which foc es tlt e fiitur e lake. 
It has rngged fieldstone irnlls, a 
steep pitched rnf) f (section, right). 



New York's Camp Hayden is carefully planned to bring boys i·n touch with nature, and each other 

The two camps by Architect Edward L. Barnes shown on 
these pages di.ff er sharply from each other in program and 
appearance, but they share two important qualities: their 
imaginative planning and handsome use of simple materials 
make them both fine architecture for summer fun. 

Nestled in the wooded reaches of the Sharpe Reservation 
near Fishkill, N.Y., Camp Hayden (this page) is the most re
cently completed of the New York Herald Tribune Fresh Air 
Fund camps. Its concept is a continuation of Architect Barnes' 
earlier work there (FORUM, July '55 and Oct. '57): tents 
scattered around meeting halls to form a handful of village 
groups, which are in turn placed around a future lake to share 
a common dining hall and infirmary. This hierarchical ar
rangement gives campers a distinct experience at three differ
ent levels: the tent, the village, and the community. The 
small tents are open wood and canvas. The village halls, larger 
and more substantial, have rugged fieldstone walls with raked 
joints. Finally, the big dining hall, also of fieldstone with a 
pitched wood roof, is virtually one enormous cavelike room, 
with a low kitchen wing to one side (photos left). The effect 
throughout is of primitive materials put together by hand, 
even to the use of a cut-off tree as a fanciful wood column in 
the dining hall . Says Barnes: "A city boy at Hayden knows 
right away he's in the country, in touch with the land." 

FACTS AND FIGURES 

Camp Hayden, Fishkill, N.Y. tor: O'Brien&. Kinkel. 
Owner: New York Herald Tribune Bu i lding area: 13,000 square feet. 

Fresh Air Fund . (Site plan above shows on ly one 
Architect: Edward Larrabee Barnes half of eventual camp.) Construe-
( Richard R. Moger, associate in ti on cost: $175,000, plus $40,000 for 
charge); Engineers: Atlas&. Jarcho furnishings and equipment. Cost 
(structural), McGuinness &. Duncan per sq uare foot: $13.50. Financ in g: 
(mechanical, electrical); Contrac - by private donations. 
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Split-level "village hall" follows slope toward lake (section below) 

T ents for four boys lia ve fold-down bunks, i•ent panels, canvas flaps 
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The Henry Kaufmann Campgrounds in Wyandanch, Long 
Island, are designed to provide 2,500 day campers with swim
ming, games, and crafts. The plan reflects the program as a 
process: a loop road brings campers in by bus where they can 
drop off their lunches in simple refrigeration structures. From 
there they disperse to open steel shelters containing covered 
eating and crafts areas around a toilet-storage core, until their 
turn comes to converge on the central swimming pools. The 
idea of dispersal is all important: despite the vast total 
number of kids there is no mass institutional feeling because 
the groups are generously spaced in woods. 

Materials are steel painted black-green, sand-colored con
crete block, and generous cement paving which together pro
duce a sunny, open effect not unlike that of a beach resort. 

The main architectural feature of the camp is a group of 
three pools conceived like a giant earth sculpture (opposite) . 
The:y are used by groups of 500 at a time: one shift undresses 
in one bathhouse while another is swimming, then moves out 
to take its turn while the first group dresses in the other bath
house before redispersing to its shelters in the woods. The 
pools-diving, swimming, and wading (the latter 1 30 feet 
across )-are elliptical and grouped at slightly different 
levels, with wide bands of paving reinforcing their monu
mental shapes. 

FACTS AND FIGURES 

Alice N. Proskauer Site, Henry 
Kaufmann Campgrounds, Wyan· 
danch, Long Island, N.Y. Owner: 
Henry Kaufmann Campgrounds Inc. 
Architect: Edward Larrabee Barnes 
(Richard R. Moger, associate in 
charge). Engineers: Severud-El
stad-Krueger and Atlas &. Jarcho 
(stru ctura l). John J. Baffa and Mc-
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Gu inness & Duncan (mechanical, 
elec tri ca l). Interior Designer: Mary 
Barnes. General contractor: E. W. 
Howell Co. 
Building area: 70,782 square feet 
(p lus 14,700 sq uare feet in pools). 
Construct ion cost: $897,506; $10.50 
per square foot; $320 per camper. 
F inancing: by private donat ions. 

Shelters have crafts and eating space around a core (plan, below) 

Bathhouses of conrrete block have lattices open to the sky (see right) 

~~~~~J 
~~~ 
PLAN . 0 . . SO' 

Offices and services face gardens shielded by high walls (plan below) 

PLAN 0 50' 
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""Come on down'' 
They were like a kind of child art of the architectural drafting board, 
those resort hotels, casinos, and pavilions of the American 1900s. They 
rose on every choice seashore, they perched on mountain sites, and 
they reflected themselves in the waters of the hinterland lakes. Stylisti
cally, they were wildly allusive-to Byzantium, to Gaul, to Rome, and 
Arthurian England. For example, where in the world is there anything 
quite like the joyously demented Poland Springs House (opposite) 
above Portland, Maine-that beautifully preserved brew of balustrade 
and tower, that vast caprice of fenestration and triumph of wayward 
mass? Relative to the great Poland Springs extravaganza, and still deep 
in fairyland, is the old Tampa Bay Hotel in Florida; but this is by 
comparison a disciplined, sustained, and concluded performance. 

You find these buildings excellently documented on the penny post
cards of the period. ("Here till the tenth. Come on down.") It is time 
to atone for an unjust disdain for those tinted little pasteboard views, 
before they disappear. Their fiftieth anniversary is at hand, and with 
this, the last living memories of the atmosphere of flannels and flirta
tions, of ice-water pitchers and corn-fed gaiety, and the gazebo that 
was off limits to the unchaperoned after dark. WALKER EVANS 



Full-blown American-style gaudiness is exemplified in 
these scenes from Florida and Maine. But every time 
the grand style comes up for revival, the attempt falls into 
sentimentality, worth only a cute and soft-brained titter. 
The r eal old song simply cannot be sung again. 
Except in musical comedy, sumptuous naivete is quite dead. 

11 Tampa Bay Hotel, Tampa Florida 



"Stopping here tonight 7 /25/06" becomes for us a blue-green 
dream of Sunday baseball salted by Atlantic spray. In point of fact, 
Block Island is still dotted with this kind of building. 
Below is a Taj Mahal redreamed in Utah. It was one of the truly 
prodigious efforts in architectural theatricality of its time. 

The battlemented, shingled water tower, opposite, might have 
been the result of a visit to Rhode Island by William Beckford, 
Horace Walpole, Ludwig of Bavaria, or all three. 





These mementos were mailed in 1909and1906, 
most certainly by a pair of white flannel trousers 
in each instance. The scenes may be called 
sub-Henry James; the ethos, vintage McKinley- T.R.- Taft. 



This third in a series of articles on urban renewal suggests that short-run considerations of financ
ing a 1nd land prices are ,obscuring the long-run opportunities in redevelopment. sv DAVID s . cARLsoN 

THE UNREALIZED PROFITS IN URBAN RENEWAL 
No element of the complex urban renewal procedure has 
caused so much delay, waste, and controversy as the uneasy 
partnership between private enterprise and public bodies in 
the rebuilding of slum land. 

No one disputes the need for such a partnership, for with
out private capital and talent, cities would stand little chance 
of recovering any part of their land from the forces of blight 
and deterioration. The Housing Act of r 949, which estab
lished slum clearance and reconstruction as a federal policy, 
said "private enterprise shall be encouraged to serve as large 
a part of the total need as it can." More recently, President 
Kennedy added that "to the extent possible, we want to 
attain urban renewal goals by helping the private market ... 
work more effectively." 

But now, over a dozen years after Title I became law, 
many aspects of the public-private partnership need serious 
rethinking. Both cities and redevelopers have, in too many 
instances, overlooked fundamental factors in that partnership. 
For instance: 
~ Cities have often pressed for the highest price for redevelop
ment land; and to get it, they have been slipshod about their 
initial objectives, particularly of density and land use, and 
ignored esthetic consideration altogether. A result has been 
projects of questionable value to the health of the city, and 
sometimes an outright collapse of a project because of the 
inability of poorly qualified sponsors-who happened to be 
high bidders-to finish the work. 
~ Redevelopers have become so preoccupied with the formula 
for building new housing under FHA's Section 220 that they 
have often ignored basic market conditions, and the import
ance of supporting public facilities. The result has been a 
number of sour projects stretching from coast to coast. 

Who wants to build ,in the slums? 

One of the fundamental sources 
of friction between private and 
public enterprise in urban rede
velopment is that the private mar
ket is not attracted to slum areas, 
particularly when it comes to 
building new housing or commer
cial facilities. This is precisely why 
the federal government stepped 
in, and concocted a fistful of 
incentives to induce entrepreneurs 
to devote their energies-and 
capital-to rebuilding blighted 
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areas. In addition to large parcels 
of cleared land at written-down 
prices, there are liberal, federally 
insured mortgages for housing as 
well as other incentives. 

The federa l government and 
cities started by having to coax 
reluctant developers into the pro
gram. For nearly ten years, the 
only active developers were na
tionwide operators who seemed as 
interested in personal prestige as 
in profits-for which the whole 

program can be thankful. 
Although many cities are sti ll 

having trouble attracting private 
money to their deteriorated areas, 
the picture has now changed con
siderably. Most importantly, a 
majority of projects is going to 
local redevelopers. And the nation
wide operators remain active: 1 r 
of the nation's leading builders 
actively competed for a California 
renewal area, in a struggle marked 
by such bitterness that it is hard 
to rea lize the site was once a 
blighted area. And, in severa l 
large cities., local officials are being 
approached by potential redevel
opers who want them to declare 
a given area blighted so they can 
rebuild it. In other cities, such 
as Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and 
Buffalo, pools of private invest
ment capital have been established 
for renewal (FORUM, Feb. '6r). 
The upshot of this activity is that 
at current rates, private enterprise 
will eventually invest at least $5 
for every $ r spent by the federal 
government, or about $20 billion. 

What is "highest and best?" 

The city's fundamental role in 
the private-public partnership is 
to acqui re, clear, and resell slum 
land for redevelopment "at its 
highest and best use." That use 
is theoretically determined by 
real-estate appraisers and planners, 
in the light both of tax potential 
and of city needs for private 
facilities. The key is the assembly 
of land parcels near the central 
city: without the use of public 
powers for such assembly, it 
would be impossible for private 
builders to operate in blighted 
areas, even if they were so in

clined. 
T he highest and best use is 

generally defined as "that use of 

land which may reasonably be 
expected to produce the maxi
mum net return to the land over 
a given period of time." This is 
a shortsighted view, according to 
planners, who may prefer a land 
use keyed more closely to social 
objectives, whether these be to 
create a park or a community 
center. However, the "highest and 
best use" is frequently scaled 
down to meet the realities of the 
rea l-es tate situation; for some 
cities find themselves with land 
on their hands, unable to find 
buyers willing to build anything 
at all in the area. 

How to dispose of land 

Land disposition lies at the heart 
of much of urban renewal's diffi
culties. As Urban Renewal Ad
ministration Commissioner Wil
liam L. Slayton says, urban re
newal is too often viewed "in a 
limited way as a means of mak
ing slum or blighted land avail
able for development-rather 
than using such slum or blighted 
areas as a means of achieving the 
community's stated objectives." 

T his is true partly because land 
disposition is usually such a 
lengthy process that by the time 
the land is finally acquired and 
cleared, cities are under great 
political pressure to sell it as 
quickly as possible. 

T he average time for getting an 
urban renewal project into the 
execution stage is about two years. 
A recent study of California pro
jects showed that it takes about 
another three years before the 
land is finally sold to priva te 
developers: the time lag involved 
in planning and processing is still 
a major renewal bottleneck. Thus 
a city which has been involved 
in getting land cleared and sold 
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for five years or more is under
standably eager to have private 
builders get started and to garner 
the higher taxes such projects in
evitably produce. 

The city can make land cleared 
under renewal procedure avail
able in several ways. U ually, the 
city either sells land under a 
sealed bid procedure or for a 
negotiated bid. Many redevelopers 
prefer the latter because they feel 
that it gives them a better chance 
to present and explain fully their 
proposal. But the negotiated bid 
has led to great controversy. In 
New York City, for instance, a 
major scandal erupted three years 
ago over Robert Moses's, then 
urban renewal boss, system of 
sponsor preselection. Some spon
sors who were hardly qualified 
builders got slum areas before 
clearance and milked properties 
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without relocating tenants or 
building the apartments called for 
in the plan. Despite this scandal 
-and the departure of Moses
N ew York remains the only city 
which sells slum properties, leav
ing relocation and clearance up 
to the redevelopers. 

What price esthetics? 

In the big, glamorous rene,1·al 
developments sponsored by nation
wide builder-investors, design has 
generally been good. But in many 
more cases, esthetics are pushed 
out the window by the hard eco
nomics of land prices and build
ing costs. Cities too often are 
looking only for the top bid for 
land, and the highest possible tax 
yield, without much attention to 
design and amenities. Seldom has 
a project been awarded primarily 
according to design criteria. 

Last fall, for example, many of 
the leading redevelopers in the 
nation were sorely disappointed 
by the actions of the Sama 
Monica, Calif., Redevelopment 
Authority, which was purportedly 
seeking top designs for an ocean
front renewal site. While design 
was to be a foremost considera
tion, the authority took sealed 
bids for the land, and then bra
zenly asked the top four bidders 
to bid against one another in 
what was, in effect, an auction. 
This completely vitiated the city's 
earlier statements to the effect 
that design would be an overrid
ing concern (FoRUM, Nov. '61 ). 

One large redeveloper involved 
in the Santa Monica mess says 
frankly, "We will not get involved 
in another competition based on 
design. " The reason: his firm 
spent over $so,ooo for design, 

then found that the city was only 
interested in getting the highest 
price. "We should have saved our
selves the trouble of getting a 
first-rate design," the developer 
says, "and just given them our 
top price." 

So far, th~re have been few 
land sales based primarily on 
esthetic considerations. One prob
lem is the reluctance of develop
ers to participate despite some 
success with this method in San 
Francisco, Philadelphia, and 
Washington. One well-known ur
ban renewal observer thinks that 
at least 25 per cent of all land 
sales should be based upon design 
criteria. (He is too realistic to 
hope for more.) But many city 
officials feel that it is enough that 
they place certain controls on the 
land, and let the developer pick 
his own design. "As long as he 

HOW TO SUCCEED IN RENEWAL 

One of the hardest lessons to learn 
in redevelopment is one that was 
eniinoiated early in the game : pro.i
ects miist be ab le to create a ne IV 

iirban environment. Washington's 
Soiithwest .Area (shown left) is 
such an effort, and it is in many 
respects the most siiccessful in 
the nation. It is large (about 
550 acres), has a mix of i1ses (283 
acres residential, 35 acres indus· 
trial, and 53 acres for si1pporting 
commercial facilities), and new 
government office buildings will be 
nearby. .Already finished or near 
completion are: the .Arena Stage 
Theater by .Architect Harry Weese 
(center foreground) and immedi
ately behind it four h·igh-rise 
towers and a shopping center 
by I. M. P ei. 1'o the left, be
hind the new Amidon elementary 
school are Cap·itol Park apartments 
and townhouses by Satterlee iJ° 
Smith. To the right are high-rise 
apartments and barrel-vaulted town
houses, designed for the Reynolds 
Aluminum Service Corp. by .Archi
te<Jt Charles Goodman. 



Cleveland's Longwood project is in 
financial trmtble, precisely because 
it lacks many of the ingredients 
f or success found in Washington . 

conforms to the overall plan and 
whatever amenities this might call 
for, the developer should have as 
free a hand as possible in select
ing an architect," says one re
development agency head. And, 
he adds, "Where there have been 
design competitions, the bui lder 
generally tries to get the architect 
to cut clown the cost of his build
ings once the job has been won. 
These cases always wind up in an 
uneasy compromise." 

At the heart of the design prob
lem is land price-cities seem to 
feel that land sales based on design 
considerations result in lower land 
prices, and for that reason seem 
unwilling to dispose of land this 
way. The result of that particular 
shortsightedness has been a stack 
of urban renewal projects which 
fall so far short of the public's 
expectations that they, in them
selves, become symbols of all the 
public is coming to disdain in 
renewal. It should be obvious 
that something better is needed, 
in terms of a final product, to 
compensate for the dislocation 
and expense of the process. No 
matter what some planners migh t 
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Longwood is still mired in slums, 
and redevelopers are now seeking 
refinancing aid from the federal 
go'!!ernment and a local foir.ndation . 

say, the public seems unwilling to 
admit that just clearing the slums 
is in itself enough. 

Why the write down? 

The determination of most cities 
to get maximum prices-and po
tentially high tax yields-for re
newal land has obscured the real 
purpose of the federal subsidy, 
according to some critics. The 
federal government pays two
thirds of the difference in the cost 
of acquiring and clearing slum 
property and the price at which 
it can then be resold. Thus the 
write clown itself has become the 
focus in the public balance sheet, 
and according to some critics, 
wrongly so. Economist Louis Win
nick is one of these : "The em
phasis on land write clown is un
warranted and has resulted in 
mistaken policies," says Winnick. 
"The success of private redevelop
ment hinges not on land write 
clown but on the rent (or price) 
per unit of space in the new im
provement .. . the real objective 
of government aid is to bring 
clown the rent of new private real 
estate to its market level." 

In these terms, renewal seems 
something of a fa ilure. Too rarely 
has a renewal project resulted in 
low renta ls, compared with what 
is availab le in the private market. 
At the moment, this is one of the 
key worr ies of federal urban re
newa l and housing officials. FHA 
Commissioner Neal Hardy says 
that "you cannot keep doing urban 
renewa l at $60 per room . . . 
there is simply too thin a market 
in most cities for it." In New 
York C ity, three projects are be
ing restudied because the renta ls 
wou ld have been too high. And a 
major factor in high-rent apar t
ments on renewal sites is simply 
the price of land. As one devel
oper says, "Land cost is so high 
that a developer just can't get 
the per unit profit he needs .... " 

Redevelopers often find them
selves squeezed by the price they 
have had to pay for land, and the 
amounts FHA will allow them on 
Section 220 mortgages. FHA, with 
a cold ly realistic eye to the mar
ket for new rental units in the 
area (and generally cynica l about 
future prospects ) often will not 
insure mortgage amounts high 
enough to provide the developer 
with what he thinks are high 
enough rentals. Result: the devel
oper cuts down on the qual ity of 
h is buildings and improvements 
(within the limits of the plan) 
and is forced to p lay the "room
count" game. This way he can, by 
using the complicated FHA room
count formu la (so much doll ar 
a llowance per room, as rooms are 
defined by FHA) to squeeze four 
or five "FHA rooms" into a single 
one-bedroom unit. Both the devel
oper and FHA are foo ling them
selves, of course-they can call it 
five rooms for mortgage purposes, 
but when the potential tenant 
comes around, he knows precisely 
how many rea l rooms are in the 

unit, and he also knows \1·hecher 
its cost is too high compared with 
other apartments he has seen. 
Most tenants can count up to five. 

Where are the yachts? 

This sort of tomfoolery is pre
cisely what is wrong with much 
of renewal, and why redevelopers 
are so often disappointed in their 
ventures into slum reclamation. 
Perhaps the biggest paradox in 
all the urban renewal programs 
is the fact that federal lawmakers 
have devised a financing formula 
which is extremely attractive to 
private builders-investors; but the 
very attractiveness of that formula 
too often causes both entrepre
neurs and local officials to over
look basic market considerations. 

There has already been con
siderable pub licity given to the 
"bonanza in blight" allegedly be
ing mined by sharp-eyed urban 
renewal sponsors. The question is, 
to paraphrase an old Wall Street 
query, "Where are the redevelop
ers' yachts?" Lawyer B. T. Fitz
patrick, an experienced legal con
su ltant for redevelopers, says flatly 
that "there are not very many 
redevelopers who have shown a 
profit in urban renewal yet." 

And yet the formula for bui ld
ing housing on urban renewal 
land is, at least on paper, ex
tremely lucrative. Basically, it 
works like this: the builder buys 
an urban renewal site for, say 
$ 1 million, and plans a $ 1 o mil
lion apartment project. He gets 
a Section 220, FHA-insured mort
gage for something around $ r o.8 
million (go per cent of replace
ment value of land and build

mgs, plus a Io per cent build
er's profit ). This leaves him 
with only $200,000 of his own 
capital in the project. And the 
potential for gains on this 
small equity investment is tre-

continued on page 160 
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WHEN THE DESIGNERS DESIGN FOR THEMSELVES 
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Almost everyone who reads this magazine works in an office 
-and some who read FORUM work in an office of their own 
design. Here are shown the offices of nine U.S. architects 
and designers-and each of these offices reflects the special 
tastes and interests of its occupant: Charles Goodman (above) 
is an inveterate collector of samples of building products; his 
Washington, D.C., office looks like a big squirrel's nest. Philip 
Johnson (top, right) is an inveterate collector of modem art; 
his elegant New York office looks like a museum. For more 
on office design-and designers-see the next five pages. 



CHARLES GOODMAN'S office (left) 
is on the second floor of a house 
he remodeled in Washington, two 
blocks from the White House. 
The clutter is intentional: Archi
tect Goodman is something of an 
evangelist in product design, and 
he has amassed a collection of 
items he likes and hopes to use 
sometime, many not originally in
tended for the building industry at 
all. He likes to keep these samples 
handy to show clients what he 
means by good design and how it 
contributes to the overall appear
ance of a building. Behind Good
man are renderings of a current 
project in Washington and full
scale samples of sun screens for 
another. The drafting table and 
cabinets are Goodman designs. 

PHILIP JOHNSON (right) works in 
what is surely one of the most beau
tiful buildings in America: the 
Seagram, which he helped design. 
The East Side of Manhattan fills 
one wall with a spectacular floor
to-ceiling view. The rest of the 
rnom, however, is Johnson's. A 
Picasso tapestry glows from the 
wall behind him, the only bril
liant color in an otherwise sub
dued scheme. The only furniture 
in the room is a teak table on 
metal legs, used as a desk; three 
teak chairs by Hans Wegner, 
cushioned in black leather; and a 
swivel chair. On almost any day 
of the week, Architect Johnson (a 
trustee of the Museum of Modern 
Art) may add a new painting or 
sculpture to his office collection. 

WELTON BECKET (right ) heads the 
biggest architectural firm in the 
U.S. and directs the work of sev
eral branch offices around the 
country. It is hardly surprising, 
therefore, that his is the most 
solidly "executive" office in the 
lot. By operating a special console 
built into the custom-designed 
desk in his Los Angeles head
quarters, Becket keeps an eye on 
the drafting room over closed
circuit TV, opens and closes cur
tains and doors, and tunes a 
hi-fi sys tem. The checkerboard 
pattern of photographs on the wall 
to his right displays the firm's 
major past and current projects. 
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EDWARD c. BASSETT (left), a 
partner in Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill's San Francisco office, nor· 
mally works on the other side of 
this marble-topped table, looking 
across Treasure Island to the Bay 
Bridge. SOM occupies the fif
teenth floor of the Crown Zeller
bach building, which it designed 
in collaboration with Hertzka & 
Knowles. SOM, of course, planned 
its own interiors. A study model 
of a resort hotel in Hawaii covers 
most of Bassett's table, and a site 
plan of the same project is 
propped up near the windows. 
Bassett sits in a Wegner chair of 
oak and rattan; the sofa was cus
tom-made to fit flush with the 
window-sill convector top. Above 
his head are two squares of the 
modular ceiling, which combines 
air supply with the lighting fixtures. 

BRUCE GOFF (right ) is the only 
architect shown on these pages 
who lives and works in another 
architect's building-and, further
more, enjoys it. Goff's quarters are 
on the ninth and tenth floors of 
the late Frank Lloyd Wright's 
Price Tower in Bartlesville, Okla., 
and Goff's office is a balcony off 
the master bedroom. All the fur
niture was designed by Wright 
and built in, except for the chair. 
A fr ieze of Goff's work hangs in
side the curtain, updated with 
new work as it appears. The cat's 
name is Ch ia, for Chiaroscuro. 

RAYMOND LOEWY (right ), the in
dustrial designer who has changed 
the shape of everything from soap 
to automobiles, designed this pri
vate office for himself in the Park 
Avenue building where the firm 
of Raymond Loewy /William 
Snaith Inc. has its corporate of
fices. Almost everything visible in 
the photograph is a Loewy design 
except the antique eagle over his 
shoulder, a fish mobile (by Jay 
Doblin ), and two armchairs, which 
are Italian imports. Loewy's desk 
is a curved slab of ebonized wal
nut, the edge trimmed in gold 
leaf ; the leather swivel chair and 
the abstract rug are also his de
signs. The wall behind him is 
wormy chestnut in random-width 
planks, rubbed to a soft finish. 
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DON CRAVENS 
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ff.ARRIS ARMSTRONG (left) leaves 
his house in the morning, strolls 
down a flagstone path, and enters 
his office, a commute that takes 
about 60 seconds, portal to por
tal. Architect Armstrong's office, 
which he built in 1950 (FoRUM, 
May '50), is a little pavilion at the 
edge of a pond on the same prop
erty with his house, in suburban 
Kirkwood, Mo. In the ordinary 
sense, he has no private office
just a corner of the drafting room. 
Behind him, on a wall festooned 
witli papers and drawings, are a 
study for a library mural and a 
large map of St. Louis County. 

CRAIG ELLWOOD'S office (left, be
low) is in the small office build
ing he designed for the Carson/ 
Roberts advertising agency in Los 
Angeles (FoRuM, Sept. '61). Al
though it looks formal , Ellwood is 
eager to point out how informal it 
really is. "Yesterday we closed the 
office at noon to go to an art gal
lery," he says, and he likes to take 
his staff (two men, one girl ) to 
the beach when work is not too 
pressing or (sometimes) when it 
is. His office has white walls, a 
white carpet out to the black mar
ble tiles around the perimeter, 
b lack leather chairs, a slate table 
on metal legs, and a 6-foot tree 
on the balcony outside. 

GEORGE NELSON (right)' whose 
desks, office chairs, and storage 
systems have given a sleek corpo
rate look to many American offices, 
manages to get along fine without 
any of them. He works at one end 
of a tiny room ( 10 by 14 feet) 
facing St. Patrick's Cathedral in 
New York City, sitting on the 
floor or a low couch. His "desk" 
is a bentwood chair (his own de
sign) just big enough to hold an 
ashtray, matches, paper, and pen
cils. Two low tables and a shelf 
with a small cabinet underneath 
are all that he uses for a storage 
system. When this photograph was 
taken, the cork wall contained , 
among other things, a Whitney 
Darrow cartoon, two pa per hands 
from Finnair saying "occupied" in 
four languages, a place mat wi th 
a picture of a lobster printed on 
it, an earring, and a monetary 
motto for 1960, "Mach Gelt. " 
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NOW ARCHITECTURE HAS A NEW CLIENT BY DOUGLAS HASKELL 

The architects of America want to move forward. So far, 
they don't know how. The "forward" movement which they 
seek is not only in design or in technics. Right now it is 
their position relative to their clients that worries them, their 
position relative to the community, and, in a sense, to their 
income. This is what came out of Dallas recently, when 
the architects devoted their annual convention to the theme 
of "The Architects' Expanded Services." 

Out of some confusion there emerged five useful ideas: 

1. The architect faces an entirely new kind of enterpriser. 
He is of later vintage than the corporate client, and 
tougher. 

2. Out of this enterpriser, or "entrepreneur," the architect 
must somehow shape a client. This too is tougher
tougher than shaping a building for a client who al
ready is one. 

3. The architect also faces a situation in which his tra
ditional area of work-planning, design, and super
vision-may represent an ever-diminishing factor in the 
total product. 

4. Expanded knowledge and expanded services may there
fore be in no sense an "extra" but only the fortification 
of the job. 

5. The architect's biggest problem may lie in his own baili
wick. Can he "expand" his services without compromis
ing his art and his ways of getting things done? 

THE THIRD FORCE: NEW METHODS IN FINANCING 

The new entrepreneur, or pro
moter, is the part that modern 
architecture missed, in its picture 
of industrialism. Years ago, begin
ning perhaps with the Chicago 
Tribune competition of the 1920s, 
the belated realization had come 
to the profession that the world 
was industrial. 

But the realization was applied, 
primarily, to the world of design 
and technics. Design made the 
new world noble while building 
technology helped it to develop. 
Yet, meanwhile, such a new pro
ductive world had every bit as 
much need for new financing and 
new business methods to carry out 
its vast expansion; and it invented 
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them with an ingenuity that al
most matched its technological 
invention. 

Much has been said about the 
way in which architecture could 
handle one of these new business 
manifestations, the so-called "cor
porate client." Periodical litera
ture has been filled with stories 
of buildings like Chase, Seagram, 
or Johnson's Wax, although, note
worthily, these all still involved a 
great individual client: Rocke
feller, or Bronfman, or Johnson. 

Almost nothing has been said, 
except by FoRuM, concerning a 
great parallel manifestation in the 
field of building. This is the 
emergence of the entrepreneur, 

the builder who creates not for 
his own use but for others. 

THE MANAGERIAL CLIENT 

In one or two contexts, he has of 
course become quite thoroughly 
familiar. As a home builder he 
creates hundreds of houses at a 
throw, replacing the little carpen
ter and his family who managed 
every year to produce-and sell 
-a house or two. In that one 
field of home building, architects 
have realized indeed that they 
face a new kind of problem. 

But the American home builder 
is only one example of a type 
which is developing in many 
contexts. Matching the home 
builder in the field of big build
ings is the so-called entrepreneur, 
who displays his talents most 
clearly in erecting office buildings: 
he is a veritable canner of office 
space. And now there are other 
entrepreneurs who build, com
plete, such things as banks and 
industrial plants. 

What is the one denominator 
common to all these new kinds 
of builders? Negatively speaking, 
it is, surely, that each is neither 
the occupant of what he builds 
nor (except for short periods and 
with limited intent) its owner. 
He is, instead, an "arranger"
and he is paid for being one. 
First he brings together the land, 
the leases to prospective occu
pants, the materials, the design, 
the constructor; then he assembles 
the financing. 

MONEY IS A TOOL 

It is in the financing, more than 
anything else, that the new entre
preneur differs from architecture's 
traditional patron, whether corpo
rate or individual; for the entre
preneur works almost entirely with 

other people's money. If possible 
he will get not only what the 
installment-credit people call "lOO 

per cent financing" but he may 
try even higher. 

He does not necessarily have 
the pride of the old-fashioned 
owner in his building, for, except 
as a courtesy, he cannot be called 
an owner. He lives not on the 
property but on rights vested in 
it. In the realm of law there was 
once a famous chapter written by 
Dean Pound of Harvard, entitled 
"From Status to Contract." At 
less majestic scale, in the realm 
of real estate, the transition is 
going on "From Owner to Entre
preneur." And already there has 
been added, "From Entrepreneur 
to Government Clerk." 

These, then, are the arrangers 
who today float building opera
tions on vast pools of other 
people's money. Actually it makes 
little difference to architecture 
whether the label on the pool is 
" private enterprise" or "govern
ment," and whether the money 
itself is called deposits or taxes. 
In either case the power that is 
exercised is power without owner
ship. 

Over the "tax" pool there pre
sides a swarm of government 
clerks. The most familiar ones are 
those of the FHA, "processing" 
everything from a good one-third 
of the nation's houses to literally 
hundreds of urban renewal regula
tions, representing billions of 
dollars per annum . It is all done 
in one great heap, and intrinsic 
to it is a certain ignorance of, 
even a disdain for, architecture. 
Unless their rules are effectively 
challenged, these fellows are the 
architects. 

Into the other pool, labeled 
"deposi ts," there dips the hand 



shapes many of our buildings: investment money. And it is time the profession took account of it. 

of the entrepreneur. As an ar
ranger he presides over a vast 
structure of his own, a veritable 
skyscraper architecture of liens 
and leases, leasebacks and mort
gages, carried out as the case 
may be through syndications, co
operatives, condominiums, real
estate trusts; carried out by "sales" 
of land without the sale of the 
building thereon, and vice versa, 
and all sorts of other Alice-in
W onderland miracles. 

Just how such operators can get 
rich enough to endow universities 
(complaining all the while that 
their "tight rentals" make it im
possible for them to use any but 
the cheapest architecture) is diffi
cult for the artist in architecture 
to grasp. The manipulation of 
depreciation accounts alone, and 
the "swapping" of partially depre
ciated properties for tax advan
tage, are enough to leave him 
gasping. 

INFLUENCING NONOWNERS 

Most architects who are exclu
sively interested in their art are 
completely baffied by these ma
nipulations; and so they just sit 
back, gnash their teeth, or join 
in protest meetings against the 
growing uglification of America. 

The act of genius in coping 
with the new situation has been 
achieved by very few architects. 
These very few have undertaken 
something which, had they re
alized it, meant nothing less than 
"er.eating their new client" -and 
creating him out of the new kind 
of building operator. 

Architect Ieoh Ming Pei was 
"one of the first to declare that 

the job of our times is to see 
what can be done in buildings 
put up by speculative builders." 
This led him to his long and 
architecturally productive associa
tion with William Zeckendorf 
(who is, of course, much the most 
esthetically inclined of the entre
preneurs) . 

It was in this connection that 
the Dallas AIA convention's 
theme came upon the architect's 
need for "expanded knowledge." 
For, manifestly, any appeal for 
higher quality by the architect in 
this new situation must be based 
upon arguments other than those 
that would sway a corporate client 
or individual owner. 

Fulcrum points are what the 
architect seeks who wants to influ
ence the nonowner man of power, 
be it the FHA examiner, the 
home builder, or the entrepreneur. 
To know where the men's profits 
really lie, how big they are, how 
certain changes can affect them, 
the architect needs indeed to have 
a running acquaintance with the 
new politics and economics. 

Never can the architect know 
more than the experienced realtor 
about real estate or more about 
shopping than a merchant. Yet, 
as Pei has said, he can learn 
where to dig in, when he wants 
to do (or sees the chance to do) 
something special. As William 
Pereira told the Dallas convention, 
the architect, if he is really to 
be one, has to be more than a 
little of an entrepreneur himself 
-in the sense of being one who 
"stands in the middle." And he 
must try to do some arranging in 
behalf of Apollo as well. 

"EXPANDED SERVICES" AND EXPANDED KNOWLEDGE 

The greatest mistake that some members of the profession 
seemed to be making as they listened to panels at Dallas was 
to assume that "expanded services" by the architect would 
involve merely a piece of "moonshining," so to speak, with 
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the intent of filling the architect's coffers. Nothing could be 
more fatal to the profession; for another major development 
that industrialism brought about (in addition to the shift 
from "ownership" to "control" ) is the ever-growing surround 
of the traditional building job. 

In homely terms the growth of surround for the indivi
dual building can be expressed this way. Back in 1900, the 
cost of a building shell-foundation, walls, and roof, might 
have represented 80 per cent of the construction cost, and the 
construction cost represented perhaps 80 per cent of the 
total enterprise. It was in shaping and decorating that shell 
that the architect performed his service and earned his income. 
Now, however, the shell may represent only 30 to 40 per 
cent of the construction cost, because of the vast multiplica
tion of mechanical and other services, and the construction 
cost, in tum, may represent only 30 to 40 per cent of the 
total enterprise. For it is not absurd to consider the shell 
as only 30 to 40 per cent, if one realizes the vast extent of 
some of today's land "write downs" and the cost of surround
ing "arrangements." In the light of these figures, what has 
become of the architect's relative importance to the under
taking? And what, for that matter, has become of his income? 

All this deals merely with methods of operating so the 
architect can make himself e fjective. It says nothing about 
whether his work is good or not. His greatest problem may 
well be in his own bailiwick, making sure that all the mecha
nisms needed in order to expand his services and control shall 
not interfere with his attention to the most important matters. 
At Dallas it was FoRuM's Jane Jacobs who gave out the most 
resounding warning. She expressed the fear that, especially in 
dealing with the nonowner controllers who reside in govern
ment, architects might get so sidetracked as to lose sight of all 
their high initial purposes-whether of design or of social 
good. And yet, what Mrs. Jacobs left out, as she described the 
need for an architect-artist who should also deeply study 
deeper functions, was the description of her very own opera
tions. Agree with her or not, Mrs. Jacobs has been most ef
fective; and this is because she has known every trick of 
practical politics: the art of every bit of it down to ward heel
ing and one Inight almost say street fighting. It is for this 
reason, one surmises, and this alone, that those in power were 
not able to ignore Mrs. Jacobs and her associates in Manhat
tan's "West Village." 

So, despite the reluctance on the part of the "design archi
tect" who feels that he alone is in command of the great art, 
the profession must study the mechanisms of power too, the 
means of being effective. The old fellows had it, in ways that 
have been forgotten. END 
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Above is Hanover's Kestner Museum before remodeling. Below, its new envelope adds only 30 per cent to land area biit 115 per cent to interior. 



FACE LIFT FOR MUSEUM 
Tourists passing through Hanover, West Germany, this sum
mer may be thoroughly confused to read in their guidebooks 
that the Kestner Museum of arts and crafts was built in 1889 
in Italian Renaissance style. As it stands today, remodeled 
by Architect Werner Dierschke and Engineer R . Wildometz, 
no one would believe it-at least not until they step inside. 

The architect has taken the old museum, virtually intact, 
and completely wrapped it in a perforated concrete grille. 
The new curtain wall clings closely to the old walls on the 
east and west sides, but spreads out on the north and south 
to increase the museum's space by 115 per cent. The need for 
this new space was the primary reason for rebuilding (al
though the museum was badly damaged in World War II 
and had been only partially reconstructed in 1948) . The 
original portico has been preserved inside and part of the 
third floor omitted around it to show the full height of the 
old columns (see photo below, right) . 

The grille is a neat solution to the problem of lighting the 
three-story building. Because it provides even, natural light 
for the exterior galleries, the architect was able to flatten the 
roof and replace the old domed skylight with smaller plastic 
bubbles to illuminate interior rooms. The grille itself is made 
up of 21-inch squares 10 inches deep which screen out most 
of the direct sun and sky glare. Translucent glass is used in 
most of the squares but larger sections of transparent glass 
are substituted in some areas where display cases are set into 
the grille. Additional wall space for exhibits can be created 
by blocking out the grille with curtains or screens. 

The museum houses a collection chronicling the develop
ment of arts and crafts from ancient cultures through the 
early Christian period, with some additional exhibits of Medi
eval, Renaissance, and contemporary pottery and glass. The 
ground floor is devoted largely to administrative offices and 
storage space. A gallery on the north side of the first floor 
is used for temporary exhibitions. The permanent collection 
is on the second and third floors and is reached by a large 
central stairway. In remodeling the roof, the architect re
duced the monumental height of the main room on the top 
floor by lopping six feet off the old domed skylight. 

In retaining the old neoclassic supporting columns and bal
ustrades inside, the architect has at least preserved a reminder 
of the building's past. But, the somewhat inert modern box 
which hides the old museum would seem to lack much of 
the presence of the original. And since the portico was pre
served as a relic, it is regrettable that the architect chose to 
decapitate it by eliminating the pediment atop the columns. 
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Air view of rebuilt museum shows bubble skylights and entrance screen 
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Old fa<;ade, retained inside, is encompassed by a new mezzanine balcony 
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Manhattan showroom before remodeling (above) and after (below) 
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SETTING FOR MACHINES 
When Elliott Industries, Inc. restyled its addressing-machine 
equipment not long ago, it also decided on a modem show
room in which to display the new designs. The location chosen 
was 281 Madison Avenue in midtown Manhattan, the former 
offices of a real-estate broker on the ground floor of a 37-
year-old building (photo left) . 

To remodel the dingy, old-fashioned space into a dramatic 
setting for the new equipment, Elliott called in The Space 
Design Group, Inc. Although the budget was fairly small 
(final cost: $41 ,800), the designers-Director Marvin B. 
Affrime, Associate Designer Frank R. Failla, and Associate 
Project Coordinator Carl Yoder-were given virtually a free 
hand to put the money where they liked. 

Space Design decided that the L-shaped showroom was 
the first order of business. (The client agreed to save service 
and storage space, conference rooms and offices for a future 
remodeling program.) The designers first opened up the 
showroom with a new glass and bronze fa<;ade and then 
created an interior of great simplicity as a background for 
the client's product. Each unit of machinery is anchored 
visually by a pad of blue vinyl tiles. An interior balcony was 
eliminated and normal exterior signs were replaced by interior 
floating panels in shades of blue and purple with Elliott's 
new logotype on one side and outsized photographs on the 
other (photo right) . The panels are illuminated by flood
lights hung from the 18-foot ceiling. For a total cost of only 
$190, they subdivide the space without obstructing it, and 
at the same time dramatize the height of the room. Except 
for the tan and gray machinery, the only other use of color 
is in staggered yellow wall panels. 

] 
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SIGFRIED GIEDION ON 11PLAVBOV ARCHITECTURE'' 
Some time this summer, the thirteenth printing of Dr. 
Giedion's famous Space, Time and Architecture will appear 
in bookstores all over the U.S. No book has been more in
fiuential in establishing the basic jJhilosophy of modern archi
tecture: since it first appeared in March of 1941, some 50,000 
copies have been bought by architects and students. 

For this new, thirteenth printing, Dr. Giedion has written 
a special introduction entitled "Architecture in the 1960s: 
Hopes and Fears." The following is a condensation of that 
introduction, published in FORUM for the first time with Dr. 
Giedion' s permission.-ED. 

At the moment a certain confusion exists in contemporary 
architecture, as in painting; a kind of pause, even a kind of 
exhaustion. Everyone is aware of it. Fatigue is normally 
accompanied by uncertainty, what to do and where to go. 
Fatigue is the mother of indecision, opening the door to 
escapism, to superficialities of all kinds .... 

Contemporary architecture is regarded by some as a fashion 
and-as an American architect expressed it-many designers 
who had adopted the fashionable aspects of the "International 
Style," now found the fashion had worn thin and were en
gaged in a romantic orgy .... By 1960 its results could be 
seen everywhere: in small-breasted, gothic-styled colleges, in 
a lacework of glittering details inside and outside, in the 
toothpick stilts and assembly of isolated buildings of the 
largest cultural center. 

A kind of playboy architecture is en vogue: an architecture 
treated as playboys treat life, jumping from one sensation to 
another and quickly bored with everything. . . . 

We are amidst the formation period of a new tradition, 
which is still at its beginning. There is a word we should 
refrain from using to describe contemporary architecture. This 
is the word "style." The moment we fence architecture within 
a notion of "style," we open the door to a formalistic ap
proach. The contemporary movement is not a "style" in the 
nineteenth-century meaning of form characterization. It is an 
approach to the life that slumbers unconsciously within all 
of us .... 

SIGNS OF AN EVOLVING TRADITION 

An easy pandering to popular taste in architecture has been 
tried several times since the optical revolution around 1910. 
These trends came and went. And the playboy attitude of 
1960 will vanish too. There are definite signs that the process 
of developing a new tradition is continuing in spite of 
temporary disturbances. 
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A period terrified that mankind may destroy itself at any 
moment is simultaneously impelled by a frantic desire to 
found new cities such as has not occurred since the thirteenth 
century .... 

The directions in which architecture will develop have be
come increasingly clear during the last 15 years: strength
ening of its plastic tendencies and strengthening of conditions 
for its further evolution. 

There is universal agreement that the values lost to our 
period must be restored: the human scale, the rights of the 
individual, the most primitive security of movement within 
the city. Behind this desire stands the unchanging constancy 
of human life which demands fulfillment. In earlier periods 
it was relatively simple to create settlements in which man 
was not too far removed from his need for contact with the 
soil. Today nothing is harder than to fulfill the simplest 
needs of life. . . . 

DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO THE PAST 

We have always regarded the past as something not dead 
but an integral part of existence, coming to understand more 
and more the wisdom of the Bergsonian saying that the past 
gnaws incessantly into the future. 

It all depends on how one approaches the past. One way 
is to regard it as a useful dictionary from which one can 
select forms and shapes. The nineteenth century did this, 
using the past as a means of escape from its own time by 
masking itself with the shells of bygone periods. 

The fashion of the 1 96os is more refined. It only flirts with 
the past, nibbling at random details-pointed arches, renais
sance porticoes, cupolas-giving them a surrealistic flavoring, 
so as to achieve a "poetic" expression. 

The creative artists of this period have taken another way : 
poets, painters, sculptors, and architects alike. In their work, 
past, present, and future merge together as the indivisible 
wholeness of human destiny . . .. 

This attitude toward the past emerges in the work of lead
ing architects, not in the adoption of shapes but in the ex
pression of inner affinities. In the monastery of La Tourette 
by Le Corbusier (I 959 ) , everything seems radically changed 
in formal expression: the customary placement of the cloister, 
the plastic thrust of the spire, and the church, which are all 
welded together with the building. Yet La Tourette was 
inspired by French monasteries of the thirteenth century. In 
it their spirit continues to live. . . . 

The approach to the past only becomes creative when the 



architecture-and concludes that it is developing some strange and irrational mannerisms. 

architect is able to enter into its inner meaning and content. 
It degenerates into a dangerous pastime when one is merely 
hunting for forms: playboy architecture. . . 

TH£ PRESENT STAT£ OF ARCHITECTURE 

To recognize and evaluate what is happening today and 
where we now stand needs a longer perspective than the 
immediate historical past. It may be advisable to project the 
present happenings against the large screen of historical 
developments. We see them in the light of the prejudices 
we were born with. Among these is a belief that architectural 
space is synonymous with hollowed-out space, with interior 
space. This belief is based on the development of the last 
two thousand years. Since the days of Imperial Rome, the 
formation of interior space has been the major problem of 
the art of building. This experience of architectural space 
is so familiar that it requires a very considerable effort for 
us to become aware of its relative nature. 

Today we are again becoming aware that shapes, surfaces, 
and planes serve not only to model interior space. They 
operate just as strongly, far beyond the confines of their 
actual measured dimensions, as constituent elements of vol
umes standing freely in the open. It is not just the size of 
the pyramids or the never-surpassed perfection of the Par
thenon that is significant. It is the interaction between volumes 
which gives full orchestration to the first architectural space 
conception. . . . 

In contemporary architecture I think the first planned 
relations of volumes in space can be found in Le Corbusier's 
project for the City Center of Saint Die ( 1945). Here the 
different buildings are designed and placed in such a way 
that each emanates and fills its own spatial atmosphere and 
simultaneously each bears an intimate relationship with the 
whole. Today architects constantly face the task of placing 
volumes of different height and form in mutual relationship. 
But the talent to do this has become rare, maybe because the 
shaping of interior space has for so long been regarded as 
architecture's supreme task. . . . 

It is easier to understand what is happening in architecture 
today when it is set into a wider frame of architectural 
reference .... There are three stages of architectural develop
ment. During the first stage-the first space conception
space was brought into being by the interplay between 
volumes. This stage encompassed the architecture of Egypt, 
Sumer, and Greece. Interior space was disregarded. During 
the second space conception, the formation of architectural 
space was synonymous with hollowed-out, interior space. 
Despite several profound differentiations, this second space 
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conception encompassed the period from the Roman Pantheon 
to the end of the eighteenth century. 

The nineteenth century forms an intermediary link. A 
spatial analysis of its buildings indicates that elements of all 
the different phases of the second stage are simultaneously 
intermingled. . . . 

The third space conception set in with the optical revolu
tion at the beginning of this century which abolished the 
single viewpoint of perspective. This had fundamental con
sequences for the conception of architecture and the urban 
scene. The space-emanating qualities of buildings could again 
be recognized, freed from the restrictive bounds of all barriers. 
There is an affinity with the first space conception. At the 
same time the supreme preoccupation of the second space 
conception-the hollowing out of interior space-is carried 
further. New elements are introduced: a hitherto unknown 
interpenetration of inner and outer space; an interpenetration 
of different levels above and below the earth, brought about 
by the effect of the automobile, which has forced the incor
poration of movement as an inseparable element of archi
tecture. These have resulted in the space conception of this 
period which forms the backbone for its evolving tradition. 
We are still passing through the convulsions of its formative 
years. Many detours can be expected. But the great lines 
have already been traced. END 

Above : "La Tourette was inspired by monasteries of the 18th century." 
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THE 100 BIGGEST BUILDING CLIENTS IN THE U. S. 
Since FORUM last surveyed the field in l 959, some marked 
changes have taken place in the list of I oo firms who are 
the biggest corporate clients of the U.S. building industry . 

Statistically, the roo seem to be sharing an only slightly 
larger slice of a building pie that is almost twice as big. Where 
their counterparts accounted for $r.3 billion, or 20 per cent 
of the $6.5 billion in commercial, industrial, and utility build
ing put in place in the U.S. during 1958, the top 100 last year 
built $ r.4 billion worth, or 10.9 per cent, of a total of $ l 2 .8 
billion. The increase amounted to a scant $loo million, or 7. 7 
per cent, compared to the overall rise of 96.9 per cent. Only 
85 of 600 firms queried could report building outlays over 
$4 million in l 96 l. (Figures are in dollars current to each 
year, and exclude such nonbuilding installations as power and 
oil lines, railroad beds, and process equipment, as well as cost 
of land. ) 

Individually, however, some of the big, familiar companies 
show steady and even spectacular growth, and there are many 
interesting new arrivals on the list. 

As in previous surveys, American Telephone & Telegraph 
Co. is far and away the leader, having spent $191 million in 
r 96 r ( 8 5 per cent of it on buildings housing switching and 
transmission facilities, the rest in office and service structures), 
compared to $165 million in 1958. AT&T's total was nearly 
three times that of its runner-up (and subsidiary), Western 
Electric, which again held second place with an expenditure 
of $12,600,000, more than half of it in factory and produc
tion facilities. General Motors as before placed third with $69 
million, and predicts it will spend 30 per cent more than that 
during r 962. (AT&T expects to increase its total annual out
lay to $200 million this year, while Western Electric forecasts 
a drop of 3 7 per cent. ) 

Three big newcomers, and a rad,ical change in rankings 

Below the top three places, how
ever, three years have produced 
virtually a brand-new list. There 
are s6 firms which did not appear 
on the last tabulation, and nearly 
all the others have changed rank
ings more or less radically. The 
three largest newcomers, all of 
whom place among the top ten, 
are in the retail and hotel fields. 
Loew's Theatres, Inc., headed by 
the brothers Tisch, embarked on 
a hotel, motel, and theatre build
ing program that placed it fifth 
with an estimated $so million put 
in place ( including work done on 
New York's new Summit, Ameri
cana, and two intown motor 
hotels ) . Sears Roebuck, which 
did not report figures for I 9s8, 
placed seventh this time with 
slightly over $32 million, continu
ing a widespread store building 
and rebui lding program which 
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Sears predicts will increase an
other 44 per cent in 1962. Simi
larly, Safeway Stores is building 
and remodeling roughly in a 4 to 
1 ratio, and expects to exceed the 
$2S million it spent in 1961 by 
S3 per cent in 1962. 

Compared to the previous JOO 

Biggest, there appear to be fewer 
major " one-shot" building cus
tomers whose entire expenditure, 
and resulting ranking, is attribut
able to a single large building 
that represents a once-in-a-life
time investment. (Five of the top 
ten in 19s8 were in this category, 
including such names as Rock
T ime, Union Carbide, and South
land Life, who have since com
pleted major headquarters and 
have vanished from the list.) 
T here are some firms, on the 
other hand, which have moved up 
marked ly due to special building 

programs whose tapering off is in
dicated in minus-figure forecasts 
for 1962 (e.g., Westinghouse, up 
from twenty-fourth to sixth place 
at $33,so2,ooo, but est imating a 
70 per cent decline for 1962; 
Minnesota Mining, up from fifty
ninth to eleventh place at $23 
million, and predicting a 30 per 
cent drop; First Nationa l City 
Bank, up from seventy-ninth to 

fifteenth and expecting $18 mil
lion spent on new headquarters 
and branches to decrease 64 per 
cent this year) . 

What they are building 

Many firms, though, show fairly 
constant expansion and are 
among building's steadiest cus
tomers. A glance at the break
down of building types opposite 
shows companies with a variety 
of expenditures. Among the 63 
firms who broke down their 
buildings by types, factory and 
other production facilities still 
accounted for the largest continu
ing share: $279 million, or 29 .9 
per cent of the total (down from 
42 per cent in 19s8). Office build
ings, at $198 million, represented 
21.2 per cent, virtually unchanged 
(from 22 per cent). Distribution 
facilities such as warehouses and 
retail stores accounted for $11 o 
million, up from 9 to 11 .8 per 
cent; research buildings and lab
oratories amounted to $94 mil
lion, up from 8 to 1o. 1 per cent. 
Miscellaneous "other" buildings, 
at $2S3 million, were up from 19 
to 27 per cent. 

An interesting sidelight of the 
list is the proportion being spent 
on modernization and rebuilding. 
Among those with a high percent
age are Swift & Co. (33 per cent), 
Anaconda (7s), Ford (so), St. 
Regis ( 76), New England Mutual 
( 1 oo) . Others are Chemical Bank 
New York Trust (83 ) and Metro
politan Life ( 72), both engaged 
in major headquarters remodeling 
in New York City, and R. H. 
Macy, 4S per cent of whose build
ing expenditures went toward re
modeling its stores. Overall, the 
100 Biggest put some 16 per cent 
of their money into modernization 
(based on 60 firms reporting such 

a breakdown in their building 
figures for 196 1) . 

How do the 100 expect to do 
this year? Of 63 answering, 26, or 
41 per cent, predict an increase; 
33, or s2 per cent, foresee a de
cline; 4 expect no change. Despite 
some spectacular individual pre
dictions (e.g. , Boeing and Pruden
tial Life ), the net is a slight de
cline of some $20 million or 2. 1 
per cent. 

The last 1s places on this year's 
list have been reserved for com
panies which have large and con
tinuing building programs, but 
are unable to isolate outlays for 
the construction of buildings alone 
because of their accounting meth
ods. Lacking specific figures, 
FoRUM estimates that by the very 
size of their ca pi ta! expend itures, 
these companies spent at least $4 
million for building construction 
last year (some, obviously, spent 
a great deal more ) . 

Eight of the 1s are oil compa
nies. Although a large portion of 
their 1961 capital expenditures 
went to exp loration and develop
ment of oil and gas reserves, all 
eight have extensive and continu
ing building programs. 

Outside the oil companies, Na
tional Steel is well into a three
year construction program whi ch 
will total $360 million. American 
Electric Power will spend $1s2 
million for new construction and 
equipment in 1962. Goodyear 
Tire and Rubber will spend $100 
million this year for new plant 
and modernization. 

Other companies which do not 
report 1961 building but which 
FoRUM believes should have quali
fied for the JOO Biggest list in
clude Pure Oil Co., Olin Mathie
son Chemical Corp., the Kroger 
Co., Allegheny Power System, 
New England Electric, Celanese 
Corp., Carborundum Co., and 
Montgomery Ward. 

Reprints of this article, combined 
with preceding articles on the JOO 
Biggest Architects and 100 Biggest 
Contractors, may be had after 
Aug. 1 for 50 cents each prepaid. 



U. S. construction put in place 

Company (main office) 

1 American Tel. & Tel. (New York) 
2 Western Electric (New York) 
3 General Motors (New York) 
4 General Electric (New York) ' 

'' 5 Loew's Theatres (New York)' 

6 Westinghouse Electric (Pittsburgh) 
*7 Sears, Roebuck (Chicago) 

8 Eastman Kodak (Rochester, N. Y.) ' 
*9 Safeway Stores (Oakland, Calif.) 
10 E. I. duPont de Nemours (Wilmington, Del.) 

11 Minnesota Mining & Mfg. (St. Paul) 
12 Bank of America (San Francisco) 
13 General Telephone & Electronics (New York) 
14 Continental Can (New York) 
15 First National City Bank (New York) ' 

16 Swift & Co. (Chicago) 
17 International Business Machines (New York) 
18 Caterpillar Tractor (East Peoria, Ill.) 
19 Armco Steel (Middlet own, Ohio) 
20 Chase Manhattan Bank (New York) 

21 Radio Corp. of America (New York) ' 
* 22 Mack Trucks (Plainfield, N. J.) 

23 United Air Lines (Chicago) 
24 Equitable Life (New York) 
25 The Anaconda Co. (New York) 

* 26 Borg.Warner (Chicago) 
27 Food Fair Stores (Philadelphia) 
28 National Dairy Products Corp. (New York) ' 
29 North American Aviation (Los Angeles) 
30 Borden Co. (New York) 

31 Aluminum Co. of America (Pittsburgh) 
32 Owens-Il linois Glass (Toledo) 
33 American Cyanamid (Wayne, N. J.) 
34 Boeing Co. (Seattle) 
35 Ford Motor Co. (Dearborn, Mich.) 

* 36 Hercules Powder (Wilmington, Del.) 
* 37 W. R. Grace & Co. (New York) ' 
*38 Socony Mobil (New York) ' 
*39 Sheraton Corp. of America (Boston) ' 
*40 Chemical Bank N. Y. Trust (New York) 

''4 1 Monsanto Chemical (St. Louis) 
42 Travelers Ins. Companies (Hartford, Conn.) 

*43 Dow Chemical (Mid land, Mich.)' 
* 44 Prudential Ins. Co. of America (Newark, N. J.) 

45 Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. (New York) 

46 Jones & Laughlin Steel (Pittsburgh) 
* 47 New England Mutual Life Ins. Co. (Boston) 
*48 St. Regis Paper (New York) 
* 49 Lockheed Aircraft (Burbank, Calif.) 
*50 B. F. Goodrich (Akron, Ohio) 

* N ewcomers to lis t since 1959 survey 
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Type of construction as a per cent of 1961 total 

Value 
($000) 

$191,000 
72,600 
69,000 
50,000 
50,000 

33,502 
32,192 
27 ,500 
25,494 
25,000 

23,000 
19,000 
19,000 
18,800 
18,000 

18,000 
18,000 
17,107 
17,000 
16,807 

16,000 
15,611 
15,462 
15,100 
15,000 

14.491 
14,000 
13,900 
13,500 
12,000 

11,900 
11,500 
11.400 
11,000 
10,900 

10.400 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 

9,869 

9,500 
9.451 
8,900 
8,900 
8,612 

8,500 
8,080 
8,000 
7,700 
7,500 

tlD 
<::: 

IJ.) 

" 0 
E 
IJ.) 

c:: 

10 
13 
NA 
NA 

2 

NA 
20 

NA 
19 

NA 

5 
10 

NA 
NA 
10 

33 

4 

NA 
2 

14 
9 

75 

2 
NA 
NA 
11 
NA 

NA 
5 
8 

10 
50 

15 
NA 
NA 
NA 
83 

NA 
NA 
10 

4 

4 
100 

76 
40 
10 

' = Estimate by compan y 

<::: 
0 

:;::; 
u 
:J 

" 0 a: 

52 
NA 
NA 

NA 

NA 
9 

85 

60 

90 
NA 

NA 
12 

3 
95 

NA 
85 

85 

94 

NA 
36 
NA 

NA 
84 
47 
30 
50 

93 
NA 
NA 

50 
NA 
NA 

93 
2 

70 
65 
92 

.r:: 
~ 
ro 
IJ.) 
Cf) 
IJ.) 

c:: 

29 
NA 
NA 

NA 

NA 

10 

5 

10 
NA 

78 
94 

3 

5 

15 

2 

19 

NA 

8 
13 
50 

5 

50 
NA 
NA 

2 
6 

26 
20 

2 

Cf) 
IJ.) 
u 
i: 
0 

10 
6 

NA 
NA 

NA 

NA 

30 
100 

NA 
100 

NA 
10 

2 
100 

NA 
7 

50 
100 

2 

45 

NA 
1 

45 
54 

100 

NA 

55 
100 

5 
91 

1 
15 

2 = Estimate by FORUl\I based on available statistics 

.... 
IJ.) 

.r:: .... 
0 

90 
13 
NA 
NA 

100 

NA 
100 
NA 
91 

5 

5 

NA 

3 

3 
50 

2 
NA 

NA 

NA 
15 

3 

2 

NA 
100 

NA 

45 

1 
3 

6 

Forecast 
'62 

+ 5% 
-37 
+ 30 

NA 
NA 

-70 
+ 44 

NA 
+ 53 
+ 20 

-30 
NC 

+ 13 
NA 

-64 

NA 
+ 39 
- 51 
-12 
-20 

NA 
-73 
-29 
- 5 

NC 

-86 
+ 7 

NA 
-52 

+ 26 
-39 

NA 
+1 27 

NA 

-12 
NA 
NA 
NA 

-21 

NA 
NA 
NC 

+ 170 
7 

+ 3 
-47 
-37 
- 3 
-33 

NA = Not Available 
NC = No Change 
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U. S. const ruction put in place Type of construction as a per cent of 1961 total 

Oil c: c: 
0 .r: 

QJ ..... ~ "O u Cf) 

0 ::J "' QJ Q; 
Value E "O QJ u Forecast 0 Cf) i: .r: 

($000) 
QJ ct QJ ..... '62 Company (main office) c:: c:: 0 0 

*51 Stop & Shop (Boston) $7,500 NA NA 

52 R. J. Reynolds Tobacco (Winston-Salem, N. C.) 7,260 27 95 5 +38% 

*53 Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. (New York) 7 ,100 72 68 32 + 17 

54 Deere & Co. (Moline, Ill.) 6,992 20 70 7 10 13 +43 

*55 Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co. (Milwaukee) 6 ,930 19 60 40 -37 

56 International Harvester (Chicago) 6,922 44 43 10 47 - 24 

57 Lehigh Portland Cement (Allentown, Pa.) 6,602 97 3 -70 

'' 58 Associated Dry Goods (New York) 6,477 17 100 + 17 

*59 Security First National Bank (Los Angeles) 6,300 NA 100 + 27 

*60 Eastern Gas & Fuel (Boston) 6 ,200 100 - 55 

'' 61 Armstrong Rubber Co. (West Haven, Conn.) 6 ,017 18 50 10 40 -74 

*62 Flintkote Co. (New York) 6,000 4 71 29 - 10 

*63 Gimbel Brothers (New York) 6,000 100 NA 

64 R. H. Macy & Co. (New York) 6 ,000 45 100 + 117 

*65 Republic St eel {Cleveland) 6,000 2 97 1 2 -17 

*66 National Distillers & Chemical (New York) 5 ,739 20 50 48 2 -83 
67 Ideal Cement (Denver) 5,500 5 95 + 27 

*68 Weyerhaeuser Co. (Tacoma, Wash.) 5,500 45 NA NA NA NA - 9 
*69 Spiegel, Inc. (Ch icago) 5,100 100 NA 
*70 International Paper (New York) 2 5 ,000 NA NA NA NA NA + 140 

*71 Grumman Aircraft Eng. (Bethpage, N. Y.) 5,000 100 NA 
*72 Armstrong Cork (Lancaster, Pa.)1 5 ,000 NA NA NA NA NA NA 
*73 Parke, Davis & Co. (Detroit)1 5,000 NA NC 
*74 Federal Paper Board (Bogota, N. J.) 5,000 NA 80 20 + 80 
*75 Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. (West Allis, Wis .) 4,900 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

*76 Columbia Gas System (New York) 4 ,900 6 30 68 2 - 8 
*77 Genesco, Inc. (Nashville, Tenn.) 4,810 NA 30 30 40 + 81 
*78 Colgate-Palmolive (New York) 4,668 12 9 88 3 -14 
*79 United California Bank (Los Angeles) 4,516 59 100 + 55 
80 Detroit Edison (Detroit) 4,504 88 62 38 -53 

*81 Collins Radio (Cedar Rapids, lowa)1 4,500 25 75 13 12 - 80 
*82 United States Gypsum (Chicago) 4 ,500 5 60 8 32 -11 
83 Douglas Aircraft (Santa Monica, Calif.) 4,465 93 1 1 93 5 + 119 

*84 Continental Assurance (Chicago) 4,457 4 100 + 12 
*85 Campbell Soup (Camden, N. J.)1 4 ,000 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Companies with continu.ing building programs in excess of $4 million2 
(ranked by 1961 Capital Exp enditures) 

1961 building Capital 
($000) expenditures 

'' l Standard Oi l of New Jersey (New York) $4,000 + $805,000,000 
''' 2 Texaco Inc. (New York) 4,000 + 536,000,000 
'' 3 Standard Oi l of California (San Francisco) 4 ,000 + 475,000,000 
*4 Standard Oil of Indiana (Chicago) 4,000 + 470,316,000 
*5 Gulf Oil (Pittsburgh) 4,000+ 440,000,000 
*6 United States Steel (New York) 4,000 + 327,000,000 
'' 7 Bethlehem Steel (Bethlehem, Pa.) 4,000 + 144,971 ,000 
*8 Phillips Petroleum (Bartlesville, Okla.) 4,000 + 131 ,900,000 
*9 Cities Service (New York) 4 ,000 + 121 ,077,000 

*10 Sun Oil (Ph iladelphia) 4,000+ 120,000,000 
11 Allied Chemical (New York) 4,000 + 112,700,000 

*12 Nationa l Steel (Pittsburgh) 4 ,000 + 107,106,000 
13 American Electric Power (New York) 4,000 + 96,000,000t 
14 Goodyear Ti re & Rubber (Akron, Ohio) 4,000 + 82,638,000 

*15 General Public Utilities (New York) 4,000 + 76,070,000 

t construction and equipm ent only 
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18 GAUGE 
PORCELAIN 

ENAM EL 
STEEL Porcelain-faced 

HIGH DENSITY 
INSULATING BOARD 

CONTACT 
ADHESIVE 

laminated panels 
keep this 
six-year-old building 
looking like new 

NicDonnell Aircraft Corporation Eng i neeri n~ Campus at St. Louis, Mo. Archi tect : Harris Armstrong, F.A.I.A . Panels 
made by A das Enameling Company, lnc. 1 St. Louis. General contrnctor , Gamble Construction Company, St. Louis. 

This building at the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation Engineer
ing Campus looks so bright it might have been put up yesterday. 
Actually it is six years old . 

Much of its sparkle and freshness comes from its beautiful and 
durable laminated panel construction. The panels show a hand
some face, both inside and out, and provide thermal insulation 
as well. 

In these panels, skins of porcelain enameled steel are bonded 

to an insulating core with an Armstrong Contact Adhesive. 
The panels are strong, rigid, flat, and maintenance free. 

Armstrong Contact Adhesives are being used to make attrac
tive and practical panels out of a wide range of core and skin 
materials . We will be glad to make suggestions on the use of 
contact adhesives in laminated panel manufacture. Armstrong 
Cork Company, Industrial Division, 8007 Drake St., Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania. 

@mstrong ADHESIVES 
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A Symbol of the Past 
Inseparable from the Present 
... and bound to the future 
A symbol of skill, performance, responsibility and integrity to prin
ciples developed and proven through 82 years of manufacturing 
experience and service to the building industry. This symbol also 
denotes a knowledge of basic materials and how they are best 
fashioned into reliable and satisfying end uses .. . and a policy of 
progressively adding to the past, through research and new tech
niques, to meet the concepts and cha ll enge of the present and to 
prepare for the unlimited possibilities of the future . 

ALUMINUM and STEEL 

WINDOWS, 
Curtain-Wall Systems 
and Associated Products 

The WILLIAM BAYLEY Company 

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO 
1200 WARDER ST. 
Area Code-513 
FAirlax 5-7301 

Springfield, Ohio 
Representatives in All Principal Cities 

District Sales Offices: 
NEW YORK 16, N.Y . CHICAGO 2, Ill. WASH INGTO N 5, D.C. 
280 MADISON AVE. 105 W. MADISON ST. 1426 'T' ST., N.VI. 

Areo (ode - 212 Area Code - 312 Area Code - 202 
MUrray Hill 5·61BQ RAndolph 6-5996 STerling 3-3175 



A. Th e Princess phone enhances the sewing · nook 
in this recreation-ut ility area. For help in te lephone
plann ing your homes, call your local Be ll Te lephone 
Business Office. See Sweet's Light Const ruction Fil e, 
l l c/ Be, for other resident ial te lephone instal lation ideas. 
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IS!SSIG/11 for telephone 

convenience. Specify built-in 

telephone outlets and 

wiring concealed within 

walls. You provide for a 

family's future telephone needs, 

protect interior beauty 

of homes . .. you make homes 

more livable, more salable. 

Bell Telephone System 
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NEW COVENTRY CATHEDRAL 

The consecration a few weeks 
ago of Coventry's new Cathedral 
Church of St. Michael was a 
moment of triumph not only for 
the British people but also for 
Architect Sir Basil Spence. 
Twenty-two years have passed 
since the savage Luftwaffe bomb
ing of 1940, and seven years of 
controversy since Sir Basil won a 
competition over 218 other entries 
for a design to replace the ruined 
fifteenth-century cathedral. 

By the time of the opening 
ceremony, much of the criticism 
seemed dissipated and many 
Britons agreed with the Arch
bishop of Canterbury that "here 
already, in fact and in aspiration, 
is a glory greater than the glory 
that was before." The shattered 
walls and spire of the old cathe
dral have been preserved as a 
"Sanctuary of the Ruins" and are 
connected to the new cathedral 
by a huge open entrance porch. 

The architect was so conscious 
of historical continuity that the 
pinkish gray sandstone lining the 
undulating walls of the new cathe
dral was brought from the same 
Staffordshire quarry that supplied 
the original 500 years earlier. But 
Sir Basil's design, the only British 
cathedral begun and completed in 
the past three centuries, definitely 
belongs to the twentieth: it in
cludes, among other things, a res
taurant and a radio and television 
broadcasting studio. 

The simple exterior of the new 
Coventry is dominated by a 25-
foot-high bronze sculpture, "St. 
Michael and the Devil," by the 
late Sir Jacob Epstein. Some of 
Britain's and Europe's fines t artist
craftsmen have contributed to the 
interior. Painter Graham Suther
land's 39 by 70-foot tapestry, 
"Christ in Majesty," adorns the 
main altar. Ten stained-glass win
dows are set into the angled 
walls; they flood the nave with 
brilliant colors but are invisible to 
worshipers until they turn from 
the Communion rai l and sym
bolically see the light's source. 

The 14 tapered columns of the 
interior seem amazingly slender 
compared with the massive walls. 
Precast, they are planted on 
bronze pins only 2Yrinches square 
in the black and white polished 
marble floor, and support a nave 
vaulting infilled with Sitka spruce. 
At either end of the nave, a circu
lar chapel branches off on a slen
der corridor stem. END 
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Altar tapestry: a seated Chris t, 

symbols of the four evangelists. 

\ 

St. Michael by Sir Jacob Epstein 
guards tlie new cathedral steps. 

Angels and saints da11,ce on g lass 

entrance screen by John Hutton. 
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Get 40% greater carrying 
capacity with Ceco's 
new ''H'' series joists 
Loading for "J" and "LA'' series also increased 

You have more design freedom with the new Steel Joist Institute approved "H" 
series open-web steel joists . . . heavier loads can be carried on greater spans at 
little additional cost. 

High strength alloyed steel, produced in Ceco's own modern mill, is used in the 
fabrication of Ceco "H" series joists. One happy result is that you can place up 
to 40% heavier loads on the extreme spans. For example: 

• a 24H8 joist can carry 207 lbs per lineal ft 
at 48 ft, whereas the old 24S8 joist carries 
only 145 lbs at that span. Or ... 

• the limit load carried by a 24S8 joist on a 
40 ft span can now be carried safely by a 
24H8 on a 48 ft span. 

Carrying capacities of the "J" series and "LA" series joists have been increased 
up to 103 by use of A36 steel. 

Thus, complete design flexibility can be yours by using Ceco open-web steel joist 
construction. Ceco's "H", "J", and "LA" series joists include 158 standardized 
types having clear spans up to 96 feet. 

And keep in mind the Ceco "plus" advantages which benefit the whole building 
team: (a) engineering design based on Steel Joist Institute approved load tables 
and specifications, and (b) the most dependable deliveries from a nearby Ceco 
manufacturing plant- there are seven, all told, coast to coast. 

No wonder more and more architects are specifying Ceco for steel joists! 



N£W H 11

S./;°R/£S JOISTS 

50,000 PSI UNIFORM Ylb"LD STR.£;"NGTtl 
3QOOO PSI T.£"NSIL£ WORKING STRG"SS 
USING NG"W C£CO .t/IG/-1 STR.CNGT./-1 ST.£"/;"L 

Nt;;"W J 11

&- LA II S.£;"Rl£S JOISTS 

3q 000 PSI MINIMUM Yl~LD STRJ;"NGll-1 
2~000 PSI TG"NSIL-G" WORKING STR.£"SS 
USING A36 ST.l::b"L 

s teel joists, roof deck, centering • steetforms • reinforcing steel • curtainwalls, w indows, screens, doors • steel buildings • galvanized and colored roofing produc ts • metal lath 

CECO Steel Products Corporation C313C3c=J 
5601West26th Street • Chicago 50, Illinois • 
Sales Offices and Plants in Principal Cities 

name title 

firm 

address 

city zone state AF 

---------------------------------------------------------------~-------~ 



A. I . A. NO . 17 
SWEET'S LIGHT 
CONSTRUCTION FILE~ 

UN 

Architect's 
guide to 
Union 

Honeycomb 
core: 

[PROPERTIES ] 
Here are some of the 
reasons behind UNION 
HONEYCOMB'S growing 
popularity as a sand
wichcorematerial. Write 
today for complete in
formation and names of 
fabricators near you. 

S UNION-CAMP. 
HONEYCOMB CORE 

Union Bag-Camp Paper Corporation 

Dept. AF-3, 233 Broadway. New York 7. 
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STRENGTH. On a weight-for-weight basis , 
UNION HONEYCOMB is the strongest-and most 
economical-sandwich core material known. 
Wall, floor and roof panels using HONEYCOMB 
cores can take 10 to 20 times the normal loads 
required of frame construction. 

LIGHTNESS. UNION HONEYCOMB weighs only 
1 to 272 lbs. per cubic foot, depending on the 
grade. This makes panel structures easy to 
handle and install. And lightness results in 
low handling and transportation costs. 

PLASTIC METAL 

VERSATILITY. UNION HONEYCOMB inner cores 
can be faced with metal, wood, asbestos. 
gypsum-board, hard-board, plastic-even 
marble. Decorative idea: HONEYCOMB core 
sandwiched between transparent or translucent 
plastic sheets for handsome interior panels. 

INSULATION VALUES 
TYPICAL HONEYCOMB PANELS-CELLS NOT FILLED 

600 BASED ON STILL AIR ONE 
SIOE-15 MPH WINO ON 

" 500 
OPPOSITE SIDE, NON RE· 

?~ 
FLECTIVE SURFACES. 

~ t: 400 z 0 5 Ill 
~~ 

~;;; 300 

~~ "0 200 ~~ 

~~ 

100 

PANEL THICKNESS-INCHES 

THERMAL INSULATION. The sealed-air, cellu
lar construction of UNION HONEYCOMB in panels 
provides outstanding thermal resistance. Cells 
can be filled with powdererl or granular insu
lation, or foamable resins, and the resistance 
increases. Some typical thermal insulation 
values are shown above. 

Decorative 
Relief 

Ornaments 
manufacturers of 

• cast ornamental plaster 
• composition and 

• wood fibre ornament 

We have many thousand 
patterns in the various 
art periods of designs. 

Our composition and 
wood fibre carvings are 
exact reproduction of 
artistically hand carved 
wood patterns. 

/llusfrated Catalogues Available 

DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION 
2559 SOUTH PEORIA STREET 

.CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS 

WILKINSON CHUTES 
for Centralized 

Disposal of 
Soiled Linen, 

Rubbish, Dust, 
Paper, and Garbage 

Year in, year out ..• 
Wilkinson Chutes set the 
standard for efficient cen
tralized disposal. 

• • • 

Installation of Wilkinson Centralized Disposal 
Chutes reduces labor costs, improves operating 
efficiency, helps maintain high sanitary standards. 

WILKINSON 
Stainless Steel 

CORNER GUARDS 

* Unmarred stainless steel finish 
and permanent protectio n 
to corners. · 

* Adjustable anchor simplifies 
installation. * Models for tile, concrete block, 
metal stud and plastered walls. 

See our cota/og in Sweet's Architectural File or write for copy 

WILKINSON CHUTES, INC. 
619 East Tollmadge Ave . Akron 10, Ohio f,AW 

WILKINSON CHUTES (Canada) LTD. ,.Q1.i•:m.~v., 
9 Dwight Ave . Toronto 14, Ontario, Canada 



Engineer: Meyer, Strong & Jones • Architect: Shreve, l amb & Harmon Assoc. Heating Contractor: Kerby Sounders Inc. 

"For most of us the name Broadway immediately suggests sophis
ticated entertai nment ... tragedy, co m edy, songs and dances 
professionally performed against the glittering backdrop of the 
wor ld's most fascinating city . 

"There are, however, other perhaps less popu larly known parts 
of Broadway; areas where there is no business li ke show business, 
but rather where there is business like the kind Western Electr ic 

Waite, S. Brnwn;ng. v;,. Pm. Company conducts in its imposing new 31-story bui lding at 222 
f Heating Sales, Dunham-Bush, Inc. Broadway. 

"Here, as in other modern structures throughout the world, a modern, reliab le heating 
system comprising Dunham-Bush Var i-Vac controls, steam spec ialti es, vacuum pumps, con
densation pumps, and finned radiation supplements the over-al l air cond itioning system in 
certain areas of the bui lding to provide the building with optimum comfort 24-hours a day, 
as t he season demands. 

"Dunham-Bush heating means fue l economy, greater comfort, lower maintenance, and 
prec ise centra l control ... claim s conclusively supported by outstanding long.run performances 
season after season. 

"Write for t he portfolio that describes Dun ham-Bush and its complete line of heating, air 
conditioni ng, refrigeration and heat tra nsfer products ." 

DUNHAM-BUSH, INC. 
WEST HARTFORD 10, CONNECTICUT, U.S. A. 

SA LE S OFFICES LOCATED IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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Dunham-Bush Finned Rad iation 
In Restaurant 

Dunham-Bush Vacuum Pumps Ensure 
Continuous Control of Heat 

Through Entire System 

129 
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11 1/2 miles ol steel pipe 
... and every inch 

has to be right 

Pittsburgh's gleaming new Auditorium, with its 
movable Stainless Steel roof, is now open . The 
world famous Ice Capades were the first attrac
tion, and professional hockey returned to the city 
to cavort on the Auditorium's ice rink, which has 
some l l1/2 miles of USS National Pipe underneath. 

For quick freezing of the ice, temperatures will 
go down around -42°F., although specifications 
called for a temperature of "only" - l6°F. The 
system uses a calcium chloride brine solution 
with 1.25 specific gravity, and it is a 25.9% solu
tion. The steel pipe used in the coils was 1%" 
standard and extra strong; the reverse header pipe 



Architect: Mitchell & Ritchey, Pittsburgh, Pa. Mechanical Contractor: Limbach Company, Pittsburgh , Pa. Supply House: Crane Supply Company, Pi ttsburgh , Pa. 

consisted of over 600 feet of 4" through 10" pipe. 
In a big commercial operation like this, the pipe 

has to be dependable or the show doesn't go on. 
That's one good reason they specified USS 
National Pipe. If you need top-quality steel pipe 
for ice skating rinks, snow melting and radiant
heating installations, or for any type of building 
or industrial application, be sure you get USS 
National Pipe. For further information, or assist
ance with any pipe problem, write National Tube 
Division, United States Steel, 525 William Penn 
Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. USS and 
National are registered trademarks. 
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National Tube 
Division of 
United States Steel 
Columbia-Geneva Steel Division, San Francisco, 
Pacific Coast Distributors 

United States Steel Export Company, New York 

This mark tells you a product 
is made of modern, dependable Steel. 
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Simple 
or 

Intricate ... 

Plaster is Perfect for Your Design Concepts 
THE almost limitless design possi
bilities afforded by plaster are spot
lighted in the unusual ceiling 
design of this new general office 
building for The Upjohn Company, 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 

Reynold Berti, Detroit plastering 
contractor, reports: "The architects 
designed this unusual pre-cast sec
tional ceiling of pyramids to incor
porate four functions: lighting, air 
conditioning, sound and light diffu
sion - a big assignment. Only plas
ter could do the job right." 

In casting more than 4,400 pyra
mids to form the ceiling, RED ToP * 
No. 1 Moulding Plaster was used 
because it is rapid-setting, uniform 
in quality and consistency, meets 
fire resistance requirements , and 
produces a fine surface appearance. 

Plaster can work for you, as well, 
projecting your most imaginative 
concepts in sculptured shapes and 
textures. Ask your U.S.G. Architect 
Service representative for a copy of 
the brochure, "Plaster Projects Your 
Concepts ... "or write Dept. AF-22, 
300 W. Adams St., Chicago 6, I ll. 

*T.M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 
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Photo by Ezra Stoller Associates, Rye, N.Y. 

Reynold Berti of 
The Berti Company, 
Detroit, plastering I 
contractor for 
Upjohn building, 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 1 

Architects: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Chicago 

STAT E S 

Mjipit1M 

UNITED 
STATES 
GYPSUM 

the greatest name in building 



Cork-Tex bulletin boards take a beating 

T he Cork-Tex secret; 
Speci a l adh es ive per
m anen tl y b on d s un
adu lterated cork sheet to 
hand so me long- lasting 
vinyl cover. 

and bounce right back for more 
Cork-Tex thrives on punishment. . . stick it with pins, tacks, staples (even 
scout knives) and after they're removed, the resilient cork body pushes the 
beautiful vinyl back into place. Never a permanently visible scar ... never a 
rip or tear ... Cork-Tex heals quickly, and as it's healing, the beautiful pattern 
and texture camouflages the wound. Cork-Tex stays looking as new as the day 
it was installed. It's the perfect combination of an infinite variety of colors 
with the rapid healing properties of genuine cork. On-the-wall costs are lower 
than for many "substitute" materials, and Cork-Tex bulletin boards are 
practically maintenance-free. To keep them sparkling clean all you need is a 
solution of mild soap and water . 

Many co lors in stock. 
Wri te us and we'll have 
th e nearest distributor 
contact you. He'll show 
you co lor swatches and 
pri ce li sts. 

BOND CROWN & CORK 
D I VISION OF 

CONTINENTAL ~ CAN COMPANY 
WRITE FOR FULL IN FORMATION: BOND CROWN & CORK , DEPT. D, WI L MINGTON 99, DELAWARE 
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150 - 200 W. DESIGNER STYLED • EVERLASTING CAST ALUMINUM QUALITY, CORROSION RESISTANT, SATIN FINISH 
• ENCLOSED AND GASKETED FOR WEATHERTIGHT, VAPORTIGHT, BUG-TIGHT OPERATION • INTEGRAL CAST HINGE 
• HEAT RESISTANT, HIGH IMPACT, CORNING PYREX® ASYMMETRIC PRISMATIC REFRACTOR • AVAILABLE WITH OR 
WITHOUT INTEGRAL CAST ALUMINUM PROTECTIVE GUARD. 

the IDOPhllben W7111Y ~ ~ ~ 
•.. the original design of a highly efficient luminaire 
combined with Quality construction and enduring 
finish . . . resulting in a new visual experience. 

"DELTA-7" exterior wall bracket 
is the newest expression of one half a century of 

mcPhilben devotion to Superior Craftsmanship and 
unique, tasteful design. This meticulous attention 
to detail that must satisfy leading Architects and 
Engineers everywhere is what we call . . . the 
mcPhilben way. n s .. th;, YoUi~1C Phii bte n~p~;t;<0Uon data. 

Iii 1329 WIL.L.OUGHBY AVENUE, BROOKL.YN 37, NEW YORK 



The best ideas aTe more exciting 

in.Concrete 

!Jount Clemens Federal Savings and Loan Assn. , Mou.nt Clemens , Mich . Architect: Meathe, Kessler and Assoc., Inc., Grosse Pointe, Mich. Photo by Baltazar Korab. 

Soaring shell roof that lets the daylight through 

--- ....__,, ...____... 

0 0 ,Q -0 .~fi';' 
o O ":O _. __ , 

Long span of concrete shell roof permits spacious, 
column-free interior, with ceiling 231Afeet high at 
the center. 21 skylights piercing the thin shell 
r r PnftJ rl,-nrnntir lirrht nnffPrnf: 

They cast it in a single day for the new Mount Clemens Federal Savings and Loan 

Building. 52 truckloads of ready-mixed concrete placed in one continuous operation form 

the 96-foot-square roof of this spectacular new build ing. Four corner columns , flaring out 

to match the curve of the roof, provide its only support. The building rests on a raised plat

form faced with attractive precast panels made with white cement and exposed quartz aggre

gate. The spacious interior is enclosed by walls ot aluminum and glass. Circular skylights 

molded right into the concrete roof give complete daylight over the entire business floor. 

T he complete freedom of form possible only with concrete inspires architects every

where to seek imaginative new designs for buildings of all types and sizes. 

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION 
A national organization In improve and extend the uses of concrete 



Exclusive trapezoid shape 
of General Electric water 
coolers saves you over a 
foot of aisle space. Drink
ers approach from either 
side, do not clog aisles . 
Both wall-hung and floor 
models moun t flush to 
wall, hide p lumbing for 
best appearance. 
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The Hartford Building, Chicago 

NEW General Electric Wall-hung Water Coolers 
give you an exciting new shape in refreshment- exclusive trape
zoid design. These attractive, flush-to-wall coolers are different in 
a truly functional way. The space saving trapezoid shape invites 
drinking from either side, keeps personnel out of aisle. Mount the 
smart-looking wall-hung models at any height for easy floor-clean
ing. Ask your General Electric distributor for "Specifier's Water 
Cooler Guide," No. 67-2042 . Or write Section 761-23, General 
Electric Co., Chicago Heights, Illinois. 

ProgreS$ Is Ovr Mosf lmporl~nf Protlvcf 

GENERAL fj ELECTRIC 



New m design ... 01d m rradirion 

Presenting the Golden Anniversary Halsey Taylor Coolers 

Choose the cooler that's best for you from the complete, new 1962 

line of Halsey Taylor coolers. From left to right, you are looking at 

(1) the two-level cooler, with side-mounted projector allowing children 
as well as adults to drink from the same unit ••• a favorite with retailers 
and cha in stores. 

(2) a smartly styled compartment beverage coole r, for office use. 

(3) the Wall-Tite, a free-standing cool!'H that fits snugly against the 
wall, with no exposed plumbing connections and no dirt-gathering spaces. 

(4) the pioneer Wall-Mount, on the wall, off the floor, shown here as a 
coffee-bar, but available as a regular water cooler. 

(5) the popular cafeteria type, this one in stainless steel. 

The popular Coffee Bar is available on 
all Halsey Taylor pressure-type coolers. 
All of these and many other coolers 
in varying capacities and models 
are shown in our latest catalog. Send 
for your copy today. 

See Sweet's or the Yellow Pages 

QUALITY DRINKING FIXTURES FOR OVER 50 YEARS 662 F 
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This Gold Bond Gypsum Roof will set up before they finish lunch 

Even at 15°, Gold Bond sets up in 30 minutes. 
An average crew can complete 15,000 to 20,000 
square feet of Gold Bond M etro-Mix Poured Deck 
in one working day. And built-up roofing can 
be applied to successive areas 30 min-
utes after pouring. Speed is one reason 

year after year, over 100 million square feet of 
gypsum deck are poured. And why, in commercial 
and industrial buildings being constructed today, 
one roof in every four is poured gypsum. Ask your 

Gold Bond® Representative for techni
cal information on Gold Bond Metro

gypsum roof decks are so economical. 
But they're also fire resistant, strong, 
permanent, lightweight. That ' s why, 

Gold.Bond 
Mix, Formboard and roof construction 
details. Or write Dept. AF-72, National 
Gypsum Company, Buffalo 13, N. Y. 

GYPSUM ROOF DECK 



Zippered Neoprene gaskets accom
modate thermal movement with
out causing joint separation or 
bending of members. 

• . , 
t 

• 

• t 

• # 

~ " . '. 

\ 

Gaskets provide unique, attractive 
black accent around all compo
nents. Distinctive design keynote 
in an economy curtain wall. 

Insulates very well because 
there is so little conduc-

ti,;ty th:.ooghl tho ~•II 

~~~~~:_i:~::::~~~.~-~~--.~ 

Complete, single 
responsibility for 
installation from your 
local Kawneer wall 
systems contractor 

When gasket is zipped shut, claws 
exert continuous pressure on infill 
components (glass, panels), hermet
ically sealing the wall. No leakage. 

Simple components are adjustable 
and adaptable to construction vari · 
ations, low cost installation . 

For complete information 
about Zipperwall, write: 

KAWNEER 
Niles, Michigan 
Richmond, California. 

Kawneer of Canada Ltd. 
Toronto, Ontario 

(Scale: 1 . 5 times actual size .) 

KAWNEER 
ZIPPERWALL 

A unique combination of fresh 
design, insulation value and economy 
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BALANCE! 
When the North Star Bowli ng Lanes in St. Paul burned to the ground just 
prior to the opening of the Fall bowling season, the building owner and 
the lessee were faced with considerable financial loss. 

Mr. Pietruszewski, the lessee, had already contracted with twelve 
different bowling leagues at $3,000 each. Failure to fulfill his obligations 
would mean loss of a major portion of his entire year's revenue. 

For the owner, Mr. Drkula, whose income depended upon leasing the 
bu ilding at $980 per week, the problem was to construct a new building 
in time for the Fall opening. Laminated wood trusses were considered for 
the main supports, but when calculations showed they would cost 
$20,000 more than steel and require an additional month in construction, 
the decision went to steel. 

Starting with the existing footings at ground level, the new building 
was erected in only 40 working days. Twenty alleys, restaurant and 
cocktai l lounge were completed in time for the bowling season. The 
owner's continued income was assured and Mr. Pietruszewski's business 
was saved. 

TH IS IS ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF THE MONEY-SAVING POSSIBILITIES INHERENT IN THE USE OF STEEL. STEEL 

DOES THE JOB BETTER, FASTER, MORE ECONOMICALLY, THAN ANY OTHER CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL. 

IS ECONOMY 



STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
meets the needs of architect and 
client alike . .. perm itting the crea
tion of an end less variety of build · 
ings-from those expressive of dig
nity and strength to breath-tak in g 
examples of airi ness and grace. 

SPEEDS BUILDING 
Another plus factor, more than we l
come to owners concerned with the 
earliest poss ible ut il ization of their 
properti es. With stee l, work goes on 
regardless of weathe r-makes in
stallation of plumbing, air-condition 
ing and power lin es easie r and faste r. 

SAVES MONEY 
Steel is economical in its conserva
tion of space between floors. What 's 
more, because of its l ightness in 
proportion to strength , it is the least 
costly material to transport and han
dle at the job site. Usin g the new 
AISC Specifications and takin g ad
va ntage of th e new l ight- weight, 
hig h- strength stee ls, surp rising 
ec onomie s.are possible. 

FREES DESIGN 
New plastic design, composite de
sig n, plate and gi1·d er construction, 
al l contr ibute to freedom of expres
sio n. Stee l blend s with or can accent 
almost any other compone nt or buil d
ing material , making funct ion and 
beauty one. 

INLAN D STEEL COMPANY 
30 West Monroe Street. Ch icago 3, Il lino is 

W id e Flange Beams-Steel Plates-Bearing 
Pil es and Steel Sheet Piling- Ti -Co® Galvan 
ized Sheets-4-Way® Safety Plate-Enamel
ing lron-Sub-Purlins. 
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TOWNSCAPE. By Gordon Cullen. Published by 
Reinhold Publish ing Corporation, 430 Park 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 325 pp. 7\/2 " x 9\/2", 

Illus. $1 0. 

A discerning literary critic once pointed out 
that English writers had been influenced by 
Russian short stories of the late nineteenth 
century before the stories had even been· 
translated, almost before the English had 
known that the stories existed. The influence 
was in the air: the wonderful virus had 
simply been uncorked and had streaked 
across Europe. 

This is how it has been with Gordon 
Cullen, the great English draftsman. Ten 
years ago many American architects, particu
larly students (even those who never had 
seen the Architectural Review, in which 
Cullen's drawings were then appearing), 
found themselves trying to draw like Cullen, 
perhaps because other people they admired 
had begun more consciously to try. 

This influence is waning today because 
people find that simple as Cullen's tech
niques may appear, and available as the 
overlay tones are, nobody but Cullen him
self can draw with the same slashing style. 
His has been a good influence on men such 
as the outstanding American delineator, Hel
mut Jacoby, who went on to develop their 
own styles. But others simply have had to give 
up Cullen and move to drawing masters 
with more apparent styles and, perhaps, less 
content. 

For this is Cullen's secret. He is an artist 
with a cause-so compelling a one that it 
has helped form his swift style. His draw
ings never seem to linger lovingly over de
tail, but always seem speedy, impatient to 
get on with it. His cause, of course, is 
Townscape, the title of this brilliant book 
published first in England and now made 
available in this country. 

What is Townscape? Cullen himself calls 
it "an art other than architecture .. . the 
art of relationship." One building, he says, 
can be architecture, but two are town
scape. His exacting art is concerned with the 
streets or other spaces between buildings, 
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with the sequences of enclosu re or release 
to which they expose the pedestrian with 
cobblestones unde'rfoot and the slice ~f sky 
revealed above. It is city planning, of course, 
but a part of that science which remains art 
deeply concerned with the texture of th~ 
finished, constructed, sociological solu tion. 
Cullen, incidentally, is neither bitter nor 
bombastic about the conventional p lanning 
process, but he does warn: "Statistics are 
abstracts; when they are plucked out of the 
completeness of life and converted into plans 
and the plans into buildings they will be 
lifeless. The result will be a three-dimension
al diagram in which people are asked to 
live. In trying to colonize such a wasteland, 
to translate it from an environment for walk
ing stomachs into a home for human beings, 
the difficulty lay in finding the point of ap
plication, in finding the gateway into the 
castle." 

Cullen is by no means ye t inside the castle 
of planning; he is more tolerated than really 
trusted by many realistic (or is the word 
cynical?) planners. He has made much pro
gress in scaling the wall, however, and in his 
book he lists and illustrates the devices he 
has been able to categorize. (For example, 
in the index under "A" alone are: "Absence, 
noticeable, Adaptability, Advantage, Adver
tisements, Aedicule, Aerial dom inance, Agri
culture, Animism, Anticipation, Arable land
scape, Arcades, Arcadia, Archways, Articu
lation, and Awnings" !) 

Cullen's "general studies," an important 
section of the volume, include such headings 
as squares, closure, change of level, street 
lighting, the floor, etc., and he follows these 
with studi es of particular English cities. 
Finally come hi s proposals for improving re
lationships in various specific English town
scapes. 

It should be emphasized that Townscape 
is not a document of folksy visual phi
losophy, but an intense effort to organize 
methods and point out solutions for living 
gracefully in an ever more crowded urban 
world. Most of the fa cts are presented as 
captions to exce llent photographs or Cullen 
drawings. The volume does not bubble over 
with charm nor scorn. It is an earnest clini
cal dissection of how the ordinary in archi
tecture can be manipulated to produce rich 
surroundings.- WALTER M C QUADE 

THE METROPOLITAN PROBLEM AND AMERI
CAN IDEAS. By Luther Halsey Gulick. Lec
t ures delivered at the University of M ich igan 
under the sponsorship of the William W. Coo k 
Foundation. Published by Alfred A. Knopf, 501 
Madison Ave., N ew York 22, N . Y. 168 pp. 

6" x 8\/2"· $4. 

Dr. Gulick, well-known as the chairman of 
the board of the Institute of Public Admin
istration and once City Administrator of New 
York City, has made a distinguished con
tribution to the understanding of urban prob
lems and the possibility of their solution 

continued on page 159 
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
WORK MUSIC 
BY MUZAK® 

1. The Basic Music Source-The music shall be instrumental only. 
It shall be specia lly recorded for the purpose for which it is to be 
utilized . Care shall be taken to avoid peaks and valleys of loudness 
and softness as well as attention-getting musical devices. 

2. Size of Basic Music Source-The bas ic music "library" shall 
cons ist of a sufficient number of specially recorded arrangements 
to permit a programming pattern which does not repeat any 
se lection (except at the height of its popularity) in any eight-hour 
program sequence in an inte rval of less than nine days. 

3. Augmenting Basic Music Source-The bas ic music source shall 
be continually augmented with specially recorded arrangements 
of the latest popular t unes as well as modern treatments of 
standard favorites. Care shall be taken to avoid playing 
obso lescent arrangements and titles . 

4. Programming, General- Each musical selection shall be 
psychologically mood-rated in direct relation to following and 
preceding tunes, taking into account such stimuli as tempo, 
rhythm, instrumentation, orchestra size, changing popularity 
of arrangements and titles. 

5. Programming, Timing-The music shall be psychologically 
programmed by qualified work musicologists for every hour 
of every working day. 

6. Programming, Integrity-The music programmer shall be 
protected from intrusion of individual preferences of music 
style, title and artist. Request programs shall be avoided to 
prevent distractions and time-outs from work duty. 

7. Silent Periods- For optimum average worker efficiency the 
music shall be programmed in alternate quarter-hour periods 
of music and si lence-each quarter-hour music group to contain 
a playing time not to exceed fourteen minutes. 

8. Music Distribution-The sound system over which the music 
is reproduced shall be designed specifically for balanced work 
music distribution. Speakers, amplifiers and other components 
shall be capable of continuous faithful reproduction of from 
40 to 10,000 c.p .s. and shall be so installed as to provide zone 
control of volume levels (particularly desirable where individual 



work sections have different ambient noise level s) and be so 
balanced as to avoid areas of loudness and softness. Where 
desired, provision shall be made for paging, or signa lling, etc. 

9. Equipment Maintenance-It shall be the responsibility of the 
music supplier to set standards for the maintenance of all 
equipment and periodic inspecti on and servicing thereof. The 
supplier shall be promptly notified of any malfunction. He 
shall also be notified of all contemplated movements of 
personnel or equipment which may require augmenting or 
altering the sound system. 

10. Location of Music Source Equipment-The music source 
equipment (tape, record player, etc.) shall not be located on 
the subscriber's premises, nor sha ll he be responsible for 
maintenance, servicing or programming. 

11 . Express Warranties-The music supplier sha ll warrant that the 
service furnished be prepared, transmitted and faithfully 
reproduced under the conditions set forth above. He shall 
provide adequate proof that both the service and equipment 
he furnishes have been thoroughly job-tested under conditions 
and situations similar to the application to which it is to be put. 

12. Music Clearance-All music clearance shall be taken care of 
by the music supp li er. There shall be no further performance or 
mechanical license obligations. 

Tension ... caused by boredom 
and fatigue can affect the most 
enthusiastic employees. When this 
happens, even the most efficient 
layouts, harmonious colors and 
restful lighting can become static 
and monotonous. Now, architects 
have a functional tool to create 
a more dynamic environment to 
counteract such conditions in the 
offices and plants they design. 

Music by Muzak is scientifically 
arranged and programmed to 
change subtly throughout the day, 
to ease normal tension and the 
monotony of repetit ive operations, 
create a more pleasant, more 
efficient working atmosphere. 
These are important sales points 
to prospective clients. 

For your convenience, 
Specifications for Work Music 
by Muzak are listed here. 

A.I.A. File No. 31-1-7. Sweet's 
Catalog File 33a/M u. For further 
information contact your local 
franchised Muzak distributor or 
Muzak headquarters. 

Muzak Corporation 
229 Park Avenue South 
New York 3, New York 

tJ an International Subsid iary of Wrather Corporation 

United States • Canada • Mexico • Argentina • Brazil • Colombia • Peru • Great Britain • Belgium • The Philippines • Australia • Finland 
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AT PEPSI, CORIC TREATS THE OFFICE TO A WORK-BREAK 

The light, clean look of Doric was a natural selection when it came 
time to put people in Pepsi-Cola Company's new headquarters, New 
York. It's a refreshing installation. Behind the modern simplicity of 
the desk lines are quality steel and finishing materials that make 
Doric as good as it looks. Winner of an AID Citation of Merit for 
design achievement. Call the CJ dealer listed in the yellow pages, 
or write: Corry Jamestown Corporation, Dept. AF-72, Corry, Pa. • 

CORRY JA~'~·~?.:~y~~ @ 
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through traditional democratic processes. In 
these few lec tures, Gulick effectively deline
ates how both the market mechanism and 
traditional forms of local-go,·ernment organi
zation have failed cities. For the former, its 
failure shows up in increasing need for land
use controls to insure some semblance of 
rational development, the unwillingness of 
private business to bui ld mass transit, or 
sewer systems, or any of many other needed 
service facilities, and in the market's failure 
to modernize obsolete neighborhoods and 
build m iddle- and low-income housing. 

But, at the same time, local governments 
are not equipped to mo,·e into the breach. 
For one thing, Gulick argues, "existing local 
tax and revenue situations, with small geo
graphic divisions, are precisely the wrong 
approach because the costs will often fall in 
one jurisdiction and the benefits in another." 

What Gulick proposes is "an extension of 
our American constitutional system" with 
intergovernmental cooperation in attacking 
all urban problems. This "''ould include the 
working out of " appropriate assignments for 
each extension of government, outlining the 
activities and programs it must undertake 
. . .. " The first step must come from the 
federal government. The President, Gulick 
contends, must make "explicit his commit
ment to rationalize federal programs as they 
hit urban areas," and assume responsibility 
for coordinating units of state and local 
government. This is a \\·hopping task, far 
beyond anything envisioned in a Department 
of Urban Affairs, which is, despite much 
Congressional and Administrative huffing and 
puffing, still a dream. 

The ultimate objective would be that "ex
tended metropolitan areas should be encour
aged to develop as self-governing democ
racies within the structure of the American 
federal system." Why this solution rather 
than simply imprinting a new level of super
government somewhere between the city and 
state? Because "local leadership ... is likely 
to bring out a more vigorous and spontane
ous community consciousnes ."-D.B.c. 

THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX FOR 1961. 

Edited a nd published by Ervin J , Bell, 517 
Bridgeway, Sausalito, Calif. 62 pp . 5Y2 " x 8Y2''. 
Paperbound. $5. 

Twelfth and newest edition of a unique and 
useful paperback index, covering all articles 
appearing in seven U . S. architectural mag
azines during r96r , cross indexed under sub
ject or type of project, location, and name 
of architect or designer. The system makes 
it possible to find information on specific 
buildings, building types, materials and 
methods, city plans and planning, architec
ture of a region or an individual. It also 
permits filing magazines intact instead of 
cutting them up and filing the clippings. 
(Back issues of the index are also available 
at $5 each.) END 
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State Tea chers Retirement System Office Building - Co lumbus , Oh io -
Benham , Richards & Arm strong, Archit ects 

PIVOTED 
WINDOWS Al:s c 

Whether the wall be metal or masonry, whether the win

dows be single or in series, Michaels vertica lly pivoted 

aluminum windows can satisfy your requirements. Fea

tures full 360 ° rotation, with automati c lock at 180° for 

safe, easy washing. Key-operated locks prevent accidents. 

Accommodates glass up to l" thick. Can be combined with 

fi xed sash or hoppers, as you specify. Double gasket as

sures positive weather-t ightness. Construction and work

manship guaranteed. For more information, write for 

brochure on VPA-1. 

THE MICHAELS ART BRONZE CO. 
P. O. Box 668, Covington, Ky., Plant & Office: Kenton Lands Rd., Erlanger, Ky. 
Metal Curtain Walls - Windows - Entrance Doors- Custom Store Fronts - Railings -

Ecclesiastical Work - Bank Equipment - Tablets & Signs - Astragals - Exhibit Cases 
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mendous: After deducting interest (say 
$567,000 at 5~ per cent) and mortgage 
amortization (at, say rYi per cent annually, 
or about $162,000) from an estimated net 
income before depreciation of ro per cent, 
of $ r. r million, the builder-sponsor is left 
with pretax income of $3 7 r ,ooo. After cor
porate income tax, the net income is about 
$178,000---a yield of almost 90 per cent 
on his cash investment. To top it all off, the 
builder can, and generally does, claim depre
ciation at an accelerated rate on the value 

Most p_ractical 
classroom unit 
you can specify 

of the building, and thus can "shelter" his 
taxable income to the point where, in the 
early years of the project at least, his tax 
is almost nothing. 

Attractions and trouble 

The attractions of this formula are obvious. 
But the fact is that- as attractive as the 
formula may seem-it has yet to be demon
strated that former slum property can al
ways produce the gains the formula promises. 
For one thing the formula is predicated on 

vandal-proof push-button valve 
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J 

T his is Hall's Mode l 2284 ill stainless .1·1eel-featuring the new 
Haws push-button valves that send vanda li sm wor ries down the 
drain! Slow-closing valves work smoothly under slight pressure: 
can't be jammed or pried. And the gooseneck is extra-heavy 
:Ys" brass pipe : even you can 't bend it! Same valves avail able 
on all Haws recepto rs, including enameled iron . Ask for the 
specs: write for detai ls on Haws push-button valve. 

DECK·TVfl.E RECEPTOR/FOUNTAINS 
products of 

HAWS DRINKING FAUCET COMPANY 
144 1 Fou rt h St reet • Berke ley 10, Ca l ifornia 

continiied from page 103 

a strong demand for the housing-and this 
does not always develop. 

A good example is the Reynolds Alumi
num Service Corp. project in Cincinnati. 
Reynolds built 322 moderate-price units 
(average cost for the co-ops was $12,300 
with down payments as low as $500 and 
monthly maintenance at $88) in a former 
Negro slum area. After many months, the 
project was less than one-third occupied, 
and Reynolds was worried: it could not 
turn the project over to the co-operative 
group until it was 95 per cent occupied, and 
Reynolds did not want to be frozen into 
the real-estate management phase of build
ing. Today, the project is about 50 per cent 
occupied, and the same basic problems 
remain : 
~The project area is too small to "create 
its own environment" and the total neigh
borhood still retains the stigma of a slum. 
~ The vacancy ratio overall is high in Cin
cinnati, and the Negro market has many 
more opportunities for better housing than 
it did a few years ago. Negroes today are 
looking for areas with higher prestige than 
the Basin area. 
~ The area, like many other unsuccessful 
urban renewal project areas, has a difficult 
school problem. 

Reynolds' executives claim that land 
prices were too high in the area (they paid 
about $800 per unit and eventually, after 
development, costs ranged as high as 
$ r, r oo) ; but besides this, there was obvious! y 
some miscalculation of the local market. 
Still, Reynolds believes that, given some 
time to solve present problems, and with 
the city working further to improve the 
whole area, they will at least recapture their 
investment. 

Renewal needs rethinking 

The problems Reynolds has had in Cin
cinnati are typical of projects in Cleveland, 
Pittsburgh, St. Louis, and Kansas City. The 
complaints have become well-known: pro
ject areas are not large enough, schools are 
a problem, land prices and building costs 
produce rentals which are too stiff for the 
market, the city has not moved fast enough 
with its own improvements in the project 
area. In Kansas City, Developer Lewis 
Kitchen's mortgage on his newest section of 
the Quality Hill project has become the 
first Section 220 mortgage to have to be 
reclaimed by the FHA. The apartments are 
only 50 per cent occupied, and the mort
gagee pressed for full principal payments 
despite FHA's urgings to accept lower pay
ments on principal. FHA has been success
ful in doing this in other cases where Section 
220 projects were slow in getting started. 

Despite these difficulties, and others, there 
is increasing interest in urban renewal on 
the part of redevelopers, particularly at the 
local level. This, of course, is healthy. The 
large national operators will tackle the big, 
glamorous jobs, but most projects must be 

continiied on page 162 



e DUAL GLAZ ING 

•BUILT-IN 
VENETIAN BLIND 

e TRUE THERMA L 
BREAK IN VENT , 

AND FRAME I 

e HORIZONTALLY 
PIVOTED 
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Assure Vear 'round 
Climate Contro-1 

in new Farragut Building, Washington, D. C. 

• Occupant comfort and lower operating costs are assured in the new 
Farragut Building because it is ingeniously designed to control Washing

ton's capricious climate. 

• The Amelco Window System is an integral part of this climate control. 
Amelco's dua l glazing with venet ian blind between the panes of glass 
effectively reduces solar heat gain in summer ... t rue thermal breaks 
in vent and frame, along with in sulating air space between panes, reduces 

heat Joss in winter. 

• The horizontally pivoted Amelco Window permits cleani ng of all glass 
surfaces from inside the building. Amelco Windows are air and water 
tight, control outside noise, low in cost, versatile and equa lly adaptable 

to a II types of construction. 

Check the complete story in 
Sweet's 1962 Architectural File 

, ! ~ t~H~,~ ~ .rQJ,. """"" '""· srow. "" 

or Wi·ite Direct 
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built by local builder-investors. 
But the attractive formula sti ll blinds 

builders-and cities-to reality. In one case, 
for instance, a city had re-us.e appraisals 
made for a potential apartment site, and 
these showed possible land prices of $130,000 

to $160,000. The latter was established as 
an upset price, and bids were invited. In
stead of the three or four bids expected, 

ZERO 
HAS THE 

there were 28 prospective sponsors interested 
at the upse t price, and when sealed bids 
were finally taken, the top price was 
$400,000. The winning developer admitted 
that since FHA treated 220 financing on 
a cost basis, it was more important for him 
to get the site than it was to pay a proper 
price for it. As one appraiser has said, "This 
illustra tes that the leverage of 220 financing 

Get ZERO 'S new 

1962 Catalog, wit h 

f ull size deta ils a f 

the comp le te line of 

;addles & weather 

stripping . Wri te fo r 

your copy today! 

ZERO Weather 
St ripping for: 
• Doors 
• Windows 
• Lightproofin g 

AT RS RIP -- ING 
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YOU NEED 
• Soundproofi ng 
• Sliding Doors 
• Saddles 

/ffi 
WEATHt R STRIPPING ' 

I I BT I I . ,_. 

• Saddles for 
Floor Hinged 
Doors 

For Light, Sound, Draft 
Proof Door with Automatic Door Bottom 

Designed to close door bottom 
gaps. Wa te rproof sponge ne o
p rene or felt barrier strip. Spring 
loaded device forces barri e r st rip 
down whe n door closes. Su r
face , semi-mortised or mort ise d 
installation . 

For He ad and Jamb protection 
se e P. 19, Zero Catalog 

ZERO ZERO WEATHER STRIPPING oo.!1 INO. 
~ 4 51 East 136th St., New York 54, N.Y. • LUdlow 5-3230 
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is terrific. It makes one wonder whether or 
not anyone will pay proper attention to land 
value if they can get such financing." 

The misplaced emphasis on land price as 
the pivotal element in the renewal process 
is just one lesson still to be learned. Here 
are some other things that cities and private 
developers must do to make the public
private partnership work : 
~ Cities must realize the value of on-site 
and nearby public improvements and coor
dinate them fully with the development of 
new private facilities, particularly in the 
case of schools and apartments. 
~ Land prices should be more carefully 
watched, perhaps through the medium of 
having the FHA set a maximum price, based 
on market appraisals, very early in the 
execution stage of renewal. 
~ Cities should pay more attention to those 
areas where the private market can be most 
easily stimulated to do the job of redevelop
ment. This does not mean ignoring the city's 
"worst slums" in favor of flourishing areas 
of new building; but it does mean examining 
more carefully the deteriorating areas near 
healthy parts of the city. 
~ Cities must be prepared to slow down the 
renewal process, as well as to speed it up. 
In some cases, it might be more beneficial 
to the long-run health of the city to hold 
land vacant, as has been done in Norfolk, 
Va., until market forces have sufficiently 
developed to insure "the highest and best 
use" for the city. 
~ By the same token, cities must become 
more familiar with local market conditions, 
and realize that new buildings will not by 
themselves create their own demand. As 
Economist Winnick says, "The futu re scale 
of redevelopment will be determined much 
less by needs or available resources than by 
what can be sold to private occupants." 
~ T here is a great need for better p lanning 
for commercial and industrial re-use. The 
potential of the in-city shopping center and 
industrial park has not yet been plumbed. 
~ Federal and local agencies must agree on 
the kind and value of land improvements 
most urgently needed on renewal sites. 
~ Finally, much more attention must be paid 
to es thetic considerations. Not only should 
this be done by way of design competitions, 
but also through a greater awareness on the 
part of FHA, local agencies, and redevelop
ers of the key role of design in those projects 
which have been most successful so far-e .g. 
Lake Meadows and Prairie Shores in Chi
cago, Washington's Southwest Area projects, 
and New York's Kips Bay apartments. 

As URA Commissioner William L. Slay
ton has said, "Municipalities must learn that 
the sale of urban renewal land is far more 
than a real-estate transaction. If such land 
is sold with no positive development direc
tion, and if it is sold without consideration 
as to urban design, then the city has lost its 
opportunity to use urban renewal as a posi
tive tool fo r the city's redevelopment. " END 



Anaconda Preformed Copper Tube Grid s installed in sidewalk •• . and 6 months later a 10" snowfall is quickly me l ted. 

Anaconda Copper Tube for Snow Melting 

IN COILS 
IN STRAIGHT LENGTHS 
IN PREFORMED GRIDS 

------------------ ---

---------~ 

------------- -- -
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More and more building owners are using copper tube 
piping systems to get rid of snow, quickly and economically. 
And more often than not the specified tube is Anaconda. 

The reason: Anaconda makes it easy to t ake advantage of 
this demand. Anaconda makes copper tube for snow melting 
installations in convenient 60 ' and 100'. coils, 20' straight 
lengths, and also in practical, preformed grids . The latter, 
an exclusive Anaconda development known as PG's, offers 
designing and layout advantages plus the savings achieved 
by using a "ready-to-install," machine-made product. 

For complete information on Anaconda copper tube and 
PG's for snow-melting systems, write Anaconda American 
Brass Company, Waterbury 20, Connecticut. In Canada: 
Anaconda American Brass Ltd., New Toronto, Ontario. 

Leading wholesalers stock Anaconda Copper Tube, Fit-
tings and Valves. •'·'""" 

AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY 
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Now! Send for this catalog ... 
SU!llfit,C~ MOUNTED TRACK 

SllENT GUSS 
..,"'.~ c > 'KO,~ 

No. SG.11t1• 

Cord Traversing 
••'""'u .. -•--•--=k•

,.,..,.,,.,.,.,, .... ,up 

It tells you the amazing story of ... 

SILENT GLISS 

------------------· 
SI LENT GLISS, INC., Freeport, Illinois AF-7 

I am interested in learning more about 
Silent Gliss Drapery Track. 

D Please send catalog and full details at once. 
D Please send sample. 
D Please have representative call for appoint ment. 

NAM~---------------

POSITION ______________ _ 

FIRM NAM<----------------

STREET ADD RESS-------------

CITY AND STATc.._ ___________ _ 

BUSINESS ____________ __ _ 

SllOO GLISS ,.,, ... 'c ) < ,,_,....,.< 



Here you see Barrington Plaza, 
Los Angeles, developed and 
owned by Louis Lesser Enter
prises, Inc .. and consisting of 
712 luxury apartments in which 
almost 5 miles of Silent Gliss 
track is used . 

~ 
SILENT GLISS 
~~ 

Proved in use on 

the continent ... now 

making history in new 

prestige installations 

in this country. 

SILENT GLISS . .. the 
drapery track selected for 

the beautiful new 
United Building, Chicago. 

cylindrically shaped office building of Parke-Davis &. Company, 
Los Angeles branch. 

Space on these two pages could never contain the full story of Silent Gliss Drapery Track. 
That's why we urge you to mail the coupon for our catalog containing the details you need. 

Silent Gliss offers new quietness and smoothness of operation. Silent Gliss cords never tangle 
or droop, because they travel in sepa rate, semi-enclosed channels. Silent Gliss uses all-nylon 
cord, carriers, fittings .. . lasts almost forever. The unique engineering and design of Silent Gliss make it 
the smallest, most inconspicuous track for any job . . . in perfect taste with the finest surroundings. 
Yet you can specify Silent Gliss with the confidence of superb performance. 

You owe it to yourself to know about Silent Gliss first-hand . Mail the coupon without delay. 

SILENT GUSS, INC., FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 
Distributing companies: 

Angevi ne Co., Crystal Lake, Illinois • Drapery Hardware Mfg. Co., Monrovia, California 

THREE OF THE •§ti§!• COMPANIES 

Manufacturers of Quality Drapery Hardware Since 1903 

SILENT GLISS., . as seen in executive office 
Interiors, The Boeing Company. 

SILENT GLISS .•• the drapery track selected 
for the elegantly modern Los A ngeles Inter
national Airport restaurant. 
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What is this thing called 

9 
See Sweet 's HO 



COCOON? 
R 
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A vinyl spray coating that does so much more than any 
other kind of coating. Originally developed in conjunction 
with the United States Navy during World War II, its 
marvelous waterproofing and protective qualities have 
been continually refined so that today it is truly the 
WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE SPRAY COATING. 
• prevents moisture penetration • resists corrosion 
•cuts building costs • reduces upkeep 
• performs in any climate • retards fire 

•available in a wide range of colors 

WHO USES COCOON AND HOW DO THEY USE IT? 
Listed below are just a few of the recent applications of Cocoon . 
We would be happy to furnish more complete details upon request . 

Guggenheim Museum, New York City-Frank Lloyd Wright, Architect 

IBM Building, Baltimore, Md. 
Pedersen & Tilney, Architects, New Haven, Conn . 

Brightwater Towers, St. Petersburg, Fla. 
Fred Schlotterlien, Architect, J. K. Ruff Enterprises, Baltimore, Md. 

Citizen's Marine Jefferson Bank, Newport News, Va. 
Victor Gruen, Associates, Architects, Beverly Hills, Cal. 

ROOFING • INTERIORS • EXTERIORS ... 

It's here! Something new in hard-surface inter ior coatings , proud 
product of Hollingshead research. 

BUILDING MAINTENANCE CHEMICALS - another 
Hollingshead division, offering a complete line of products, 
can help answer any building maintenance question . 
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HOW TO EXCEL IN ARITHMETIC 

In the not-so-simple arithmetic of the building in
dustry, architect/ engineer minus contractor minus 
c1ien t equals "no-sale". 

The problem is that each of the three parties ap
proaches the common task of getting the building 
built from his own point of view. When a11 three 
have been reached and when, in turn, a11 three have 
reached agreement on a product, 1 + 1 + 1 adds up 
to "sold". 

FORUM, among a11 the architectural magazines, 
is unique in editoria11y recognizing these different 
points of view, and in reconciling the art of archi-

Architectural Forum / July 1962 

tecture, the technology of construction and the eco
nomics of building.':' As a result of this essential 
difference, FORUM adds up for architects, con
tractors and clients. And as the one magazine read 
in substantial numbers by all three, it adds up for 
advertisers, too. 

*FoRuM's editors are well qualified to report on these three 
main a reas of building. All are accomplished journalists; five 
have studied arch itectural design, several have practiced it, six 
are members of the American Insti tute of Architects. The staff 
is backed up by the other editorial ta lent and facilities of Time 
Inc., including its network of news-gathering bureaus in 30 cit ies 
here and abroad. 
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IDEAS FROM ROTTERDAM 

As everybody knows, in Worl d 
War II Rotterdam's center, a tri
angle about a mile long measured 
along its harbor base, was bombed 
and burned almost flat. Instead 
of defeating the city, this caused 
its rebirth. In rebuilding Rotter
dam, Dutch architecture bounced 
from near the bottom of the 
European pile to near the top. 

One of the most creative acts 
in the program has been at the 
very core of Rotterdam : a new 
plan, new zoning, new architec
ture, a new trademark for a city 
center. 

Almost everybody has. heard of 
Rotterdam's famous "Lijnbaan" 
(which means "ropewalk"). This 
is the midcity shopping center 
and pedestrian mall, and it is a 
tremendous success. But in the 
U.S. nobody yet has described the 
more comprehensive effect of 
which the Lijnbaan is a part. 
Unlike Manhattan, which marks 
its two core areas ("midtown" and 
"Wall Street") by two man-made 
mountain peaks, Rotterdam uses 
the Lijnbaan like a canal. It is 
not tall, but low : just two stories 
high, in fact (running across up
per part of photo above) . It is 
flanked to the west by 12-story 
apartment slabs, and to the cast 
by great monumental building 
lumps along the Cool Singe!, Rot
terdam's great wide avenue (seen 
in the foreground. Cool Singe! is 
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now getting a subway to run 
through under the harbor to new 
suburbs south of the river). 

Marking the core of one of the 
world's largest harbor cities with 
something like a "canal" flanked 
by high "banks" was not only 
genius: it works. 

To the west the apartments 
along the Karel Doorman Straat 
include spinal slabs lengthwise to 
the street, and transverse slabs 
too, all about l 2 stories high; to
gether these do things both prac
tical and esthetic. Esthetically 
they give the low Lijnbaan its 
magnificent western backdrop, as 
seen from within the Lijnbaan 
area itself. As seen from outside, 
from the city or from the central 
railroad station, four of these 
slabs (which run transverse to the 
street direction ) act like phalanxes 
on the march: they indicate a) 
the position of the city core; b ) 
its new, far bigger, looser, better 
scale, as compared to the typical, 
cramped, old-city pile-up out of 
which it arose; and, of course, c) 
the prominence of the residential 
factor downtown. 

The big apartment slabs are 
woven in with lower ones around 
a series of courts which produce 
an effect in depth, and by the 
same token create pleasant space 
in which to live, right in the city's 
heart. And on the opposite side 
of the Lijnbaan, on the Cool 
Singe! (especially along its east-

ern front ), the parade of lumps 
is really a progression, all in uni
fied scale and pretty good spac
ing: a Beaux-Arts city hall, a post 
office in the early-modern "Am
sterdam 1920s romantic" style, a 
Gropius-modem stock exchange, 
and various banks and business 
blocks-not forgetting Breuer's 
"Beehive" department store (white 
mass at center). The variety of 
style and use among these struc
tures makes the street finer than 
similar streets in classicall y petri
fied Washington, D.C. 

A QUESTION OF SPACE 

In all this work, what modern 
architecture is attending to-far 
better than it does in the U.S.
is space. For example, wha t with 
all the walking that goes on along 
the Lijnbaan pedestrian mall, 
there is an enormous amount of 
walking along Cool Singe!, too, 
simply because of sidewalks of 
immense width, shaded by trees. 
Behind all this width of sidewalk 
the building line is able to ad
vance and retreat, to the enhance
ment of the total street effect. 

As for the bad things critics 
say about Rotterdam's "failure" 
on traffic: all this means is that 
its plans were made before such 
later insights as the combined 
"population" and "auto" explo
sions, and before Gruen's Fort 
Worth diagram. The chance to 
advance with still later insights 

such as the new Dallas downtown 
plan remains unimpeded, because 
the Rotterdam redevelopment has 
big bones. 

But just the same, in the mat
ter of streets, parking, and traffic, 
Rotterdam has its useful tricks. 

For example: kiosks, kiosks, 
and more kiosks. These constitute 
a pretty little item of architec
tural "vocabulary" serving many 
uses. There is the case, for in
stance, of the Rotterdamsohe 
Bank, a block-long building, 
which was all set and abuilding 
on the Cool Singel. Its site turned 
out to be too far back from the 
street for the new plans, and fur
thermore, after 4 P.M. the build
ing would have been dark and 
"dead." So the Planning Depart
ment let one cafe and several 
little shops be built in kiosks on 
the sidewalk in front, thus keep
ing the street active and gay not 
only for the rest of the afternoon 
but well into the night. And the 
kiosks look like real street fur
niture, not like a clutter of extra 
building. So too on a street which 
crosses the Lijnbaan called Kruis 
Kale, where lots of those apart
ment dwellers need to stow their 
cars, all the parking lots were 
quite properly masked. How? 
Kiosks again, which the architects 
used along the front of the park
ing lot, in place of an ugly wire 
fence . 

Visually the Lijnbaan, as a 
canal of pedestrians flanked by 
slabs on one side and lumps on 
the other, is very nice; but that 
is not the full meaning it conveys. 
As planning-while we have been 
talking of "zoning for mixed uses," 
each use supporting the others
Rotterdam has long since put the 
fruitful idea of mixed zoning 
right to work. City Planner Van 
Traa, aided by architects. like Van 
den Broek & Bakema, have put 
together city shopping and city 
residences, and civic and cultural 
facilities too, and they have done 
so not only conscientiously but 
with joy. 

And this can give visiting U.S . 
travelers a great lift. 


